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vcall for papErs
The next issue of JNCHC (deadline: September 1, 2017) invites research essays on 
any topic of interest to the honors community .
The 18 .2 issue of JNCHC will also include an Open Forum for Honors . We invite 
you to submit an informal essay on any current concern in the honors community . 
Below is a list of the topics we have addressed in the Forums for Honors since the 
beginning of the journal and the millennium; you are invited to submit an essay on 
one of these or on any other topic of your choosing .
Liberal Learning in the New Century (1 .1) (the only issue not available digitally)
Science in Honors (1 .2)
Educational Transitions  .  .  . (2 .1)
Honors and the Creative Arts (2 .2)
Liberal Learning (3 .1) 
Technology in Honors (3 .2)
Students and Teachers in Honors (4 .1)
Multiperspectivism in Honors Education (4 .2)
Research in Honors (5 .1)
The Psychology and Sociology of Honors (5 .2)
Students in Honors (6 .1)
What Is Honors? (6 .2)
Outcomes Assessment, Accountability (7 .1)
Honors Administration (7 .2)
Grades, Scores, and Honors (8 .1)
Managing Growth in Honors (8 .2)
Honors Culture (9 .1)
Honors and Academic Integrity (9 .2)
Social Class and Honors (10 .1)
Honors in the Digital Age (10 .2)
Honors and Athletics (11 .1)
Helping Honors Students in Trouble (11 .2)
Honors Study Abroad (12 .1)
The Institutional Impact of Honors (12 .2)
The Economy of Honors (13 .1)
Honors Around the Globe (13 .2)
Nontraditional Honors Students (14 .1)
Admissions and Retention in Honors (14 .2)
Honors for Sale (15 .1)
Rubrics, Templates  .  .  . Outcomes (15 . 2)
Honors and the Future of the Humanities (16 .1)
vi
The Value of Honors (presidents’ issue) (16 .2)
Research in Honors (17 .1)
AP and Dual Enrollment Credit in Honors (17 .2)
National Scholarships and Honors (18 .1)
Forum essays should focus on ideas, concepts, and/or opinions and not just on 
practices at individual institutions .
Please send all submissions to Ada Long at adalong@uab .edu .
Editorial policy
Journal of the National Collegiate Honors Council is a refereed periodical publishing 
scholarly articles on honors education . The journal uses a double-blind peer review 
process . Articles may include analyses of trends in teaching methodology, articles 
on interdisciplinary efforts, discussions of problems common to honors programs 
and colleges, items on the national higher education agenda, and presentations of 
emergent issues relevant to honors education . Submissions and inquiries should be 
directed to Ada Long at adalong@uab .edu .
dEadlinEs
March 1 (for spring/summer issue); September 1 (for fall/winter issue)
submission guidElinEs
We accept material by email attachment in Word (not pdf) . We do not accept mate-
rial by fax or hard copy .
The documentation style can be whatever is appropriate to the author’s primary dis-
cipline or approach (MLA, APA, etc .), but please avoid footnotes . Internal citation 
to a list of references (bibliography) is strongly preferred, and the editor will revise 
all internal citations in accordance with MLA guidelines .
There are no minimum or maximum length requirements; the length should be dic-
tated by the topic and its most effective presentation .
Accepted essays are edited for grammatical and typographical errors and for infelici-
ties of style or presentation . Authors have ample opportunity to review and approve 
edited manuscripts before publication .
Submissions and inquiries should be directed to Ada Long at adalong@uab .edu or, 
if necessary, 850 .927 .3776 .
vii
dEdication
Peter C. Sederberg
Peter Sederberg’s long and distinguished career as a scholar and honors 
administrator has brought credit to the National Collegiate Honors Council 
for many years, and The Honors College Phenomenon—the NCHC mono-
graph that he edited and to which he contributed—has been a foundational 
work in the development of honors education since it was published in 2008 . 
The merger of ambitious scholarship and administration has been the hall-
mark of his career and made him an exemplar in the field of honors education .
Peter began his academic career at the University of Minnesota and then 
got his MA and PhD at Johns Hopkins University, where he first became 
a teacher . He then taught at Wellesley College for a couple of years before 
settling down at the University of South Carolina, where he began as Assis-
tant Professor of Political Science and finished as Distinguished Professor 
Emeritus . Starting in 1976, he became intermittently involved in honors 
administration until he took the position as Dean of the University of South 
Carolina Honors College from 1994 until 2005 . He subsequently became 
Special Assistant to the Provost for Undergraduate Initiatives at Emory Uni-
versity from 2007 to 2010 .
The list of Peter’s publications, in addition to his NCHC monograph, 
includes six books on topics mostly relating to political violence; twenty 
viii
articles and book chapters with titles like “Black Education and the Dialec-
tics of Transformation in South Africa” and “Nuclear Winter: Paradoxes and 
Paradigm Shifts”; and numerous reviews, conference papers, and speeches .
Among Peter’s many campus activities, of special interest (given the topic 
of this issue’s JNCHC Forum) is service on the selection committees for the 
McNair and Rhodes Scholarships .
Peter is currently at work on his memoirs, which should be a fascinating 
read . Meanwhile, we are honored to dedicate this issue of JNCHC to a model 
teacher, scholar, and administrator .
dEdication
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Editor’s introduction
Ada Long
University of Alabama at Birmingham
The past two decades have seen a rapid professionalization of national 
scholarship advising at colleges and universities . Concurrently, the number of 
national scholarships has increased from the few that everybody recognized—
the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Goldwater, and Fulbright—to hundreds that 
target different kinds of potential applicants . While scholarship advising 
used to be a volunteer activity performed by a few faculty members working 
with a small number of students, it is now usually a distinct administrative 
and structural unit with its own staff, often positioned within an honors col-
lege or program and in any case working in close collaboration with honors 
administrators and faculty . Identifying, recruiting, coaching, and coddling 
scholarship applicants is now a career track eyed closely by presidents and 
provosts eager for “wins”—perhaps not as coveted as wins in football or 
basketball but providing significant status and visibility that enhance the 
institution’s reputation .
Given the central role that scholarship advising has come to play in hon-
ors administration, a Forum on “National Scholarships and Honors” is timely, 
if not overdue . A Call for Papers on this topic went out via the NCHC web-
site, listserv, and e-newsletter inviting members to contribute to the Forum . 
The Call included a list of questions that Forum contributors might consider:
Has the expanded focus on competition for national scholarships 
enhanced or diminished the quality of honors education? Should 
potential candidates for national scholarships be identified as incom-
ing freshmen or as students who have already proven successful in 
college? Should national scholarship advisors, whose numbers have 
proliferated rapidly in the past two decades, be housed in and associ-
ated with honors or operate independently of honors? What ethical 
complexities arise from the amount of help available to national 
scholarship applicants? Do national scholarship candidates take on 
a role similar to athletes in boosting an institution’s reputation and 
rankings, and what are the consequences for the students? Does the 
competition for national scholarships help focus students’ interests 
in scholarship, extracurricular commitments, study abroad, and/or 
service activities? Does the competition broaden or narrow students’ 
long
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interests? Does the competition enhance or disrupt the sense of 
community often associated with honors?
The lead essay for the Forum, which was distributed along with the Call, 
is by Lia Rushton, formerly National Scholarship Advisor at the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) . The Call indicated that “Contributions to 
the Forum may—but need not—respond to Rushton’s essay .”
Based on her experience at UAB, Rushton provides thoughtful and 
nuanced perspectives on the role of scholarship advisors in her essay “First, 
Do No Harm .” In the late 1990s and early 2000s, she was relatively early in 
the rise of fellowships advising as a professional position within universi-
ties, and she could see, in contrast to the previous informal advising system, 
how important the position was not just in winning scholarships but in help-
ing students benefit from the experience . She considers the pitfalls as well 
as opportunities of the application process for successful and unsuccessful 
students in what can be a life-changing experience, for better or worse . From 
her experience in helping students win Truman, Marshall, Rhodes, Fulbright, 
and Goldwater scholarships among many others, Rushton distills both gen-
eral and particular suggestions for the advisors, faculty, and staff who support 
these students .
The first two responses to Rushton’s essays are from an honors admin-
istrator and former honors student who were directly involved in the 
scholarship application process at UAB . The former student is John A . Knox, 
a Rhodes applicant of the pre-Rushton era whom she mentions in her essay as 
“still haunted by his Rhodes interview .” Knox, now a full professor at the Uni-
versity of Georgia who has advised numerous fellowship applicants at two 
universities, describes the dark side of both the process and outcomes in “The 
Strange Game of Prestige Scholarships .” He particularly targets the Rhodes as 
a “big business, with money and power riding on the decisions,” fostering a 
culture of ruthlessness . He cites examples, including his own, of demeaning 
interviews and damaged winners as well losers . Universities often compound 
the damage through the pressures they place on candidates and by “blam-
ing nominees when they don’t bring home the bacon .” Honors programs are 
also complicitous when they “become assembly lines for prestige-scholarship 
applications and their dangling appendages, the applicants themselves .” He 
concludes that the winning move in this game is not to play .
While Knox presents the dark side of national scholarships, Linda Frost 
presents the ideal in “Open Letter to Lia Rushton .” Frost—now Dean of 
the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Honors College but formerly 
Editor’s introduction
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Associate Director of the UAB Honors Program—worked with Rushton in 
advising scholarship applicants and learned from her that the key virtue of a 
good advisor is listening . Focusing on the benefits to the advisors as well as 
the candidates, Frost writes that Rushton taught her the value of “focusing 
first and last on creating relationships with the students and understanding 
who they were before you decided how to steer them in the advising that 
came later .” While scholarship candidates can be “little nasty stink bombs of 
privilege,” Frost has had only pleasant experiences with students who “spend 
hours clarifying who they are and what they imagine they might become in 
the form of thirteen separate short personal narratives .” She sees this kind of 
writing as a “powerful path to intimacy,” creating a “precious space, one full 
of the trust that exists in real and rare teaching, the trust and the surprise, the 
wonder and the love .”
Like Frost, Leslie Bickford of Winthrop University describes the plea-
sure and value of working with scholarship applicants on their writing . In “Of 
Groomers and Tour Guides: The Role of Writing in the Fellowships Office,” 
she first distinguishes between grooming students as if they were “in a dog 
show, making sure the fur is pruned and coiffed just right,” and serving as a 
tour guide by “helping students orchestrate their own journey of self-discov-
ery, often through dialogue but even more through the writing process .” As 
a first step, she encourages students to “wallow in their ideas, to get messy 
with their writing instead of just anticipating what the reader or teacher wants 
them to say” in order to “peel back the layers and get to the heart of what 
makes a student unique .” Like Rushton, Bickford defines the role of the fel-
lowships advisor as holding up a mirror to show applicants what is special 
about them and then helping them express in writing what they have discov-
ered in the mirror .
Frost and Bickford have portrayed the joys of working with students on 
their writing, and now Anton Vander Zee of the College of Charleston pro-
vides a counterpoint to their essays by focusing on the audience for the writing 
and providing some nuts-and-bolts advice . “Becoming Legible: Helping Stu-
dents Navigate Promotional Genres of Self-Narration” is a practical and also 
delightful treatment of how to write personal statements and statements of 
intent . Both these forms of writing, Vander Zee says, bear a resemblance to 
the oft-maligned five-paragraph essay and include generic expectations that 
“must be strategically adapted rather than merely applied .” Stressing the 
importance of genre, Vander Zee provides precise suggestions about how to 
help students navigate the formal conventions of these statements, which are 
long
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required for not only national fellowships but also graduate and professional 
schools . Genre, Vander Zee argues, centers on an audience: “Our students 
have remarkable stories to tell, but unless that telling anticipates how their 
stories will be received, they might as well be talking to themselves . Genre is, 
fundamentally, a way of talking to others in earnest .”
In the final Forum essay, “Lessons from Honors: National Scholarships, 
High-Impact Practices, and Student Success,” Craig T . Cobane and Audra 
Jennings take a different approach from the other Forum contributors, focus-
ing on “helping students to develop the skills and experiences necessary to 
compete for prestigious scholarships .” They describe Western Kentucky 
University’s four-year “scholar development plans (SDPs),” though which 
students use high-impact practices (HIPS) strategically to “draw on their 
interests, refine their skills, and advance their future trajectory .” Using this 
strategy, a student “begins to understand each class and co-curricular activity 
as another brick in the road toward his ever-clarifying goal of using his stud-
ies and language skills” to achieve his goals . About the collaboration between 
honors and fellowships advising, Cobane and Jennings write: “Not all honors 
students end up applying for national scholarships, but all are advised and 
mentored as if they will . The goal is not winning or even applying; the goal is 
students who have developed the skills necessary to think strategically about 
their future and position themselves for success well beyond graduation .”
As an example of the exceptional accomplishments of honors stu-
dents nationwide, JNCHC sometimes includes one of the winning essays in 
NCHC’s annual Portz Prize competition . We are proud this year to publish 
“Slaves, Coloni, and Status Confusion in the Late Roman Empire” by Hannah 
Basta of Georgia State University . Basta’s essay is a fascinating study of labor 
practices during the decline of slavery and the ensuing confusion about class 
status within the full range of Roman society . She describes the increasingly 
blurred distinction between free and slave that affected Roman social and 
family life as well as law and that led to a new labor class of coloni, a form of 
tenancy that included “the poorest of the free persons in the lower classes as 
well as freed slaves who remained a part of the lower class .” Basta shows that, 
as a result, “the legal and social distinction between slave and free became 
muddled,” creating “new social interactions among both the upper and lower 
classes .” Her meticulous research and careful argument provide an example of 
undergraduate scholarship at its best .
In addition to the Forum and the Portz essay, this issue of JNCHC 
includes seven research articles about honors . The first three focus on African 
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American students in honors, starting with a historical study focused on the 
University of Texas at Austin (UT Austin) titled “Resilience, Reconciliation, 
and Redemption: An Initial Historical Sketch of Pioneering Black Students in 
the Plan II Honors Program” by Richard J . Reddick, Emily A . Johnson, Ashley 
Jones, Tracie A . J . Lowe, Ashley N . Stone, and James Thomas . The centerpiece 
of the study is interviews with the first four graduates of the Plan II Honors 
Program in the late 1970s and early 1980s, almost two decades after the first 
Black students graduated from UT Austin . The authors examine the benefits 
of the Plan II Honors Program, the barriers that kept Black students from 
participating until late in the program’s history, the struggles they faced once 
they joined, the coping strategies they used, and the values they received from 
their honors education . The authors conclude that the first Black students in 
the Plan II Honors Program encountered the same “tokenism, racism, [and] 
pressure to prove their worth” and that they felt the same “desire for kinship” 
that Black students experience now . Their recommendations for addressing 
these special problems and needs include on-campus housing, role models, 
and alumni mentoring . Black students then and now, they emphasize, also 
need “individuals of any/all races who are willing and ready to help them in a 
way that demonstrates connection rather than paternalism .”
Stephen C . Scott, an alumnus of the West Virginia University Honors 
College, echoes many of the values and obstacles that Reddick at al . found in 
their study . In “Black Excellence: Fostering Intellectual Curiosity in Minor-
ity Honors Students at a Predominantly White Research Institution,” he 
describes his experience as the only Black student in his graduating class of 
honors students . Despite being misperceived, he was comfortable in hon-
ors until a study abroad trip in his senior year, which opened his eyes to the 
“importance of correcting my White friends’ sense of privilege, representing 
and advocating for my community in this elite academic space of honors, 
and paving the way for other Black students to succeed in higher education .” 
After providing historical and demographic background, Scott describes the 
“internal, intercultural struggles” that have been “created from societal Euro-
centrism and are reinforced in higher education, which continues to pressure 
Black students into disassembling their cultural identity and assimilating to 
the majority, thus constraining their intellectual freedom .” He provides a 
vocabulary that should enable honors administrators to better understand 
their Black students and stresses the importance of study abroad, prestigious 
scholarships, methods of recruitment and retention, academic programming, 
and—above all—talking and listening to Black students .
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Addressing some of the same issues studied by Scott and by Reddick et 
al ., David M . Rhea examines data on honors admissions criteria at Governors 
State University (GSU) in “A Regression Model Approach to First-Year Hon-
ors Program Admissions Serving a High-Minority Population .” Rhea used 
“stepwise regression analyses to find high school student and institution vari-
ables that predict college-level success in honors program admissions .” After 
analyzing thirteen different variables, Rhea found, among other results, that 
three of them accounted for 47% of the variance in first-semester grades: the 
weighted GPA used by the GSU Honors Program, the English score on the 
ACT, and the college readiness of the high school . He also found that col-
lege readiness had no predictive significance for Black students and that the 
English ACT score had none for White (Caucasian and Hispanic) students . 
This sliding-scale approach, Rhea argues, can make admissions “more person-
alized to individual students and their high school educational experiences” 
and can help eliminate barriers to participation by minority students . He also 
concludes that administrators “can use this regression model with minimal 
risk of admitting students who would not be well-served by an honors pro-
gram experience .”
While Rhea and many other researchers have focused considerable atten-
tion on predictive factors of success in honors, Tom Mould and Stephen B . 
DeLoach argue that attention needs to focus also on the definition of success . 
In “Moving Beyond GPA: Alternative Measures of Success and Predictive 
Factors in Honors Programs,” the authors write, “Despite the great variety 
in the structures, intended outcomes, expectations, criteria, and characteris-
tics of honors programs and colleges around the country, we have an oddly 
anemic means for measuring success .” Mould and DeLoach examine the mea-
sures of success that honors administrators often take for granted—college 
GPA, participation, and retention—and argue that success should instead 
be measured in relation to the specific mission statement of an honors pro-
gram or college . The authors describe a research study of their program at 
Elon University that, in line with their mission statement, includes “national, 
local, and campus-wide academic awards; membership in honor societies; 
presentations at regional, national, or international academic conferences; 
peer-reviewed academic publications; graduate school attendance; job place-
ments at the time of graduation; leadership roles in extracurricular activities; 
and faculty mentor assessment .” Given this broader definition of success, their 
study led to conclusions akin to those of David Rhea: “students with similar 
weighted GPAs are equally likely to succeed, regardless of other factors such 
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as ethnic diversity, major, or quality of high school,” the only other predictive 
factor being the verbal SAT score .
Also measuring success in relationship to mission, Jacob Andrew Hester 
and Kari Lynn Besing tested the success of the University of Alabama (UA) 
Honors College’s seminar series in achieving the goal of developing “agents 
of social change .” They hypothesized that “an honors education at UA corre-
sponds to increased interest in voting,” and to test the hypothesis they studied 
the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) responses of 1,887 UA 
students during the 2010–2011 and 2011–2012 academic years . Their study 
shows that “a modest link exists between being an honors student and interest 
in voting” and that “honors students, all else held constant, are more likely to 
perceive that their institution has affected their interest in voting .” They also 
found that “the amount of reading and writing in their curriculum positively 
correlates with students’ perception that their education has had an impact on 
their interest in voting .” They conclude that their data offer “cautious” support 
for the civic education hypothesis within the context of honors education .
The final essay in this issue is “Demography of Honors: The Census 
of U .S . Honors Programs and Colleges” by Richard I . Scott and Patricia J . 
Smith of the University of Central Arkansas and Andrew Cognard-Black of 
St . Mary’s College, the Maryland Public Honors College and the National 
Collegiate Honors Council . This essay builds on four previous data analyses 
dating from 2013 through 2016, two of which appeared in JNCHC (17 .1 and 
17 .2) . The current essay, based on a survey referred to as the “2016 Census,” 
examines programmatic and infrastructural features of honors programs and 
colleges among both NCHC members and non-members . Survey respon-
dents included 408 NCHC member institutions (48 .1% response rate) and 
50 non-member institutions (26 .9% response) . Among their interesting 
findings, the authors show that “in a comparison of non-NCHC members 
to members, the former offer their students fewer benefits in both curricular 
and co-curricular portions of the program .” Supporting the results of previous 
surveys, the 2016 Census also “shows that NCHC members in general have 
more human, infrastructural, and financial resources and offer a wider range 
of courses, co-curricular programming, honors LLCs, and honors scholar-
ships .” In their conclusion, the authors suggest five specific research questions 
that could be addressed using the data now available .
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First, Do No Harm
Lia Rushton
Formerly of the University of Alabama at Birmingham
When I was appointed fellowships advisor at UAB back in the late 1990s and before the formation of the National Association of Fellowships 
Advisors, as a first order of business I spoke with the university’s few former 
winners and finalists about their experiences applying for nationally competi-
tive scholarships . One such former applicant, now an accomplished professor 
who had graduated from our honors program a number of years prior, was 
evidently still haunted by his Rhodes interview as he told me about the ques-
tions he had been asked by and the answers he had given to his interviewers, 
answers that did not win him the scholarship . I met another former student 
and applicant who looked off into the distance—think Ajax’s thousand-yard 
stare—when remembering the one interview question that stymied him so 
completely he knew he had begun to circle the drain . After those two conver-
sations, I resolved that, regardless of whatever else I might accomplish in my 
role as advisor, I intended to make sure that no student would be scarred by 
the process . My mantra for the six years I held the position was “Do no harm .” 
It’s a pretty good oath for fellowships advisors, I feel, to this day .
Competing for a major award is difficult even for stellar students . Done 
well, the process is edifying and extraordinarily helpful not only for those 
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who win but also for those who don’t . Students who apply for prestigious 
national scholarships have, at minimum, a significant jumpstart on their 
graduate school plans and applications; more importantly, they have learned, 
through rigorous self-examination, about themselves and their values, inter-
ests, and career goals . Ample arguments and evidence for the positive and 
lasting value of competing for these major awards can be found in Suzanne 
McCray’s edited compilations Beyond Winning: National Scholarship Com-
petitions and the Student Experience and Nationally Competitive Scholarships: 
Serving Students and the Public Good .
The two former students with whom I spoke had not had the benefit 
of a fellowships advisor . I suspect if they had, they would have been able to 
metabolize their experiences more productively . We want to do right by our 
students always, but especially when we invite them to do hard things . What 
follows is an extended discussion of some ways we might be at risk of falling 
short of that goal, of how we—or our home university—might inadvertently 
do harm . Consider this essay an attempt to keep the lights on, to remain fully 
conscious, as we endeavor to prepare remarkable students for the rewarding 
pursuit of long odds .
David Foster Wallace opened his Kenyon College commencement 
address with a story:
There are these two young fish swimming along, and they happen 
to meet an older fish swimming the other way, who nods at them 
and says, “Morning, boys, how’s the water?” And the two young fish 
swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the 
other and goes, “What the hell is water?”
The story was his way of introducing an impressively packed discourse on 
automatic or unconscious ways of thinking, and it has relevance to many 
honors students at large public universities and small colleges, who are not 
typically endowed with inordinate advantage, e .g ., standardized test prep, 
prestigious prep schools, paid summer enrichment experiences, influential 
social networks, and the like . A significant number are first-generation col-
lege students or children of immigrants or kids from small towns who haven’t 
had the opportunity to travel much if at all before attending university . Once 
enrolled in college, they hold down part-time jobs while also making top 
grades, conducting research, participating in extracurricular activities, and 
contributing to the wider community . It’s their normal, and they tend not 
to see all that they do as particularly distinctive . Virtually none of the ones I 
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worked with saw themselves as exceptional—not even the truly exceptional 
ones . While their humility is refreshing in an increasingly self-promoting 
world, it can place them at a notable disadvantage in the highly competitive 
process of applying for national scholarships .
One vital task of a fellowships advisor for these unassuming students is 
to tell them what water is . It’s to adopt the role, pace Wallace, of the “wise 
old fish” who helps them see that certain features of their background, their 
experiences, and/or their achievements, which they may regard as common-
place, are not at all common . I recall how a full forty-five minutes went by in 
my first conversation with a student who ultimately won a Rhodes before he 
revealed the kind of jaw-dropping information about himself that he consid-
ered incidental or even irrelevant to his academic achievements but that in 
fact showed him to be one of those truly remarkable human beings . I had to 
ask him a number of pointed questions, moreover, to arrive at that revelatory 
forty-five-minute mark . His numerous scientific publications were certainly 
impressive, but they took on added significance in the context of what turned 
out to be his weighty responsibilities off campus; not only his demonstra-
ble intelligence but also his outstanding character were now clearly evident . 
Honors students—such, at least, was my experience at UAB—are uncannily 
adept at burying the lede . Among all the students I worked with, I needed to 
correct only one for overstating his accomplishments .
A fellowships advising structure that begins to identify and counsel 
potential applicants early in their college careers is far better for honors stu-
dents than one beginning the process much later—say, a mere few months 
prior to the scheduled meeting of the nominating committee . Committee 
members run the risk of making a flawed nomination if they base their deci-
sions on the résumés, personal statements, and interviews of students who 
don’t necessarily know what to showcase or even mention about themselves . 
I’m not suggesting we attempt to package our students, although even the 
most unjaded applicants may feel by the end of the process that they now, 
unavoidably, have shtick . I’m talking about something as basic yet life-altering 
as helping students discover if their enthusiasms and values dovetail with 
their intended courses of study . For instance, one honors students who won 
a Truman came to UAB with the intention of becoming a nurse—as noble 
a profession as exists . Nursing made good sense to a good student from a 
small town (population 1,400) in northeastern Alabama . Yet Linda Frost, 
then Associate Director of the University Honors Program and Truman fac-
ulty representative (now Dean of the Honors College at UT Chattanooga), 
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recognized an activist when she saw one and spoke often about career goals 
with this student, who during his freshman year had come out as gay and 
began working tirelessly for LGBT rights both on campus and beyond . 
Prompted by Linda’s careful observation of him over time, he changed his 
major to political science, graduated from the Berkeley Law School, and now 
is working to effect positive change for the very communities for which he 
began advocating as a first-year undergraduate . Without those early conver-
sations of the soul-searching sort, he would have missed his calling, and the 
Truman Scholarship Foundation would have missed him .
In order to identify potential applicants early, fellowships advisors would 
do well to create both a formal network of department heads and honors pro-
gram directors and an informal network of faculty whom they know to be 
highly attentive to students . It takes a village to raise a fellowship recipient . 
The student does the lion’s share of the work, of course, but an important 
supporting cast includes the research mentors, professors, coaches, advisors, 
parents, and community members who nurture these students . The most 
competitive candidates are like heat-seeking missiles: they detect and go after 
opportunities and learning experiences, and they discover and connect with 
interesting people . They make a richly stimulating world for themselves . Fel-
lowships advisors need to talk to the people who are talking to these students .
A number of my former students said that what had helped them the most 
were the many questions I had asked them about themselves, their choices, 
and their beliefs: “You made me think about every decision I had made in my 
life .” I would ask them about their families and their roles in their families; 
about their siblings, their hometowns, their cultural backgrounds; the sig-
nificance of their names; their academic interests and favorite teachers; their 
jobs; why they took up one extracurricular activity and dropped another; 
their favorite books; why they played a certain sport over another; what made 
them happy and angry; their take on politics and their view of national and 
international events . Channel your inner Terry Gross to help applicants and 
potential applicants think more illuminatingly about themselves and their 
world . If I hadn’t gotten to know them fairly well, I wouldn’t have been able 
to tell if their personal statements portrayed them accurately . I used to say, 
only half-jokingly, “You keep writing drafts, and I’ll let you know when your 
essay starts to sound like you .” The best advisors are mirrors, reflecting back 
what they see and hear, neither aggrandizing strengths nor minimizing gaps 
in preparation but rather showing students as genuine a view of themselves as 
possible . We are all subject to distortions in our understanding of ourselves .
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Those conversations, moreover, would best be had from some perch other 
than behind a desk . When I was an undergraduate, my department head made 
a point of coming out from behind her desk to speak with students; she sat on 
a divan while motioning the student toward a comfortable chair . This gener-
ous gesture conveyed collegiality and availability, facilitating an exchange that 
often ranged beyond the topic at hand . Following her example, I made sure 
that the only piece of furniture between a student and me would have food 
on it, typically at a nearby coffee shop or lunch place . The conversations were 
different when we were off campus; the students were more at ease .
Not every student a fellowships advisor engages early in his or her under-
graduate career goes on to pursue a fellowship, and that’s as it should be . The 
terms of the scholarship(s) might not align with the student’s career goals, 
temperament, or schedule . On the other hand, capable students who want 
to apply for a scholarship but don’t have an above average chance at winning 
a major award can still apply meaningfully for a less competitive one . Nancy 
Twiss of Kansas State University, both the godmother of and exemplar for 
all fellowships advisors, kept a long list of smaller scholarships at the ready 
so that she never had to turn away an eager student . She herself, not an assis-
tant, worked with such students; they were as important to her as those vying 
for major scholarships . Simply suggesting that a student think about throw-
ing a hat into the ring by applying for a scholarship changes that student’s 
sense of self . Also, awards beget awards . As initially unsuccessful applicants 
become more seasoned (if not battle-hardened) by the process, they often 
become more successful . The finalist for a Truman can become the winner of 
a Rhodes .
Still other benefits accrue to students who are identified early in the appli-
cation process . For example, a student with a verbal tic (“like,” “you know,” “I 
mean”) needs time to break that bad habit . Even if our conversations were 
halting for a while, I would insist that the student not use a crutch word or 
phrase in my company and ultimately not at all . With a longer lead time, fel-
lowships advisors can develop with their students an individualized reading 
list and habituate them to the regular reading of newspapers and periodicals 
so that a student scientist can talk about political factions in Syria and a bud-
ding Joyce expert about cancer immunotherapy . They can send their advisees 
articles pertinent to their intended areas of study and send them just damn 
good articles about anything . They will be better able to press against the cul-
tural norms that may disadvantage first-generation American students in an 
interview, such as excessive deference or modesty . On the other hand, and 
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this next statement in no way contradicts the one that precedes it, fellowships 
advisors must guard each student’s right to be him- or herself . After one of our 
applicants had been told by several of his mock interviewers to smile more, I 
quickly interjected that he was a truly serious kid; a smile on him would have 
looked about as natural as it does on Nick Saban . He won a Marshall—I’m 
quite sure without smiling .
Another applicant, alarmed—even panicked—by the suggestion two of 
his mock interviewers made that he express a desire to return to Alabama 
after graduate school, pulled me aside to say that he in no way wanted to 
come back to his home state, to which I replied, “Then don’t say that . Say 
what you mean . Win because of you or lose because of you . Just make sure 
that whatever the outcome, it’s because of who you really are .” This student 
graciously held his ground on a different but far more important matter dur-
ing his actual interview, which, if I had to guess, is what won him the day . In 
my experience, mock interviews, while important, never remotely resemble 
the actual interviews . On the upside, students learn how to think on their 
feet as they practice fielding unanticipated questions . The long-winded ones 
learn to tighten up their responses, and the laconic ones learn to flesh out 
their answers . They become accustomed to speaking to a panel of people who 
sometimes talk over each other or at cross-purposes . Applicants receive all 
sorts of advice after these practice interviews, but then the fellowships advi-
sor’s job is to sort through the odd bits, reinforcing insightful and neutralizing 
potentially detrimental comments .
I regularly began my meetings with applicants by asking not what they 
were doing but how they were doing since over time I had started to notice 
that these exceptionally capable students were sometimes taken for granted, 
presumed to be all but immune to fatigue, doubt, hurt feelings, or any other 
of the vulnerabilities we all share . They were so competent that we ran the risk 
of forgetting they were also young and human . I wasn’t entirely surprised to 
learn from a recent Rhodes Scholar that he thought a fairly high number of 
his cohorts suffered from Imposter Syndrome . I also felt that part of my job 
was to keep these students company through what is often a lonely process . 
I met one-on-one with students because that dynamic worked well for me 
(I’m an introvert) and came to believe such an arrangement worked best for 
the students, too . Granted, it’s a time-intensive approach, but students simply 
won’t reveal themselves in a group setting in the same way they will when it’s 
just the two of you . I didn’t expect to see—yet nonetheless saw—the eyes 
of an assertive twenty-two-year-old well up with tears after his first mock 
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interview because he imagined his responses had disappointed the professors 
he most admired (they hadn’t) or a young woman become tearful because 
she thought she didn’t have the chops to apply for a scholarship (she did) . I’m 
not suggesting that these students were fragile—they wouldn’t have gotten 
where they were without grit—but let’s at least be aware that when we invite 
students to apply for prestigious awards, we are inviting them to discover how 
they stack up against some of the brightest collegians in the country . It takes 
courage to go for broke .
Certain exchanges with students must absolutely take place on an individ-
ual basis . Debriefing winners and non-winners together seems as thoughtless 
as inviting a new fiancé and a recent divorcé to a small dinner party . Such an 
arrangement is inhibiting and awkward for the winner and terribly insensitive 
to the non-winner . Better to celebrate with the one and on a separate occasion 
help the other manage the disappointment .
The university administration has its own set of concerns regarding 
nationally competitive scholarships, and they are not always well aligned with 
those of the fellowships advisor . We all wish to do right by our students, but 
I have seen administrators nonetheless fuss about having to host celebrations 
for scholarship winners while readily touting the winners at fundraising or 
public relations events . I have observed a college president arrange a small 
gathering to break the good news to a Truman winner without inviting either 
the student’s faculty mentor or her fellowships advisor to the announcement .
No one in the upper administration much noticed what I did with my 
part-time job until our students started to win a few large scholarships, and 
then came the impulse to manage . I was asked to relocate my office to an 
administrative area where it would be less comfortable or accessible to stu-
dents . Applicants were required to report to Media Relations to have their 
photos taken before they knew if they had won anything . A program evaluator 
of some sort asked me for a nonexistent definitive list of scholarships from 
which she could fashion an evaluation rubric . The same evaluator asked, after 
a student won a Marshall, how many Marshalls we should expect in five or 
ten years—as if Halley’s Comet might orbit the sun more frequently if sub-
jected to a performance review . After some back and forth, mostly negotiated 
by Ada Long, who was at that time the Director of the University Honors 
Program and the person to whom I reported, my office remained where it 
was, and that ill-conceived approach to a job review died a quiet death, but 
students did, alas, still have to get their photos taken at a time when they were 
already anxious about their prospects .
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Mostly, the fallout of these various actions didn’t adversely affect the stu-
dents themselves; they were more of an irritant for those of us who worked 
with them . Still, it is worth noting that students, not universities, win fellow-
ships and that wins are rare .
According to McCray, “There is approximately a five to six percent chance 
of winning and a ninety-four to ninety-five percent chance of losing” (Nation-
ally 50) . Although universities and colleges facilitate the application process, 
educate and offer opportunities for these students, and deservedly partake 
in the reflected glory of scholarship success, the primary credit should go to 
the students themselves and then to the unsung faculty members who gener-
ously mentor them—sometimes for years—for no additional compensation 
or often even thanks . In order to feel that I was doing right by those I advised, 
I sometimes had to ignore the university that issued my paycheck .
Perhaps fellowships advisors can’t always know whether they’re doing 
no harm, but here are a few clues that they’re getting it right: a former advi-
see gets married in their home; they still hear from their former students and 
what those graduates are doing makes them exceedingly proud; they have a 
broader sense of what’s possible in education than they did before . Fellow-
ships advising is a plum job, so whatever hassles attach to the office ought to 
be kept in perspective . Those six years for me at UAB were special . I don’t 
know if there’s an academic or advisory equivalent of “marrying up,” but, if 
there is, I did so when I was given the honor of working with our university’s 
best and brightest .
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The Strange Game of Prestige Scholarships
John A . Knox
University of Georgia
As the “haunted” Rhodes finalist whom Lia Rushton accurately cited in her essay, I would like to provide some context for that reaction . I also 
wish to discuss some disquieting conclusions I have reached about pres-
tige scholarships through my own experiences as a candidate, as an advisor 
to multiple nominees, via personal and family knowledge of nearly twenty 
Rhodes Scholars ranging from the Class of 1910 to the Class of 2000, and 
during twenty years as a faculty member at two universities .
What stood out most about my final Rhodes interview was its tone of 
bigotry and belligerence . I am the son of a gentle, well-educated, mainline 
Presbyterian pastor, and I am named for the founder of Scottish Presbyterian-
ism . In my Rhodes essay I referred to my hopes to bring my studies in English 
language and literature at Oxford and my career in meteorology together 
with my faith . These words apparently inflamed the committee chair, then 
Rice University president George Rupp, whose first biting words to me at the 
night-before-interviews dinner were, and I quote verbatim, “So, you think 
you’re predestined to be a Rhodes Scholar?” Rupp later spent time during my 
interview lamenting my passion for the poetry of Keats in the most pejorative 
term he could think of: “it’s  .  .  . it’s  .  .  . almost religious .”
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Ironically, I later learned that Rupp was at one point a mainline Pres-
byterian minister himself (Kleinfeld)! Few of us would let our personal 
resentments or demons so completely color an important interview situation 
that we were chairing . However, the Rhodes Scholars operate with a freedom 
from the usual societal norms of fairness, an impunity found only in the most 
elite realms of power . Basically, anything goes .
For example, I learned during my Rhodes experience that a candidate 
from Mississippi had encountered what he considered to be racism during 
the interview process and (as I recall) chose to compete in another district 
the next year to have a fairer chance . Two years after my Rhodes experience, 
a strong candidate and Truman Scholar from UAB was confronted by an 
Alabama state Rhodes committee member who remarked cuttingly on her 
weight . We all learned, too late, that anything from religion to race to gender 
to body type is considered fair game for mocking commentary by committee 
members during high-prestige interviews . Insults to one’s chosen profession 
are also in-bounds; during my interview, a committee member referred to the 
scientific discipline of meteorology as “a trade, not a profession .”
To be an unwarned candidate in such situations is to be set up for shock 
and sorrow that the presumably august members of such committees would 
have the temerity—and the lack of conscience—to attack college students in 
such ways . But the Rhodes is big business, with money and power riding on 
the decisions . The great majority who emerge from the interviews without a 
scholarship are forever “losers” in this game .
This “loser” sense is reinforced today by universities that are desper-
ate to have winners of the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, and other prestige 
scholarships—not as evidence of academic excellence but as eye candy for 
recruitment brochures and webpages . Back in 1987, when I interviewed for 
the Rhodes, this pressure was limited to just a few elite schools; now, it is ubiq-
uitous . I know of one university president who made less-than-supportive 
comments to a Rhodes finalist not very long after the student “lost .” The pres-
ident was evidently concerned at the student’s having deprived the university 
of another scholarship winner’s name cut in granite on the school’s honors 
program wall and of having prevented a new and higher number of Rhodes 
Scholars to be shown in the university’s public service announcement that 
is televised during football games . This conduct, too, is unconscionable . No 
nominee should ever be told anything less than, “Thank you for representing 
our university so well in this prestigious competition .”
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The moral rot in both the interview process and in the PR-driven world 
of university administration is paralleled by the spoilage of the fruit of these 
scholarship competitions . To be blunt, Rhodes Scholars are often more 
famous for being Rhodes Scholars than for actually doing anything memo-
rable during or after their Oxford experiences . The longtime Warden of the 
Rhodes House at Oxford observed, “If you were an American and entirely 
on the make  .  .  . the motivation is to get [the Rhodes] . What you do here 
doesn’t really matter so long as you enjoy yourself,” but even the enjoyment 
of a “free trip to Europe,” in the Warden’s description of the Rhodes, can be 
short-lived (Schaeper & Schaeper 183) . Calvin Trillin’s Remembering Denny 
chronicles a classic example: a tragic memoir of a slam-dunk Rhodes winner 
who eventually became an underperforming and suicidal college professor . 
Bored by their studies (Segal) and half-submerged in a world of privilege and 
possibility, prestige-scholarship recipients may ultimately find the experience 
as limiting as it can be liberating .
For example, the slam-dunk Rhodes winner at my final interview was 
a young woman who was clearly prepped from the womb to go to Oxford . 
She had the politically appropriate background and the killer résumé, and 
her elite private university had put her through a battery of mock interviews . 
She even went around to each of the other eleven finalists, pumping them 
for information about the questions that were asked and writing down each 
question carefully in a notebook to add to her university’s database for mock 
interviews . When I tried to engage her in conversation after our initial dis-
cussion, she rebuffed me with an air of “Excuse me, I already debriefed you .” 
What did this master of the Rhodes game do in the world in the ensuing three 
decades?—aside from serving on her state’s Rhodes selection committee, 
nothing very different from many others of her generation .
The other winners from my region were an introverted scientist who 
became an excellent researcher/bad teacher at the 531st-ranked research uni-
versity in the U .S . and two others who bolted Oxford after the first year of 
the Rhodes and eventually went into oncology and finance, respectively . The 
easiest way to find any of the four online is, of course, to Google their names 
with the words “Rhodes Scholarship .” That’s what they are mostly known for, 
even today, after a half-century on the planet . The Rhodes circle even has an 
ironic in-joke about this common fate: “All Rhodes Scholars had a great future 
in their past .”
For an even larger sample, consider the following: in my spare time I am 
the chair of the national alumni association of the United States Presidential 
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Scholars, all of whom were honored by the President as high school seniors 
for their academic excellence . In this alumni association were 102 Rhodes 
and Marshall Scholars at the time of the organization’s fiftieth anniversary in 
2014 . However, of the 32 exceptionally accomplished alumni chosen to pro-
file in interviews for the anniversary commemorative book (Knox), only one 
was a Rhodes winner, and only one was a Marshall winner .
Perhaps the most sobering statistic, however, can be gleaned from a retro-
spective on the Rhodes Scholars first published in 1997 (Schaeper & Schaeper 
276; 305; 311–314; 354) . At that point, of 2,800 American Rhodes Scholars 
fewer recipients had been President of the United States or a U .S . Senator or 
a U .S . House of Representatives member or a U .S . Supreme Court justice or 
a governor of a U .S . state or a Pulitzer Prize winner or a MacArthur “genius” 
grant winner (a grand total of 35 different individuals) than had committed 
suicide (about three dozen) . Of the rest, Schaeper and Schaeper observed 
that “the great majority  .  .  . have had solid, respectable careers" (314) .
Based on these examples, a question arises: if the prestige-scholarship 
experience is so important for the students that we put them through the 
fresh hell of the interview process, then wouldn’t you want to see more return-
on-investment than this? Where is the “value added”? Wouldn’t these top 
students have had “solid, respectable careers” anyway? Privately, Rhodes win-
ners and others will tell you that the “losers” do as well in life as the winners . 
Frequently the “losers” outperform the winners, having been motivated by 
the scarring experience of the interview to disprove the system that mocked 
and branded them . But even that lemonade-from-lemons outcome is warped . 
Some “losers” spend their entire careers as wanna-be’s, absorbing the values 
of the system they despised in the process of trying to one-up it .
So far I have focused on the students as individuals, and my Rhodes 
application was a hundred percent my own . No play-it-safe scholarship advi-
sor would have let a mathematics major and future meteorology professor 
propose to study the poetry of Keats at Oxford . These days, however, it takes a 
village to craft a prestige-scholarship nominee’s application, from advisors to 
essay-readers (until March 2014, when The Rhodes Trust finally put its foot 
down) to mock interviewers . This gaming of the system has become some-
thing of an arms race among institutions, with the individual disappearing 
inside the shrink-wrapping of the perfectly packaged product . As an example, 
fifteen years ago one nominee’s essay received vetting not only at his college 
but also over six hundred miles away, at our home . My wife, Pam, caught a 
repeated spelling error of the crucial word in this nominee’s essay, a glaring 
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error that had somehow gone undetected by the author and other readers . 
That nominee later went on to immortality at Oxford, but Pam should have 
been credited with an assist .
The blurring of the individual in the university scholarship applicant 
factory provides the slimy environment out of which grows the moral rot of 
blaming nominees when they don’t bring home the bacon . Some nominees 
are privately relieved when they don’t win: they get their lives back again, 
which is arguably a better outcome than enjoyed by either the winners or the 
more embittered “losers” (Pan) . This blaming is, of course, a complete cor-
ruption of higher education .
The corruption has, to my deep disappointment, infected the honors 
programs of some universities with which I am acquainted, which is sadly 
ironic given that a major figure among the American Rhodes alumni com-
munity, Frank Aydelotte, is credited with the expansion of honors education 
in the United States (Rinn) . College honors scholarships are now often given 
to high school students who will later not necessarily be excellent students 
and citizens of our country and world but instead strong candidates for the 
Rhodes, Marshall, Mitchell, Gates, Truman, Goldwater, Udall, and other 
named national and international scholarships . Excellence and national 
scholarships are not synonymous; many highly desirable educational out-
comes are not aligned with the requirements for students who fit the profiles 
for these scholarships .
Honors programs, as home to the highest test scores and highest GPAs 
on many campuses (for reasons that are not particularly justifiable), can thus 
become assembly lines for prestige-scholarship applications and their dan-
gling appendages, the applicants themselves . As honors programs become 
cogs in universities’ PR machines, they decouple from their deeper and more 
important missions . Surely, Aydelotte envisioned something more substan-
tive for honors education than a revolving door from honors to Oxford and 
back again . This industrial production of scholarship winners is not the life-
changing education I received in UAB’s honors program, where I was spared 
the production of “excellent sheep,” in the evocative title of William Deresie-
wicz’s provocative book .
As a college professor, I want no part of “excellent sheep”-herding . Partly 
as a result, my association with honors programs as a faculty member has—
quite unexpectedly—been very limited compared to my deep involvement 
in honors at the university (UAB), regional (SRHC), and national (NCHC) 
levels as an undergraduate . To cite the title of another of my favorite books 
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on higher education, the prestige-scholarship obsession has been “Killing the 
Spirit” in honors (Smith) . I have chosen to let the dead bury their own dead 
while I recreate that spirit in my non-honors classes and my extracurricular 
activities with students .
The gamed-to-the-nth-degree prestige-scholarship rat race is just that: a 
game . It is a simulation of real life rather than the thing itself, and it ensnares 
many—both scholarship winners and those who are rejected—in mindsets 
that prevent them from becoming themselves apart from their experiences 
and expectations generated by the game . It also compromises the mission 
of honors programs . Lacking clear winners among the participants, it is a 
strange game .
Birmingham’s John Badham, as the director of the enduring more-than-
a-teen-movie WarGames, provides us with insight into a similarly strange 
simulation . In this film Joshua, the computer, explores the many options of 
global thermonuclear war and concludes, “A strange game . The only winning 
move is not to play .” That is precisely the advice I have given to my own col-
lege honors student son, himself a recipient of a named college scholarship: 
use your college education for learning, for knowing thyself, not for becoming 
one more prestige-scholar pawn in a university’s PR machinations, one more 
name chiseled in granite, one more statistic in a halftime ad . The disadvan-
tages can outweigh the advantages, and the best move is simply not to play .
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Open Letter to Lia Rushton
Linda Frost
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
I want to write this response as a letter to you, Lia, in part because I worked with you in helping national scholarship applicants at the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham but also because I know you are the kind of person 
who fully commits herself to the conversation at hand . What you emphasized 
in your essay and in all your years as a national fellowships advisor was the 
key importance of listening . I observed firsthand that your skill as a listener 
made you the successful, trailblazing, and legendary scholarships advisor that 
you were at UAB, focusing first and last on creating relationships with the 
students and understanding who they were before you decided how to steer 
them in the advising that came later .
Your essay captures and evidences how we can and should think about 
scholarship applicants . I have learned, like you, that these students often 
become important people in my life overall, visiting or even staying at my 
house, jumping with my daughters on their trampoline, sharing holidays with 
me, and sharing their sorrows . First at UAB, then at Eastern Kentucky Uni-
versity, and now at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, I too have 
forged bonds with these students such that they have become part of my 
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family circle . I even, in a way, named one of my daughters after one of them, 
and my Lucy and I went to the Truman-winner’s wedding together .
We generally focus on what national scholarships advising means to the 
student, but equally significant is what it means for the advisor . Working with 
smart, ambitious students is not inherently wonderful; students like that can 
be fun to teach, but they can also plague you with disdain in a way that is 
deeply discouraging . They can enrage you because they won’t live up to their 
potential; they can be little nasty stink bombs of privilege; and even at the 
regional comprehensive institutions where I have worked, places where Pell 
grantees are plentiful, I have encountered some atrocious bad apples .
The national scholarship applicants I have advised, however, have always 
been a pleasure . In fact, the process makes it almost impossible for the experi-
ence to be less than wonderful because it dictates that the advisor get to know 
the students well in order to do the job . Walking a student through a Truman 
application, for instance, is a dream come true for the English professor who 
lives inside many of us honors administrators . Students spend hours clarify-
ing who they are and what they imagine they might become in the form of 
thirteen separate short personal narratives, and they do this with no thought 
for the grade it will bring them . Sure, they want to win, but there is no clear 
rubric for that, and while you can tell freshman composition students and 
creative writing students all day that their writing needs to be honest and 
authentic, this advice is Truth writ large for scholarship applicants . If the writ-
ing is anything but honest and authentic, it will not win anyone anything .
The ring of honesty comes via vividly conveyed, specific details such as 
we always beg students to give us . I still remember the description one stu-
dent wrote of a drowning man he was trying to save during a flood; the man’s 
awful color sticks with me . Working with students on national scholarships 
means getting to know them powerfully because you know them through 
their prose, and when I stop to think about the people with whom I have the 
greatest bonds in my life, they are almost all people with whom I have shared 
writing . Writing is a powerful path to intimacy . Working through a written 
text is difficult, humbling, revealing, triumphant, empowering, and always in 
the end—usually not so much in the middle—energizing . Sharing that expe-
rience with someone else revs up the intensity of all those adjectives .
To everyone who is not you, Lia, I say this: advising a student who is 
working on a national scholarship application is the heart of teaching writing . 
Yes, you have to get rid of those verbal tics, and sometimes you even have 
to go shopping with the candidate for his suit and tie, a tie that must be tied 
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in advance so he can slip it over his head before his interview, but the long 
stretch of meetings before that moment—the endlessly circulating drafts, 
drafts that say what should be said, drafts that suggest what could be said, 
drafts with holes the size of Oxford in them, leaving out what must be said—
build the relationship and give it life .
Advising students applying for these prestigious awards is emblematic of 
what I have always loved about working with students in general: seeing who 
they are really, pointing out the amazing parts of themselves they may never 
have seen—Wallace’s water in your account, Lia—and watching all of that 
unfold in a piece of writing that moves from image to image to narrative like 
some crazy cinematic dream that crystalizes into meaning in the morning .
The advice you give to national scholarship advisors can make us worthy 
of these truly brave kids who in your words “go for broke .” I am grateful that 
I still have the chance to enter into that precious space, one full of the trust 
that exists in real and rare teaching, the trust and the surprise, the wonder and 
the love .
________________________________________________________
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Of Groomers and Tour Guides:  
The Role of Writing in the Fellowships Office
Leslie Bickford
Winthrop University
When Lia Rushton asserts that “it takes a village to raise a fellowship recipient,” she accurately describes the culture of mentoring and 
undergraduate research at Winthrop University, where often faculty not only 
refer students to my office but also email or call me to make sure I plan to 
seek them out . In one such recent referral, a colleague used a term I’ve heard 
and winced at many times, suggesting I “groom” a certain student for a par-
ticular award . Coming as it did on the heels of my first reading of Rushton’s 
“First, Do No Harm,” this call made me wonder what “grooming” entails and 
in what position it puts a student relative to the Fellowships Office . It also 
made me wonder how thinking of myself as a “groomer’ might possibly do 
harm to the students I seek to help . This grooming suggestion is applied most 
often to our honors students . I speak at numerous honors functions and go 
into each Academy 101 honors section twice each fall semester, so clearly I 
am on board with making the services of my office known to students early 
in their college careers . Being on the English department faculty, I have a cer-
tain sensitivity to language and perhaps an overdeveloped sense of its power 
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to influence our thinking and thereby our relationships . I look, therefore, for 
ways to avoid “grooming” students and seek to engage them in self-discovery 
instead . To battle the grooming mentality and to add to Rushton’s emphasis 
on the value of drawing out students verbally, I champion the importance of 
writing to their process of self-discovery .
We fellowships advisors have all felt it: that tension between seeing and 
treating a student as a brilliant applicant for a particular award in contrast to 
seeing and treating a student as a three-dimensional human being with needs, 
a complicated past and personality, and individual goals . It would be wrong to 
say there is no value in jumping back and forth between these two poles in our 
dealings with students . Recently, I saw a student’s eyes light up when, upon 
hearing he was a veteran transfer student who was the first in his family to go 
to college, I said, “The Gilman is going to love you!” Aside from his military 
service, his attributes are not ones that necessarily make him feel more valued 
on a college campus . To find out that I was excited about his past and that 
readers on a national panel would be looking to reward his background was 
eye-opening to him . This example evokes Rushton’s assertion that “the best 
advisors are mirrors, reflecting back what they see and hear, neither aggrandiz-
ing strengths nor minimizing gaps in preparation but rather showing students 
as genuine a view of themselves as possible .” Though I may have aggrandized 
a bit, in this case I was just excited to be able to tell him that ordinary facts that 
might have put him behind his younger, non-transfer, student peers would 
hold value with readers who might offer him a scholarship to study abroad . 
None of the facts about him were new; he just got to see them in a new and 
exciting context: the kind of mirror holding I love to do .
“Grooming,” on the other hand, sounds more like holding up a mirror to 
a pooch in a dog show, making sure the fur is pruned and coiffed just right . 
There is a world of difference between helping students to meet their poten-
tial or achieve their goals and primping them as if they are getting ready for 
prom . Clearly Rushton, with her emphasis on interviews and conversations 
with students, is an advocate of the former, and in my five years of member-
ship in the National Association of Fellowships Advisors, I have seen time 
and time again that fellowships advisors across the country truly enjoy advo-
cating for their students as individuals, not as statistics or dogs in a show . 
Administration, with its attention to numbers of winners and publicity, may 
sometimes interfere, but that is a different essay . What goes on in our offices 
or over lunches or coffee with students, in our interviews and work with them 
on applications, is, I suspect, what keeps fellowships advisors, many under-
supported and underappreciated by their respective universities, in this 
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position: witnessing what a student learns on the journey of self-exploration 
that is the application process is exhilarating . Their writing is often the vehicle 
by which we can guide students on that journey .
My most important and most satisfying role as fellowships advisor is as 
a tour guide of sorts, helping students orchestrate their own journey of self-
discovery, often through dialogue but even more through the writing process . 
I’m an eighteen-year veteran of teaching writing: in all my classes, writing is 
central to both the production and articulation of new student knowledge . As 
an undergraduate and graduate student, I kept the obligatory English major 
notebook of favorite quotations, a favorite being E .L . Doctorow’s “how do 
you know what you know until you’ve written it?” So often it is in the process 
of writing and revising essays that students begin the real work of self-dis-
covery . Not all students take to writing or prioritize its importance to their 
understanding of themselves, but if we can get them writing on a deeper level 
about their own experiences, if we can convince them that what a committee 
of readers for any nationally competitive award wants to read is neither fluff 
nor BS but their story, told as sincerely and with as much concrete detail and 
specificity as possible, then we at least have them on the bus, ready to set out 
on that journey .
Life, like writing, is messy: there may not be one solution to a problem . 
In my experience, honors students are usually the most terrified of the bunch 
when I invite them to wallow in their ideas, to get messy with their writing 
instead of just anticipating what the reader or teacher wants them to say . Peo-
ple’s lives are complicated; students need to be empowered to get messy in 
their writing and express more than they need at first . Most students, when 
looking at the list of questions generated by the Fulbright Commission or 
the NSF for the Statement of Grant Purpose or Personal Statement, think 
they can just answer each question in the bulleted list and move on to the 
next until they are done . We fellowships advisors know otherwise: each of the 
questions in such a list is an opportunity to peel back the layers and get to the 
heart of what makes a student unique, so the first thing I counsel students to 
do is to prewrite in whatever way works for them and especially to overwrite . I 
use an analogy I stole from an excellent teacher and mentor: when we’re going 
to build something out of Legos, we don’t simply pull them, piece by piece, 
out of the bin, trusting that they will come in the order we need to create the 
shape we desire . Instead, we dump all the Legos on the floor, make a great 
mess with them, and begin to sort them to see what we have .
Honors students are often the most resistant to this approach, but they 
are also often the ones who benefit by it most . The population of honors 
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students I serve is described with uncanny accuracy by Rushton’s reflection 
on the “automatic or unconscious ways of thinking” in which students engage . 
Like her former students at UAB, Winthrop’s honors students
are not typically endowed with inordinate advantage, e .g ., standard-
ized test prep, prestigious prep schools, paid summer enrichment 
experiences, influential social networks, and the like . A significant 
number are first-generation college students or children of immi-
grants or kids from small towns who haven’t had the opportunity to 
travel much if at all before attending university . Once enrolled in col-
lege, they hold down part-time jobs while also making top grades, 
conducting research, participating in extracurricular activities, and 
contributing to the wider community .
About 40% of our student population is at Winthrop on Pell grants, and a high 
percentage hail from small, rural towns in South Carolina . They are working 
part- or full-time jobs or are engaged in work-study, and honors students in 
particular can accredit their academic success in great part to their ability to 
keep organized; time management and organizing priorities are key tools to 
survival for these busy, unassuming students . So when I invite them to wal-
low, sometimes I get distasteful stares . But wallowing in writing is often how 
we get past the superficial facts to the deeper details that tell readers who the 
students truly are .
If students don’t get on board with the first step of the writing process—if 
they are hesitant about dumping their Legos—the second step will usually 
help them because the second step will inevitably take them back to the first . 
Another truism about writing is that the writing process is recursive . The end 
product may flow in a forward motion from one thought to the next with 
direction and purpose, but the process that ends in that product almost never 
moves in one direction only . So the answer to the Fulbright’s #1 question on 
the Tips page for Statement of Grant Purpose might overlap with #s 6 and 
7 . To students who are frustrated by the overlap, I reiterate: don’t be afraid 
of the mess . At the prewriting/thinking stage and even afterward, mess is a 
sign that students are starting to see the complexity involved in the questions 
themselves . Applicants should answer the questions in as many ways and for 
as many tries as it takes to get those Legos out . This attention to the recursive 
nature of writing also helps students deal with the frustration that comes once 
they are shaping that mess into an essay and deciding which Legos they need 
to keep . We have to revisit the website and my file on their particular award 
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time and again to consider the purpose of the award, the mission of the group 
offering it, and the priorities of the readers .
Students who don’t at first get into the groove of freewriting/prewriting/
Lego-dumping can benefit from talking through and even tape-recording 
their ideas . As a writing instructor, I realize that many students are scared 
to death of writing . Recursive thinking and writing are dangerous: we never 
know what we might find out about ourselves . As Rushton acknowledges, we 
fellowships advisors are inviting applicants to do hard things . Talking with 
them about their writing humanizes the process, so the interviews I conduct 
are not really over until the application is submitted . Many times, I’ll tell a 
student to turn on the recording function of their cell phone as they speak, 
often while I’m typing furiously to get down as many of their phrases as I can 
in writing . Understanding the intensity of the work they’re expected to do on 
application essays usually opens students up to spilling their Legos at least 
verbally even if they’re simultaneously frightened of the writing process itself . 
So tape-recording and transcribing their words can help them to see how eas-
ily they can get their verbal expression into writing if they can just capture it .
Making writing less scary for students and focusing on the messy, recur-
sive nature of writing helps students use the writing process to bring forth the 
thoughts that might otherwise not find their way into essays . Students who 
revisit their writing also revisit their thinking and are empowered to cultivate 
and articulate that thinking in clearer and clearer terms . Messy prewriting 
and overwriting for applications essays can help unassuming, hard-working 
honors students articulate facets of themselves they had never thought were 
exceptional . Leading them through the process can help fellowships advisors 
avoid the “groomer” mentality and instead guide students on a journey of 
self-discovery that has value regardless of the application’s outcome .
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Becoming Legible:  
Helping Students Navigate  
Promotional Genres of Self-Narration
Anton Vander Zee
College of Charleston
The five-paragraph essay is a hard genre to love . Its inverted-triangle intro has enlightened us with too many “dawns” of some monolithic “man .” 
It reduces arguments, which tend to be rather subtle creatures, to the con-
fines of a single-sentence thesis . It confects arguments in bland triplicate 
structure, as if any claim could be made more palatable by a perfectly bland 
Neapolitan blend . And it encourages seeing conclusions as a venue for gra-
tuitous repetitions that insult the reader’s intelligence and memory alike . 
Beyond sponsoring these infelicities, the five-paragraph model, as Kimberly 
Hill Campbell notes in a recent issue of Educational Leadership, seems useless 
in the college classroom, and even in high school contexts it hampers rather 
than inspires the kinds of rich analytical and organizational thinking a teacher 
would hope to inspire . Its prescriptive and arbitrary rules, in short, obscure 
both the difficulties and pleasures of more earnestly engaged writing .
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Yet there is much to love about the five-paragraph essay . It teaches students 
that any paper is dead without a hook; that paragraphs are not just contain-
ers of information but tools that guide the reader’s attention; that arguments 
require structure; that claims demand evidence . The five-paragraph essay, in 
the end, is a kind of socialization into the world of academic writing . One 
must learn to play nice before one is able to play well . The lessons afforded by 
this preeminent pedagogical exercise of the high school years, however, are 
not limited to the compositional or organizational task at hand . Indeed, the 
most powerful lesson this form can teach relates to genre: the five-paragraph 
essay is a stubborn reminder that our expressive and argumentative efforts are 
often filtered through a set of generic expectations that can appear arbitrary 
and unduly constraining .
The five-paragraph essay, at least, has the virtue of clarity . Many genres 
relevant to national awards advising, such as the personal essay and the state-
ment of intent, do not share this virtue . Such texts often exist in a hazy generic 
twilight that linguist John Swales has dubbed “occluded” genres . The indi-
viduals soliciting documents in this category generally know what they are 
looking for; the fellowship-seekers composing these documents, however, 
often find the generic expectations opaque and difficult to decipher . In such 
cases, anxious Googling only compounds the confusion, and even one’s clos-
est academic mentor can have difficulty helping students navigate a genre 
that, from an insider’s perspective, seems natural and assumed .
Lia Rushton, in her lead article in this forum, captures so well the cru-
cial work that advisors do in leading high-achieving students through a series 
of rigorous reflections and self-interrogations as they come to see, in a more 
objective light, all of those things that make them who they are: their val-
ues and talents, their accomplishments and quirks . Another crucial stage in 
the advising process commences just as the excavation process that Rushton 
describes nears completion, and it has everything to do with helping students 
navigate the quandaries of genre . Many of the documents that students com-
pose for a range of nationally competitive opportunities represent a more 
sophisticated version of the generic game they perfected in the five-paragraph 
essay . Although the “moves” that comprise what genre theorist Vijay Bhatia 
has described as promotional genres are more multiple and complex, they are 
discernable and, precisely, conventional (74–75) . That latter word—conven-
tional—has come to signal an abundance of reserve and a lack of innovation, 
but its etymology calls to mind ideas of coming-together and agreement . Any 
well-formed discourse community will have certain generic expectations, and 
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the more ambitious the students, the more likely they are to encounter a range 
of occluded genres . It is important, therefore, to encourage honors students 
in particular to learn how to enter and engage these genres with confidence, 
to help them see the large body of self-promotional writing they will do not 
as representing a series of discrete efforts at self-narration but as participating 
in a broader generic field of possibilities .
Reductive as the following schematic overview might seem, this field of 
possibilities is largely defined by two master genres of promotional narration: 
the statement of intent and the personal statement . Introducing students to 
the various moves associated with these master genres leads them to develop 
and practice a set of rhetorical skills that they can adapt and mobilize when 
presented with a range of relevant opportunities—from national awards and 
fellowships to graduate or professional schools . Though these statements 
share a few key features, they are generally distinct . The statement of intent 
relates skills and qualifications whereas the personal essay demonstrates 
growth and development . The statement of intent is professional, academic, 
and expository whereas the personal statement is more self-reflective and 
narrative . Though both the statement of intent and the personal statement 
capture elements of the past, present, and future self, the former focuses more 
intently on the future whereas the latter trains its sight on the past . Even the 
voice one inhabits in these genres is distinct: the grounding tone of the state-
ment of intent should be more formal and academic; the voice in a personal 
statement necessarily has more flexibility to accommodate a wider emotional 
and experiential range .
In a standard personal statement, the student begins by situating the 
reader in the midst of a tightly defined and dynamic thought or action that 
suggests some of the writer’s most relevant values . Whether the essay com-
mences on a cerebral, descriptive, or anecdotal note, the goal is to begin in the 
very middle of things . The second move, very much anticipated by the first, 
pans out to take an establishing shot, contextualizing that opening scene geo-
graphically, temporally, psychologically, or otherwise . The rest of the essay, 
then, is free to explore the broad middle ground between these two opening 
moves . Here, the student conveys relevant past experiences via well-crafted 
paragraphs; brings to life the growth and development between these experi-
ences via dynamic transitions that do not simply rely on sequence; reveals 
character via action and details that encourage the reader to respond to the 
text on both cerebral and sensorial levels; and signals goals and aspirations 
by providing a rich and highly particular vision of a possible future world and 
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the student’s role in it . This flexible structure, which offers ample room for 
variation and innovation, is easy to play around with but difficult to expertly 
perform .
The statement of intent—also called a grant statement—occupies the 
opposite pole from the personal statement . In such a statement, which is a 
fixture of graduate school applications as well as a range of national award 
opportunities, the student often begins by sketching out a problem or issue in 
her or his field that compels further study or research . Statistics and citations, 
rarely found in a personal statement, are welcome here, and such statements 
should always indicate a thesis, often at the end of the first paragraph, that 
identifies the specific opportunity at hand and offers a map-in-miniature to 
help the reader navigate the persuasive means to be deployed in the state-
ment itself . The persuasive means tend to be fairly predictable in this genre . 
After the opening move, the student sketches out key skills and qualifications, 
presenting a relevant academic and extracurricular self . Next, one pivots to 
describe the opportunity at hand; for graduate programs, this includes rel-
evant information about the institution and program and what draws one to 
it, an overview of the most enticing curricular opportunities, and a statement 
about graduate research goals . For independent research grants and certain 
PhD programs, a multi-paragraph account of research plans is likely expected .
Before moving on to sketch out future career goals, the student has an 
opportunity to include what I call, somewhat inelegantly, “other stuff .” In a 
statement that largely eschews the personal, this section offers an opportu-
nity for the student to introduce a more rounded sense of self that has been 
tested, motivated, and shaped by the unique circumstances of identity and 
opportunity . If a personal statement does not accompany the statement of 
intent, this part is especially important and might also be a fine place to note 
relevant connections to an institution or opportunity that go beyond the aca-
demic: how one might engage a given campus, for example, and contribute to 
the broader life of the community one seeks to join .
A small body of scholarship in genre studies, which draws on the fields of 
linguistics, English for Academic Purposes (EAP), and rhetoric & composi-
tion, among others, supports the preceding genre snapshots . Swales, in Genre 
Analysis: English in Academic and Research Settings, promoted the study of aca-
demic genres based on analysis of broader rhetorical moves and the steps they 
comprise with the goal of identifying broadly shared generic expectations in 
any given discourse community . Though no one has applied this approach to 
fellowship application essays in particular, scholars have explored a range of 
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academic genres of promotional narration, from medical school statements 
(Belkins et al .) to statements of intent in the fields of linguistics, electrical 
engineering, and business administration (Samraj and Monk) . Although it is 
essential to keep in mind subtle disciplinary, professional, and national vari-
ations, leading students to discern the generic features of key promotional 
genres helps them develop an empowering and highly transferable skill . Of 
all the opportunities for graduate study and fellowships that students typi-
cally seek, the Fulbright U .S . student competition is one of the few to adopt 
the two master genres of the personal statement and grant statement explic-
itly . Given how seldom any application asks for the two specific statements, 
this generic knowledge must be strategically adapted in the context of hybrid 
generic spaces rather than merely applied .
By helping students fit their sprawling interests, diverse commitments, 
and vague intimations of futurity into a neat generic form, a fellowships advi-
sor might seem to be adopting a genre-heavy pedagogy of seemingly arbitrary 
dos and don’ts—the same kind of pedagogy that turns so many students off 
to writing in the first place . Genre, however, is not a matter of plug-and-chug 
rules that one can blindly follow; rather, it is about giving students a series 
of adaptable tools that allow them to be optimally responsive to generic 
expectations, arbitrary and unduly constraining as they might seem . These 
expectations, after all, are constrained precisely by fields and professions and 
organizations that the applicant aspires to enter .
One could also argue that such an approach transforms these potentially 
subtle, inventive opportunities for promotional narration into just more cogs 
in a machine of professionalization that has standardized and streamlined 
what would naturally be messier and more authentic stories . In 2014, when 
the Rhodes Trust introduced a new policy forbidding any editorial advice 
on an applicant’s personal statement, it was reacting precisely to this prob-
lem . For the Trust, writing toward assumed generic expectations limits free 
expression and veils the applicant’s true self behind layers of editorial over-
sight . In a January 2014 letter to campus representatives that first announced 
the new policy, Elliot Gerson, the American Secretary for the Rhodes Trust, 
and Charles Conn, the Rhodes Trust CEO, articulated the kind of pre-generic 
or even anti-generic authenticity the Trust is looking for when they wrote 
that “non-formulaic, non-standard essays, clearly in an applicant’s own words, 
often come across as fresh and compelling .” In additional guidance provided 
in a September 2015 letter concerning the “Rhodes Scholarship Personal 
Statement Attestation,” Gerson assures advisors that “real personal stories 
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coming from the candidates’ authentic voice are often those that move selec-
tion committees  .  .  . even when not polished .” It would seem that the Rhodes 
Trust wants students to exist, at least for the space of their Rhodes essay, in 
some space of unschooled authenticity outside of perceived generic expec-
tations . As many of my advisor colleagues have argued, this decision can 
seem contrary to academic ideals of collaboration and peer review as well as 
neglectful of how writers learn via conversation, questioning, and revision . I 
tend to agree, but I also think that the Trust has every right to exempt their 
personal statement from these institutionalized ideals of the profession .
My more pressing disagreement with the Trust’s decision, however, 
is informed by my sense of the central importance of genre in the advising 
process . Though Gerson seems to want us to forget all about genre, he never 
firmly escapes its deeply ingrained logic . For example, he identifies with 
reluctant double negatives one form of feedback that would be permissible, 
writing in the 2015 letter that “[i]f someone presents a personal statement 
that is clearly unsuitable, perhaps because the student has no experience at 
all with personal statements, we don’t want to discourage an advisor from 
suggesting that the student try again .” Here Gerson suggests some vaguely 
assumed generic expectation at play about what a personal statement is or 
is not . He also suggests that the previous knowledge students bring to the 
Rhodes personal statement might be relevant—that they might get it or they 
might not—thus raising concerns, widely voiced in the advising community, 
about the privilege associated with access to such generic knowledge in the 
first place . In this case, though the policy was intended to level the playing 
field, it may not do so at all insofar as success might rely on generic knowledge 
attained outside of the Rhodes application process .
In an effort to clarify any confusion the new policy had created, Ger-
son invoked the language of genre more explicitly in a March 2016 letter to 
institutional representatives and fellowship advisors concerning “Personal 
Statement Guidance for 2016 Applications,” seeking to clarify and reaffirm 
the Trust’s stance: “We understand,” he writes, “that the personal essay as a 
genre has become an object of extensive focus and strain from undergradu-
ate and graduate school applications across fellowships of many types, and 
perhaps it seems especially our own .” After a note of concern for the students 
forced to navigate these generic difficulties, he continues by lightly chiding 
what he assumes are their advisor-approved efforts that forced the policy 
change in the first place:
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Candidly, over time too much mythology has developed about the 
Rhodes personal statement . Online websites hosted by colleges 
and universities, even paid private enterprises, provide samples of 
winning essays . Their content is similar and unhappily familiar to 
selectors: vivid vignettes of self-sacrifice or harrowing overseas expe-
riences in service of those less fortunate . The genre parodies the 
objective of the essay, which should focus on the qualifications of the 
candidate, his or her preparation for the proposed course at Oxford, 
and its articulation with short- or long-term career and life ambi-
tions . Long before we adopted our no-assistance personal statement 
policy, we stripped personal statements from our winners’ Oxford 
application dossiers because we found they harmed the admissions 
chances of our Scholars-elect .
While I also lament the range of uneven advice available online, I do not think 
one should conflate a genre with its most clichéd moves . What interests me 
here, though, is how Gerson articulates an argument against genre while using 
the highly specific generic language I have drawn upon throughout this essay . 
The argument, as it appears here, also seems at odds with the Trust’s interest, 
articulated in the 2014 and 2015 letters, in hearing more authentic and raw 
stories from their candidates . In the above 2016 excerpt, for example, Ger-
son laments the prevalence of clichés whose vivid and breathless revelation 
seems to elicit a collective cringe . Shifting the language of generic expectation 
from the personal to the academic, the 2016 letter indicates that the Trust 
is seeking a clearer account of a candidate’s “qualifications,” relevant details 
about “the proposed course at Oxford,” and a reflection on “short or long-
term career and life ambitions .” What the Trust really wants then, at least in 
the context of this most recent guidance, is not some expressive narrative of 
the authentic self—a personal statement, in other words—but a more for-
mal statement of intent . Perhaps it is somewhere in between . In any case, one 
should not be surprised that the Trust excludes personal statements from the 
Oxford application . Such statements are not failed efforts at generic attain-
ment, nor do they, as Gerson claims in the long excerpt above, “parody the 
objective of the essay”; they are just not playing the right generic game . The 
national variations related to these genres might be a factor here as well . The 
anecdotal stories of growth and development that are so central in the U .S . 
to college applications and to the more mature genres of self-narration that 
we see in the Fulbright personal statement are simply not valued in the U .K ., 
where even college application essays err on the side of formality over fluff 
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and where I have heard that my transatlantic colleagues often puzzle over the 
excesses of expressivity that U .S . applicants so readily unfurl .
Given all these complications, the Rhodes personal statement is, in the 
language that Swales provides, a doubly or perhaps triply occluded genre . It 
remains at least partially obscure to just about all parties involved: students, 
advisors, and the Trust itself . Some generic expectations certainly pertain, 
but the Trust wishes we would all either forget them or stop trying to deci-
pher them . The knowledge, however, is already there . Gerson, for one, readily 
deploys the language related to the generic moves of these two master genres . 
This confusion would seem to make the role of the advisor all the more 
important in helping students navigate this intriguing and clearly hybrid pro-
motional genre .
As a national awards advisor, I try to help students understand genre 
and find inventive ways to convey their experiences in the space of generic 
constraints . Even when students confront applications that seem to carve out 
their own distinct generic space—I am thinking of Truman and Udall, for 
example—knowledge of the essential moves related to the two master genres 
offers a place to begin . Genre is conventional, yes, but there is ample room 
for innovation . Genre itself does not breed the kinds of clichés related to the 
social scripts students frequently fall back on to declare passions, describe 
challenges, document leadership, and declaim better futures . As an advisor, 
I try to help students perform genre expertly while avoiding clichés on the 
level of both writing and thinking . Students can forge strong statements in 
any genre by stretching, tweaking, and even breaking certain norms, but they 
do so, crucially, by working within constraints to achieve something fresh, 
elegant, and legible in a deep, generic sense . Our students have remarkable 
stories to tell, but unless that telling anticipates how their stories will be 
received, they might as well be talking to themselves . Genre is, fundamentally, 
a way of talking to others in earnest .
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Lessons from Honors:  
National Scholarships, High-Impact Practices, 
and Student Success
Craig T . Cobane and Audra Jennings
Western Kentucky University
High-impact educational practices (HIPs) have long been central to hon-ors pedagogy . From undergraduate research to service learning, study 
abroad, internships, and writing-intensive courses, these practices shape the 
honors educational experience and influence retention successes in honors . 
These practices also inform the synergy between honors and national schol-
arships by helping students to develop the skills and experiences necessary to 
compete for prestigious scholarships .
Across the United States, university and college administrators expend 
tremendous time and energy worrying about student retention, persistence, 
and graduation rates . Recently, university communities have focused consid-
erable attention on the potential of HIPs to address these issues and improve 
student performance . Research indicates that HIPs improve student retention 
and engagement, but according to the Association of American Colleges and 
Universities (AAC&U), “on almost all campuses, utilization of active learning 
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practices is unsystematic, to the detriment of student learning .” Our experi-
ences at Western Kentucky University (WKU) demonstrate that honors and 
national scholarship collaborations can provide an authentic and aspirational 
organizational framework for HIPs and create a multiplier effect for other 
leading retention strategies . The planning process for developing scholars, 
integral to our honors/national scholarship partnership, is an ideal way for 
universities to systematize and integrate HIPs in a campus-wide strategic pro-
cess to increase retention, persistence, student learning, and graduation rates .
WKU began focusing on honors education in 2005, hiring its first full-
time director . The honors/national scholarship collaboration was central to 
this investment in honors . Later that year, the next approved position was a 
leader of the Office of Scholar Development (OSD), our national scholar-
ship office . The OSD opened soon after, beginning the intentional process 
of designing the honors experience to prepare students for nationally com-
petitive scholarships . The honors/national scholarship collaboration, along 
with efforts to expand the model to the wider university, has produced con-
siderable growth in national scholarships . In 2015–16, WKU students and 
recent alumni earned recognition seventy times in national scholarship 
competitions, a record that represents significant growth given a history of 
limited participation prior to 2005 . In February 2017, WKU tied for second 
in the list of top Fulbright-producing master’s-degree-granting institutions . 
This announcement marked WKU’s fourth time on the top producing list in 
the past seven years . Additionally, WKU has had eight Truman Scholarship 
finalists in the last six years and twenty-five Goldwater Scholars or Honorable 
Mentions since the OSD opened in 2008 .
This success has grown out of using scholar development plans (SDPs) 
as an organizing principle that both shapes student experiences and guides 
cross-unit collaboration . SDPs are four-year development plans that engage 
students in aspirational thinking, encouraging them to develop short-term 
targets that move them toward long-term achievements . In creating SDPs, 
students are encouraged to think about their future aims in terms of the issues 
and problems they find compelling, the activities that draw on their interests 
and that hone and refine their skills, and their future trajectory . These stu-
dents are urged to engage in a wide range of HIPs but to do so strategically, 
with their long-term hopes and dreams as the threads linking their co-curric-
ular and curricular involvement .
National scholarships are central to the SDP process, which pro-
vides not only short-term targets for students but also funding for research 
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opportunities, study abroad, internships, language acquisition, and graduate/
professional school . Moreover, the process of applying for national schol-
arships is in itself a HIP as students engage, often across several years, in a 
writing-intensive process with frequent feedback . SDPs represent an inten-
sive, iterative, self-reflective experience that connects current coursework and 
HIP involvement to students’ self-articulated aims . Students are encouraged to 
build relationships with faculty and plan their involvement in research, study 
abroad, campus and community organizations, and internships . In this pro-
cess, national scholarships are framed as tools to help students effect change, 
gain experiences, and acquire knowledge, never as an end in themselves .
As acknowledged by the AAC&U, HIPs have often been implemented 
in a haphazard fashion, feeling transactional to students who participate . By 
looking beyond graduation, SDPs and national scholarship planning naturally 
incorporate leading retention strategies while tying these strategies together 
around a focused goal or series of goals . SDPs help students understand why 
these practices matter, and the process of writing about the future, central to 
national scholarship applications, forces students to clarify and refine their 
aims . Cultivating national scholarship success is a welcome outcome of the 
SDP and application process, but more importantly the process teaches 
students strategic planning and expands their ability to write about their dis-
ciplines, goals, and aims—all skills that are crucial in the professional world .
As universities grapple with strategies to address and improve student 
success, using SDPs as an organizing principle is an ideal way of structuring 
university-wide academic advising, student affairs, and career services . To 
better understand the impact of SDPs, consider a hypothetical student . He 
is a first-generation college student from a lower-income family, so paying for 
college is a struggle despite the Pell Grant he receives; therefore, he must work 
fifteen or twenty hours a week . He plans on majoring in management and 
minoring in Spanish . Our hypothetical student enrolls at a local public uni-
versity . He is assigned an advisor and participates in a First Year Experience 
(FYE) program, both of which reinforce the list of what he needs to gradu-
ate . He understands the list of “boxes” he needs to check: a major, a minor, 
general education categories, co-curricular engagement, international experi-
ence, and an internship before he graduates . Armed with this knowledge, our 
student puts together a four-year graduation plan . He takes the classes he is 
advised to take and maintains a 3 .2 GPA . Additionally, he works off campus, 
serves as historian of his fraternity, and volunteers at the humane society . He 
takes out additional loans to participate in a ten-day winter program studying 
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climate change and culture in Belize, and he is a social media intern at a local 
business . He is ready to graduate, so he visits career services, polishes his 
résumé, and applies for his first job . By most standards, our hypothetical stu-
dent represents a success story . He has checked all the requisite boxes, but still 
he lacks a coherent or compelling narrative and trajectory . As a result, he has 
trouble articulating his professional goals beyond “getting a job with progres-
sively higher levels of responsibility and opportunities for advancement .” He 
has done what was asked of him, but his prospects look bleak .
Now, imagine how our student might have fared using an SDP as his 
organizing principle . During his FYE program, he is encouraged to write 
about his big dreams, not about getting a job . He learns about how the Ben-
jamin A . Gilman International Scholarship could help him to study abroad 
for a full semester in a Spanish-speaking country . He also meets alumni who 
have earned Gilman, Fulbright, and other awards that allowed them to pursue 
their goals . Our student puts together a four-year plan that prepares him to 
graduate on time and to apply for a Fulbright Grant and other similar pres-
tigious post-baccalaureate opportunities . Through the SDP model, advisors 
encourage our student to take major courses and participate in a management 
internship while he is abroad . The experience also allows him to earn a second 
major in Spanish and still graduate on time . Because of the Gilman Scholar-
ship and other awards, the net cost for his fifteen weeks abroad is less than if 
he had stayed on campus .
He begins to understand each class and co-curricular activity as another 
brick in the road toward his ever-clarifying goal of using his studies and 
language skills to run his own business . He increasingly sees his courses as 
stepping stones to developing problem-solving skills and ways of thinking 
that move him toward a Fulbright and his ultimate aims . He talks with his 
academic advisor about how his courses support his academic goals and his 
big dreams . The advisor shows him that his required course on business sta-
tistics and methods provides the opportunity to do undergraduate research . 
His professor, knowing his SDP, helps him develop a project that combines 
his interests and connects to his plans for the future .
During his FYE, our student learned about student and community 
organizations where he might expand his Spanish language and management 
skills . His advisor also helped him to find a job on campus where he both 
earned the funds he needed to pay for school and gained meaningful experi-
ence . He planned how he would spend his summers, weighing how he might 
best support his financial needs and invest his time toward his overall goals . 
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After that first national scholarship application, he wrote a range of applica-
tions and completed numerous practice interviews, thus gaining additional 
professional skills . Ultimately, our student may not earn a Fulbright Grant, 
but he will graduate with a clear sense of what he wants to do and a practiced 
ability to articulate that vision of his future .
At WKU, the honors/national scholarship collaboration follows the 
model used to guide our hypothetical student . Every student who attends 
the honors pre-FYE retreat hears from national scholarship awardees, inter-
acts with numerous peer counselors who are following their own SDPs, and 
begins an SDP journey . At the honors retreat, students are encouraged to 
seek out the OSD during the university-wide orientation programming and 
attend a series of events focused on national scholarships, with the goal of 
developing SDPs by the end of their first semester and applying for national 
scholarships as early as their second semester . Honors reinforces this model: 
honors advisors encourage SDPs, national scholarships, and HIPs that con-
nect with students’ big dreams; honors scholarships and grants require 
students to work with the OSD to develop SDPs; and the one required hon-
ors seminar (Citizen and Self) is explicitly designed to help students practice 
being agents of change in their discipline and future careers . The conscious 
strategy of aligning resources, mission, and academic and co-curricular advis-
ing to prepare students for success in nationally competitive opportunities has 
been transformational . Not all honors students end up applying for national 
scholarships, but all are advised and mentored as if they will . The goal is not 
winning or even applying; the goal is students who have developed the skills 
necessary to think strategically about their future and position themselves 
for success well beyond graduation . Put another way, whether they pursue 
national scholarships or not, students are well prepared for the next stage of 
their professional life .
Honors has a long tradition of being a place for pedagogical and co-
curricular experimentation . Many of today’s HIPs got their start in honors 
programs and were later made available to students across the university, e .g ., 
learning communities, capstone/thesis projects, and service learning . We 
have posited that the model of the honors/national scholarship partnership 
should be integrated university-wide to provide a framework for student suc-
cess and create a multiplier effect for other leading retention strategies . While 
all students can benefit from participation in HIPs, the intentional layering 
of these practices over four years leads to truly transformational outcomes . 
Additionally, at-risk students have the most to gain from this SDP framework 
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as we see daily among a diverse range of students, especially because we have 
consciously worked to expand our model beyond honors .
As universities integrate SDPs, the goal is to orient the campus com-
munity’s energy and efforts in a shared direction, to change how we discuss 
the goals of higher education, and to inspire students to be lifelong agents of 
change . In essence, the goal is to use individual SDPs to systematically inte-
grate HIPs across students’ four-year experience in order to more effectively 
layer and scaffold the benefits . By systematizing and integrating SDPs into the 
fabric of the university, WKU has made the benefits of intentional HIP par-
ticipation accessible to a larger and more diverse range of students . Based on 
a growing body of research, the appropriate integration of HIPs throughout 
a student’s college education has dramatic positive effects on retention, per-
sistence, graduation rates, and, most importantly, post-graduation success . By 
integrating SDPs campus-wide, honors education once again teaches a lesson 
that can be expanded to benefit all students .
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Slaves, Coloni, and Status Confusion in the  
Late Roman Empire
Hannah Basta
Georgia State University
introduction
From the dawn of the Roman Empire, slavery played a major and essen-tial role in Roman society . While slavery never completely disappeared 
from ancient Roman society, its position in the Roman economy shifted at 
the beginning of the period called Late Antiquity (14 CE–500 CE) . At this 
time, the slave system of the Roman world adjusted to a new category of 
labor . Overall, the numbers of slaves declined, an event that historian Ramsey 
MacMullen, drawing from legal debates and legislation of the period, attri-
butes to the accumulation of debt and poverty among Roman citizens in the 
third century CE . One effect of this debt accumulation was that many free 
individuals sold themselves into an indentured state, particularly during the 
years 225–325 CE . In so doing, they counteracted the “decline” of slavery 
with a rapidly expanding body of laborers who were technically “free” but 
who occupied the social—and eventually the legal—status of slaves (Mac-
Mullen, “Late Roman Slavery” 380) .
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The slave’s role in Late Antiquity has been the subject of many past inter-
pretations . Although the later Roman world experienced a decrease in the 
overall number of slaves, the effect of this decrease was hugely significant 
in terms of the amount of status confusion it generated amongst the lower 
classes . Previous generalizations assert that the status of the free poor created 
somewhat of a semi-servile class . Scholars have recognized that among the 
slave population existed a great number of slaves who were neither captured 
in war nor born to slave mothers and so were wrongfully labeled as slaves . 
An example may be found in the Theodosian Code (CT), a codification of law 
compiled in 438 AD under the emperor Theodosius II . The law found in CT 
5 .9 .1 explains that should a person raise an exposed child, a child cast out of 
its home, then that person is free to choose the status of that child, free or 
poor (109) . This law indicates the number of people who counted as slaves 
but did not actually belong in such a category . Adding to the scholarly dis-
cussion of the diminishing status of the free poor in the Roman world, this 
current study investigates the significance of status confusion that this situa-
tion would have had within the lower classes .
Slaves were not absent from the social system of the late Roman world . 
A large number of people lived at a subsistence level or even lower, thus 
maintaining an existence that closely resembled that of official slaves . These 
strictly economic circumstances in effect created a large lower social class 
that worked alongside slaves . As the two classes mixed among each other, 
the distinction between free and slave became increasingly muddled, espe-
cially within the context of both how large these populations were and how 
widespread throughout the empire . This muddling manifested itself in dif-
ferent aspects of Roman social life, including the slave’s role in the Roman 
family, the complications surrounding mixed unions, the contradictions of 
such unions in law and practice, and the emergence of a new labor class, the 
coloni . Altogether, this confusion of roles demonstrates how the social status 
and distinct identities of the lower classes became increasingly blurry during 
the late empire . Though this confusion was most prevalent among the lower 
classes, it also affected the upper classes .
historiography
The debate on the location and the importance of slavery in the Roman 
world continues despite the general consensus that from its origins in the 
Republic up into Late Antiquity, slavery remained for the most part an integral 
component of Roman life . The origins of Rome as a “slave society” are usually 
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traced to the rapid territorial expansion of the Roman state and its constant 
engagement in warfare from the mid-Republic up through the Empire . This 
level of war led to a rise of large agricultural estates, which led in turn to a need 
for a “constant supply of slaves” and thus further warfare (Cunliffe 77) . This 
circularity created a constant influx of slaves, and thus slaves composed a heart 
of Roman life from the late fourth century BCE on . As Roman estates grew in 
size, slavery became “the only efficient way to work” them (Cunliffe 79) .
Warfare thus generated the bulk of the slave supply . The numbers do 
not always clearly depict the proportion of the conquered populations the 
Romans sold into slavery, but some estimates have been recorded by both 
ancient and modern authors . For example, after the Third Macedonian War 
(171–68 BCE), Rome enslaved 150,000 men, women and children (Faulkner 
98) . In particular, the multitude of wars that Rome engaged in after the Second 
Punic War (218–201 BCE) increased the slave supply so much that estimates 
suggest that by the late first century BCE, Italy and Sicily alone contained 
two or three million slaves (Faulkner 98) . Expansion of the Roman state in 
the mid-to-late Republic brought the largest number of slaves into Roman 
society . From 225 BCE to 31 BCE, slaves grew from representing 15 percent 
of the population to 35 percent (Hopkins, Conquerors 101) . According to the 
estimates made by Keith Hopkins, at the end of the first century BCE the 
empire contained approximately two million slaves out of a total population 
of six million (Hopkins, Conquerors 102) . William D . Phillips has suggested 
that the ratio of slave to free may have been even greater, estimating that there 
were about two million slaves and about four million in the free population 
by the end of the republic (18) . Slavery’s place in Roman society was decided 
over the course of the Roman Republic would lay down the foundations for 
what would become the Roman Empire .
Turning to the status of slavery during Late Antiquity, most scholars 
since the 1960s have argued that slavery experienced a major decline in Late 
Antiquity until it manifested itself in a different form of labor, the coloni . M . I . 
Finley demonstrated that the decline of slavery, particularly after the second 
century CE, resulted not from a rise in the price of slaves but from a gradual 
decline in slave numbers, and he simultaneously argued for a shift in the char-
acterization of the labor force, thus the rise of the coloni, labor that emerged in 
the form of tenancy; according to Finley, the degradation in status of the free 
poor created an entirely new labor force (124–42) .
Following Finley’s revelations, scholars, notably C . R . Whittaker, took 
issue with his theories on the number of slaves that continued to exist, arguing 
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that they could never be quantified (88–122) . Whittaker also rejected Fin-
ley’s argument that slavery had merely changed into a different form of labor 
(97–100) . He argued that slavery continued to exist through Late Antiquity 
and that the “impression” of such a transformation having occurred as Finley 
suggested was “not overwhelming .” He further argued that the references to 
slaves and freedmen in the Digest, a collection of texts dating before the fourth 
century, occur about three times as often as from “the one hundred years 
after [CE] 193 (the period of supposed decline) as from the three hundred 
years before” and that slave legislation comprises 51 of the 154 articles in the 
Edict of Theodoric, a barbarian code, also citing multiple mass manumissions 
recorded in Late Antiquity like those of Melania, who manumitted 8,000 of 
her slaves in one day (96, 129) . Whittaker could not make sense of the claim 
that the supply of slaves had declined given the “more or less non-stop wars 
of the third century to fourth century” nor that the price of slaves should have 
influenced the rise of the coloni (97) . Whittaker came to his conclusions by 
denouncing Finley’s assumption that a decline of cities led to a decline of 
purchasing of slaves, for such a decline of the cities is now “less obvious or 
uniform in the Later Roman Empire than was once believed and  .  .  . it is dif-
ficult to know just how much weight to give this factor” (100) .
Ramsay MacMullen reignited the debate on whether slavery was pre-
dominantly an urban or rural phenomenon . Using epigraphical sources, he 
provided a wide survey of each province to observe slave numbers and the 
role of slave labor in the Roman economy . He concluded that slavery was 
absent in a majority of the rural areas surveyed and only made up a slightly 
larger percentage in urban cities (“Late Roman Slavery” 378–82) . Ross Sam-
son reinterpreted MacMullen’s epigraphical sources and found his claims to 
be ill-founded, arguing for a strong slave presence in rural areas . Samson’s 
reinterpretation of those epigraphical sources along with layouts of villas and 
potential slave quarters constituted his argument for a strong presence of 
slaves on Roman villas (99–110) .
The two-to-one ratio of slaves to free persons that may have been in place 
at the end of the Republic in the late first century BCE is higher than what is 
thought to have existed in the later phases of the empire and at the beginning 
of Late Antiquity . Even so, recent studies have indicated that slavery may not 
have declined nearly so steeply as suggested by earlier studies like those of 
Finley and Hopkins . Kyle Harper, for example, has argued that slavery was 
still pervasive throughout Roman society during the late Roman Empire, spe-
cifically during the period between 275 and 425 CE, although he provides a 
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large emphasis on the fourth century (Harper, Slavery 3–4) . Drawing a great 
deal from Walter Scheidel’s studies on the slave population in the later Roman 
Empire as well as other historians, Harper is able to construct a sense of the 
nature and the dispersion of the late Roman slave population (Slavery 59) . 
Table 1 exemplifies Harper’s claim of slavery’s pervasiveness in Roman soci-
ety during the late Roman Empire .
Table 1 portrays how common it was to own at least one slave and also 
the rather large number of persons still in servitude . If we presume the lowest 
and highest ends of the range for the slave-owning category, then the slave 
population would amount to 2 .33 million to 9 .65 million slaves, or 4 .6 to 19 .3 
percent of the population (59) . The wealthiest of the population owned 49 
percent of the slaves, or the bottom 5 percent of the population (59–60) .
Harper uses three broad tiers of wealth and income to initially distin-
guish Roman imperial society, based on a study by Scheidel and Friesen 
(Harper, Slavery 55; Scheidel and Friesen 61–91) . These tiers include the 
elite (Senators, Equestrians, Decurions), middling (Bourgeois, Agricultural), 
and subsistence . The middling households accounted for 6–12 percent of the 
population, and Harper holds that the number fell closer to the 12 percent 
range in the fourth century (Slavery 55–56) . Harper assumes an imperial 
population in the fourth century of 50 million and a 15 percent urbanization 
rate, which amounted to 1 .875 million urban households in the “late empire” 
(Slavery 56) . Assuming one-fifth of those households were middling, then 30 
percent of all middling households were urban and the remaining 70 percent 
were in the countryside (Harper, Slavery 56) . “To own no slaves was a mark 
of destitution, of social irrelevance—a sign that the household had fallen out 
of the middling ranks, into that 88 percent of the population” living near sub-
sistence (Harper, Slavery 56) .
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table 1. Quantifying the number of slaves in the late roman 
empire (harper, Slavery 59)
Category
% of 
Population
Range of 
Slave-Holdings
Average No. 
of Slaves
No. of 
Households
Total No. 
of Slaves
Illustrious 0 .0048 100s–1000s 250 600 150,000
Elite 1 .36 6 to 20s 20 (core)
6 (periphery)
85,000
85,000
1,700,000
510,000
Bourgeois 3 .0 1 to 5 2 375,000 750,000
Agricultural 7 .0 1 to 5 2 875,000 1,750,000
The distribution of the Roman population provided by Harper helps 
explain the abundant literary record of sub-elite slave ownership (Slavery 
56) . Though clearly not at the same dominating demographic level that had 
characterized the late Republic, slaves comprised at least ten percent of the 
Roman population, or nearly 5 million people (Harper, Slavery 59) . Such 
numbers suggest that slavery was an institution so common to the Romans 
that it seemed entirely natural; it was still an essential part of the social frame-
work of the Roman world .
In general, the most recent studies of slavery in Late Antiquity have 
focused less on issues of quantification because precise numbers are impos-
sible to determine . The current consensus is that while exact estimates may be 
difficult to attain for the number of slaves in Late Antiquity, they were likely 
lower than what is thought to have characterized the earlier periods of the 
Roman Republic and Empire . At the same time, scholars have increasingly 
acknowledged that slavery in the later periods of Roman history may have 
been more prevalent than was previously imagined . This revision in thinking 
is due in no small part to certain comments made by Roman imperial writers . 
Galen, for example, known to have lived from the mid-second century to the 
early third century, described the prevalence of slaves that could be seen at the 
slave market in Delos while Strabo noted that “there was nothing unusual in 
10,000 slaves changing hands in a single day’s trading” and that in Pergamum 
(Asia Minor) there were “as many slaves as freemen in the second century 
[CE]” (Cunliffe 77) .
Explanations for why the number of slaves was lower during Late Antiquity 
have varied . In addition to the issues of costs, some scholars in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries attributed the decline to the influence of Christianity . 
Previously, historians such as Chris De Wet and Samuel Dill had argued that 
the rise of Christianity provided a re-conceptualization of the institution and 
was the driving force behind “legislative sentiment” and “growing humane 
sentiment” (De Wet, “Sin as Slavery” 30; Dill) . Sheila Briggs suggested that 
some early Christians did not conform to an “unquestioning” acceptance of 
slavery (515–23) . Contrary to earlier explanations, most recent scholars do 
not attribute a significant role to the rise of Christianity in the decline of slav-
ery (Bradley 540) . Judith Evans Grubbs has provided a compelling argument 
on this subject during a discussion on the sc Claudianum (SCC), which was 
issued in 52 CE under the emperor Claudius and which stated that free women 
who cohabited with slaves would become slaves and that their children would 
also become slaves . Evans Grubbs addressed previous interpretations of the 
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text, namely that it has been seen as simply another manifestation of “pagan-
Christian conflict” (Law and Family 271–72) . She concluded that because 
the sc Claudianum was interpreted as both Christian and pagan, its “religious 
sympathies” contained “little relevance” (272) . Keith Bradley also believed 
that slavery persisted unchanged in Rome from the shift from paganism to 
Christianity (540) . His conclusion was grounded in the fact that “modern 
ideas of social leveling or egalitarianism” were “alien” to the ancient mentality 
as well as the fact that slavery remained largely unchanged during the tran-
sition from paganism to Christianity (540) . Cam Grey, in a survey on the 
current state of scholarship on slavery in the later Roman Empire, has also 
concluded more broadly that Christianity’s role in the treatment and pur-
ported decline of slaves “should not be emphasized” (507) .
Another explanation, which merits serious consideration, is that slav-
ery was increasingly characterized alongside a semi-servile class of free 
poor Romans in the later periods of Roman antiquity . Whittaker explains 
that “slaves as tenants or quasi-coloni and absentee landlords  .  .  .” was not an 
uncommon phenomenon (92) . Luis A . Garcia Moreno has also suggested 
in his study of peasantry on the villas in Spain that, in both the legislation 
and the economies, slaves and tenants were more frequently described in 
similar language and that such legislation appeared at an increasing rate; this 
frequency, according to Garcia Moreno, is perhaps “the best indication that 
the traditional mental barriers between free men and slaves were collapsing” 
(201) . Thus, the roles of free and unfree labor appear to have been overlap-
ping and inter-changing . That is, while in the legislation, and sometimes not 
even there, labor may have been categorized as the “free poor,” socially those 
“free poor” were equated to slaves . This lack of explicitly distinct roles of labor 
led to status confusion .
Finally, the current debate on slavery in Rome has shifted in tone, focus-
ing on the institution’s implications in society . The discussion surrounding 
slavery in Late Antiquity also focuses on varying aspects of the institution, 
including slave relations with those of authority in the church, Roman 
families, sexual relations with slaves, mixed unions in general, comparative 
and transitional aspects of Roman slavery, and how slavery can be studied 
through the remaining literature we have today . The writings of both Brent 
Shaw and Judith Evans Grubbs have focused on slaves and the Roman family . 
Evans Grubbs, in particular, has also written extensively on mixed marriages 
and relations between slaves and the free poor as part of her research (Law 
and Family 81–88) . C . A . Yeo, M . I . Finley, and Jane Webster (in both 
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“Archaeologies of Slavery and Servitude” and “Less Beloved”) are among 
other historians who have taken a comparative view of slavery in Rome and in 
other parts of the world, including America, Brazil and the Caribbean . These 
innovative and intriguing studies each deserves its own independent study, 
but the discussions are too few to definitively paint a picture comparable to 
the information we now have that ignites debate on the issues relevant to the 
Late Roman Empire .
definition of slavery
A definition of slavery is necessary to a discussion on the transformative 
nature of slavery in Late Antiquity . The definition will assist in illustrating 
exactly how the nature of labor changed in Late Antiquity to the extent that it 
confused contemporary understandings of status .
Aristotle (384–322 BCE) provided a definition of slavery that was later 
adopted by the Romans . Aristotle identified a natural slave, a human being 
who had that “very status and role by nature”: a view that slaves comprised 
domestic property, the so-called “tools before tools” (Karbowski 337–38) . 
Aristotle continued to formulate his definition of slaves as “animate pieces 
of property” who “belong to another or are of another unqualifiedly” and 
who have the ability to comprehend but are unable to reason for themselves 
(Karbowski 339, 345) . Aristotle’s definition may not be wholly relevant to 
the Roman application of the term because slaves did indeed fulfill essential 
roles within the household as well as for the emperor, but his definition does 
emphasize a defining aspect of slavery: the ownership of another individual .
The definition of slavery of chief interest to this study is provided by Flo-
rentius, the Roman praetorian prefect who dates to the mid-fourth century 
CE . This definition, along with another provided by Finley, was shared by 
other Roman jurists and are among the primary sources used by historians to 
define slavery .
The definition of slavery by Florentius dominates the literature today 
as well:
(1) Slavery is an institution of the common law of peoples (ius gen-
tium) by which a person is put into the ownership (dominium) of 
somebody else, contrary to the natural order . (2) Slaves (servi) are 
so called because commanders generally sell the people they capture 
and therefore save (servare) them instead of killing them . (3) The 
word for property in slaves (mancipia) is derived from the fact that 
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they are captured from the enemy by force of arms (manu capiantur) . 
(Phillips 17)
If we look to today’s modern international law, Jean Allain and Robin Hickey 
reveal that such a definition does not exist (915), but they create a definition 
for modern times that features commonalities with Florentius’s definition 
and that may also prove useful . The issue of ownership plays a large role in 
the definition of slavery, including having power or control over a person 
that may manifest itself in the form of claim-rights, liberties, and immunities 
(Allain and Hickey 930–31) . In addition to control, the ability to transfer the 
ownership of a person to an heir or successor, the management of the use of 
a person, which constitutes the exercise of a power attached to slavery, and 
the profit from the use of a person constitute a modern definition of slavery 
(Allain and Hickey 933–35) .
Finley also provided a definition in his characterization of Rome as a 
“slave society .” He considered the fact that slaves were viewed as property a 
characteristic that separated slavery from other forms of coerced labor . Slav-
ery was also distinguished by the unlimited rights the master had over the 
slave as well as the fact that slaves were considered outsiders (Phillips 5–6) . A 
“slave society,” according to Finley, was one in which large numbers of slaves 
were present and, more importantly, “where slave labor [was] instrumental in 
central productive processes, and where the domination of slaves [had] deep 
cultural consequences” (Harper 37–38) .
One criticism of Finley’s characterization of slavery is that it both “under-
estimated the breadth of world slavery” and “overstated the quantitative 
dimensions of Roman slavery” (Harper 37) . In addition, while most histo-
rians still hold the view that Rome was a “slave society” for at least its central 
periods of imperial expansion, this characterization does not necessarily 
apply to the later Roman world since a “slave society,” as defined by Finley, 
requires that the dominant mode of production be slavery . This condition was 
not applicable in the Late Roman Empire due to the increasing reliance on 
members of the very low, but still free, poor classes for labor . The later Roman 
world was a slave-owning society but not a “slave society” because slavery was 
no longer the most efficient and dominant mode of production (Grey 375) . 
In numerous works by Romans in Late Antiquity, slavery is either overlooked 
or discussed at the periphery along with other forms of labor, both free and 
servile, indicating that slaves were indeed taken for granted (MacMullen, 
“Late Roman” 375) .
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The working definition for slavery, then, is best captured by Florentius’s 
definition in that slaves were property, placed in the ownership of another, 
and so called because they were sold . Finley does provide important infor-
mation when considering slavery as an institution: slavery was an integral 
aspect of both the Roman economy and society, as it is still thought of today . 
While Rome may not be characterized as a “slave society,” Finley’s definition, 
in addition to that provided by Florentius, provides a valuable framework for 
understanding slavery in the Late Roman Empire . Finally, regardless of spe-
cific individual definitions, they all emphasize one common quality: slavery 
involved the ownership of another person .
slaves in the family
Slaves were acquired largely through warfare, piracy, and various 
methods of trading around the empire with barbarians and other Romans 
(Cunliffe 79) . They came to occupy three major areas of Roman society over 
the course of time: they were recruited for military service, worked on the 
estates of wealthy Romans, or worked in the domestic sphere (Horsley 35) . 
While the slave’s role as a recruit for the army did not come into play until the 
mid-to-late first century, slaves occupied a major role on Roman estates and 
subsequently within the domestic sphere from the time of the Roman Repub-
lic . Slaves offered a form of cheap labor while also signifying class and power . 
Their constant presence in homes and on estates resulted in a growing impor-
tance and influence on Roman life . As a result, slaves became increasingly 
embedded into Roman society as well as integral to the Roman economy . 
Their essential role in the family influenced family dynamics in such a way 
that certain distinctions between free and unfree became blurred, and family 
roles that would normally distinguish, for instance, the mother from a slave 
became slightly muddled . While the legislation may have specified a firm dif-
ference, in reality the distinction was losing its meaning . The slave’s role in 
the family facilitated the rise of the problem of status confusion that would 
emerge during the later Roman Empire .
That slaves were an integral part of the Roman family in late Antiquity 
is not surprising . Samuel Dill suggests that slaves were treated as “humble 
friends and real members of the family” (117) . Pliny the Elder and Seneca 
provide examples of two slave masters who felt that they had a “moral duty 
towards” their slaves, that they were “humble friends, men of the same flesh 
and blood as the master,” but this was all “quite apart from the legal conven-
tions of Rome (Dill 181) . Pliny viewed slaves as such a vital part of daily 
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life that he referred to them as “a fundamental element of the ‘body’ of the 
Roman master”; in all aspects of his “physical life—eating, bathing, sleep-
ing—all depended intimately on the assistance of slaves” (Blake 196) . Pliny 
used religious imagery in describing slavery: the “body of the Roman master” 
conjures an allusion to the “body of Christ,” and he means it both metaphor-
ically and literally . Slaves helped their owner fulfill his basic needs such as 
bathing, and they also followed him on his business and took down his notes 
and annotations (Blake 194) . Pliny the Elder’s death depicted how the rela-
tionship between master and slave could be symbiotic in that they were so 
integrated into his life that his achievements were largely due to them (Blake 
198) . While Pliny was unique as a scholar, his relationship with his slaves was 
not so unique .
Slaves were able to join colleges, which were small group associations 
organized around a profession, if they obtained their master’s approval . 
While slaves lacked any sort of real status, a considerable few could inflict 
significant social and political influence due to their positions . Imperial slaves 
increasingly occupied administrative positions and had instant access to the 
emperor; they were thus a great source of power socially although legally they 
possessed no such power at all . Slaves were also able to pass themselves off as 
free, perhaps even free-born, and hold offices reserved specifically for free-
born people (Evans Grubbs, Law and Family 270) . Such a practice makes 
status confusion in Rome appear as an unsurprising phenomenon . Mixed 
unions and other sexual relations could also be the source of what was some-
times a great deal of tension within the family and were a major contribution 
to status confusion in Roman society .
While slaves were able to receive education and in fact were the tutors 
themselves, the relationship between slave and master grew tense throughout 
the later period of the empire . The Life of Aesop, a satirical fiction and the 
only full-length slave biography from antiquity, dates to the first century CE 
in Roman Egypt and provides an instance of resistance by a slave (Hopkins, 
“Novel Evidence” 3) . Aesop “speaks his mind” unlike slaves in reality (Hop-
kins, “Novel Evidence” 17) . When he was instructed to bring an oil flask for 
his master, he obeyed and brought the flask but without any oil; when he 
was beaten, his defense was merely that his master never mentioned anything 
about oil (Hopkins, “Novel Evidence” 19) . Another instance depicts his mas-
ter asking him to make lentil soup . He is “smart” with his master, claiming 
that when his master only asked for one lentil, not lentils (Hopkins, “Novel 
Evidence” 20) . Hopkins believes Aesop represented “all that a master might 
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despise and fear in a slave” (Hopkins, “Novel Evidence” 20) . The importance 
of the story of the Life of Aesop lies not in whether it tells us if slaves really 
spoke in this manner to their masters, but rather that it may suggest masters’ 
fear that they might . The Life of Aesop provides an example that the individual 
relationship between master and slave was sometimes tense and increasingly 
so in the later Roman world .
The household of a Roman family comprised a restricted number of com-
ponents: “(husband/father, wife/mother, children and slaves), all of which 
had to stand in a firm hierarchical relationship to each other and to perform 
their proper role in order for there to be a proper and therefore peaceful and 
happy house” (Shaw 14) . When discussing his son, the master of a household 
always coupled “slave and son” or “sons and slaves” together although the situ-
ation was one where the master “domesticates his sons  .  .  . and punishes his 
slaves” (Shaw 18) . Slaves were discussed alongside children, suggesting a par-
allel relationship . In addition, slave nurses were an essential part of the Roman 
family, often placed in complete charge of children in the absence of parents 
(Shaw 42) . The master of a household was free to have sexual relations with 
any member of his household in a way that could create tensions within the 
family, and so slaves played a role in contributing to the general “looseness” 
of the Roman family . Slaves were the object of sexual affection for masters 
(angering women), and often, in addition to acting as slave nurses, slaves were 
picked to assume “economic and child-rearing functions usually associated 
with the mother” (Saller 82) . Because they often substituted for the parent’s 
role in childcare and important household chores as well as affection between 
husband and wife, slaves increased the strain in family relationships, resulting 
in an overall fragile marriage life in Rome .
While slaves were considerably integrated into the Roman family, the law 
continued to authorize the harsh treatment and punishment of slaves, and 
the distinction between free and unfree labor punishments was blurred in the 
legislation . Whipping—which was seen as a “deep humiliation” meant as an 
“insult to dignitas” (Horsley 42)—was allowed and sometimes encouraged . 
Punishments for slaves came often to be inflicted on lower-class criminals as 
well as minor municipal officials (Grey 490), e .g ., the torture of minor munic-
ipal officials as found in CT 8 .2 .5 . Slaves and coloni were also treated equally 
in certain cases . CT 2 .2 .1 shows that both slaves and coloni were to be arrested 
and punished indiscriminately if found guilty of “any criminality .” If a freed-
man or a slave accused his or her master of a crime, then they would be stabbed 
to death, as shown in CT 9 .7 .3 . This law mixed both slave and freed, providing 
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the same punishment for each . The slave’s place in the Roman family was thus 
one of importance, although the sources suggest a mixing of certain aspects 
of slavery, such as punishments and negative treatment of slaves, with other 
social classes and with people involved in other types of labor .
Although the slave was an integral aspect of the Roman family, the rela-
tionship between the slave and other individual members of a family proves 
to be complicated . For instance, the slave was parallel to the master’s son 
in some ways, but the master often feared the slave . The master might use a 
female slave for his indulgences, creating strain in the family . Regardless, in 
many ways the law treated slaves the same as free labor, providing the same 
punishments for the same crime . This lack of a distinction between slaves and 
other forms of labor within the legislation points most visibly to a blurring of 
the distinction between these types of labor . The nature of the similar punish-
ments—particularly the law found in CT 9 .7 .3—for two classes that were 
extremely close on the hierarchical scale blurred their differences in society, 
facilitating an atmosphere among the lower classes that decreased the distinc-
tion between slaves and the poorest of the peasants .
mixed unions
Mixed unions often occurred between free persons and those who were 
either freed or slaves . The subject received considerable attention among the 
Romans . In a letter, Augustine inquired about the nature of such unions and 
the relationship between slavery and freedom . His concerns centered on three 
main issues: first, the status of children resulting from mixed unions; second, 
the status of children sold into bondage or a fixed period of servitude; and 
third, the relative rights of the landowner, parents, and slave-owner if a tenant 
farmer were to sell his child into slavery, particularly the issue of whether the 
landowner was allowed to sell the colonus or his son into slavery (Grey 502) . 
The letter was addressed to a Eustochius; no reply is on record .
Augustine’s letter depicts concerns and priorities in matters of mixed 
unions that among the Romans were largely due to concerns about inheri-
tance and taxes . The letter suggests the impact of the changes in the nature 
of the labor force in Late Antiquity, on the one hand, and of tax assessment 
on socio-economic relations, including mixed relations, on the other (Grey 
502) . The fact that Augustine inquired about the status of children from 
mixed unions or those sold into slavery demonstrates status confusion and 
the mixing of various classes .
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Since the time of the Roman Republic, the Romans discussed mixed 
marriages within their legislation . The legal status of unions between sena-
tors and freedwomen in the Republic remains unclear; such unions may have 
been legal but were certainly “not approved of socially” (Evans Grubbs, Law 
and Family 261) . Sexual relations between free persons and slaves, as well as 
among slaves themselves, were not recognized as legitimate marriages under 
Roman law . These unions were termed contubernium and lacked any of the 
legal consequences of Roman marriage (Evans Grubbs, Law and Family 262) . 
Marriage between free men and freedwomen or slaves was not prohibited 
although the unions were considered “disreputable,” and Roman citizens 
not of senatorial birth were allowed to marry former slaves although all free-
born citizens were prohibited from marrying prostitutes and pimps (Evans 
Grubbs, Law and Family 262)
The senatorial aristocracy found it important to ensure that slaves and 
freedmen could not marry free women, as indicated in The Law of Anthe-
mius, found in the Theodosian Code . In 468 CE, a certain woman named Julia 
went to the Roman Emperor Anthemius to declare that she had married her 
former slave, her freedman . In response, Anthemius declared that while her 
marriage and all such marriages that had occurred up until that point would 
remain legal, all subsequent unions between free women and freedmen 
would be prohibited . If anyone violated that law, the woman would be subject 
to property confiscation and deportation, and her children would become 
slaves (Theodosian Code 570–71) .
In order to understand this law, we need to know who Julia was . Evans 
Grubbs believes the most that can be said about Julia’s identity and status 
was that she was “at least an ingénue,” or a freeborn woman (“Marriage” 152) . 
But further work on the matter reveals that this interpretation can be pushed 
further . Richard Saller has shed some light on the role of women in a typi-
cal Roman household . The pater familias, meaning “estate owner” or “head of 
household,” was typically male, and while legally women had the same rights 
to own property, a household with a dominant male figure would not allow a 
woman to have power over her children or slaves (Saller 184–87) . The reason 
that the pater familias could not be extended to women was that such power 
was “sharply engendered” in the law “insofar as mothers could not have potes-
tas over their children” or other dependents (Saller 185) . In addition, there 
was a “public presence or role associated with the pater familias” in that he 
would “appear” as such in the public when conducting business (Saller 186) . 
Thus, a woman could not fully occupy this role and have full property rights, 
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i .e ., the pater familias . However, “in the absence of husbands,” the realities of 
mater familias were such that Roman women often wielded power over their 
dependents in a household (Saller 196) . Such a title, though, did not carry 
the same weight as the pater familias because it was based on “honorable char-
acter” and not property rights (Saller 194) .
The Law of Anthemius states that Julia married someone “who had been 
a slave of her own household,” and given our knowledge of mater familias and 
the fact that it was Julia herself who had come forth before the emperor, it 
is possible to speculate that Julia was the head of her own household . The 
law also seems to focus explicitly on marriages between women in the aris-
tocracy and slaves or freedmen as it prohibits such marriages “in order that 
the renowned nobility of distinguished families may not be debased .” The law 
specifically mentions women of “Senatorial birth” and focuses on aristocratic 
families, suggesting that, since Anthemius is responding to her specific peti-
tion, Julia may have been a member of the upper class .
Given such conditions, Julia was likely an upper-class woman who was 
head of her household . What does this say of Julia and her significance to 
Anthemius? Although Julia was presumably a member of the upper class, she 
did not have a male relative in the Senate at the time; therefore, neither Julia 
nor anyone in her household, including her freedman, possessed political 
power that could be wielded against Anthemius, and he could allow by his 
“imperial grace” for the declaration of her marriage as legal .
The emperor Anthemius was a special case, and he saw Julia’s situation 
as a political opportunity when he needed one . Anthemius was in a unique 
situation in that he was a non-Roman, Greek-speaking emperor at a time 
when the relations between the eastern and western Roman Empire were 
divided and strained . He had married the former eastern emperor’s daugh-
ter (O’Flynn 124) . The death of the western emperor Severus in 465 left the 
western empire in an interregnum (Mathisen 191) . Because his marriage left 
him some claim to power in the east, the eastern emperor Leo was eager to 
remove Anthemius as a threat to his own position as emperor . The western 
interregnum provided Leo with the opportunity to remove Anthemius from 
the east and subsequently to impose him onto the senatorial aristocracy in the 
western Empire .
Anthemius’s law was set within the context of a previous Roman law, the 
senatus consultum Claudianum (SCC) . The SCC, as previously mentioned, 
provided that free women who cohabited with slaves would also become 
slaves, as would their children . Notably, the law lacked any mention of 
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freedmen and marriages between freeborn women and freedmen from the 
time it was first enacted until Anthemius passed his legislation in 468 CE .
To understand the importance of the SCC with regard to status con-
fusion, we turn to the emperor Augustus, who in the early first century 
prohibited marriage between members of the Senate and freedmen, and all 
freeborn persons were prohibited from marrying prostitutes and other peo-
ple of such low status (McGinn 72) . Augustus’s marriage legislation played a 
role in the “construction of a moral ideology” in that the people in the Roman 
community presumably followed the behavioral guidelines established by the 
law (McGinn 84) and thus established Augustus’s image as a moral figure . 
His legislation set a precedent for subsequent emperors to use marriage as a 
means to legitimize their authority over the Roman people and to establish 
their self-representations as figures of morality .
If later emperors modeled their images after Augustus, then a Roman 
emperor was expected to preserve Roman values and maintain his image as 
a moral figure . When Claudius enacted the SCC, he followed the practice set 
by Augustus of using legislation on the family to present himself as a model 
of morality . The first Christian emperor, Constantine the Great, following 
the practice set by Augustus, criminalized the practice of abduction marriage 
(Evans Grubbs, “Abduction” 67) . Like Claudius, Constantine used his legis-
lation on the family to uphold Roman values and, modeling his actions after 
Augustus, present himself as a moral figure . Constantine’s legislative practices 
were important because, like Augustus and previous Roman emperors before 
him, he set the example that Anthemius would follow for his own legislation 
in order to make an impact on Roman morality and to fulfill the duties of a 
Roman emperor . However, Constantine’s legislation was complicated in that 
it allowed for freeborn children abandoned at birth to be brought up as slaves, 
if rescued by a slave, or to be temporarily sold into slavery (Evans Grubbs, 
Law and Family 271) . Such ambiguities make it unsurprising that many 
Roman citizens were unsure of both their own and their children’s status .
Within the Law of Anthemius, the emperor was equipped with the prece-
dents of the past; he prohibited marriage between free women and freedmen, 
and he set the punishment for violating his new law at property confisca-
tion and deportation for free women and enslavement of their children . 
Throughout the Theodosian Code, property confiscation and deportation 
were punishments reserved for serious crimes that included endangerment 
of national security, harboring proscribed individuals, producing counterfeit 
money, and hosting soothsayers . An extensive discussion on punishment 
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in Roman law by Richard Bauman concludes that such punishments were 
“intensified” penalties, and Bauman suggests that in some instances confis-
cation of property and deportation were punishments meant to “replace the 
death penalty” (52, 59) . Thus, the consequences of breaking Anthemius’s law 
were severe . These punishments were reserved for slaves but could uninten-
tionally blur the social distinctions between classes .
In addition to his political motive, Anthemius may have had another 
motive behind the law that focused on the many freedmen who were part 
of the imperial household and could be swayed by wealth and status . For 
instance, in the third century the emperor Alexander Severus discovered “one 
of his close associates receiving money in return for his  .  .  . influence at court” 
(Kelly 135) . Christopher Kelly claims that while these cases existed, they 
did not reflect the norm (Kelly 136) . However, Anthemius himself hardly 
reflected the norm . Anthemius, a Roman emperor with non-Roman origins 
at a time when relations between the east and west were immensely strained, 
had reason to suspect such engagements could occur . Boudewijn Sirks has 
demonstrated that, with regard to the SCC, slaves worked intimately with 
free persons and that the emperor’s slaves increasingly occupied administra-
tive positions; during Claudius’s reign, estimations suggest that up to “two 
thirds of imperial slaves and freedmen were marrying freeborn women,” so 
such dealings were a genuine concern of the emperor (Harper, The SC Clau-
dianum 626) . Possibly Anthemius prohibited such marriages to ensure that 
no senatorial aristocratic woman could marry an imperial freedman . Such a 
union could have led to an imbalance of power within the senate because one 
senator could potentially rise above the desired state of constant tension and 
threaten Anthemius’s power .
These complex laws and possible motives suggest that slaves were deeply 
woven into the fabric of everyday life in Roman society . Slavery could become 
a metaphor for a larger argument (Grey 493) . For instance, in Christianity 
slavery became a way to represent the Christian’s relationship to God (Glancy 
103) . The aristocracy’s concern with slaves and their relations to slaves 
allowed Anthemius to make these preoccupations a focus of the law, using the 
place of slaves in Roman society to communicate a larger objective: forging 
his image as a Roman emperor . This metaphorical function offers one expla-
nation for the adjudication of Julia’s case .
Another interpretation of Julia’s case, however, is that such unions 
occurred among the upper classes and that the emperor merely used it as a 
way to solidify the place of the aristocracy as distinguished from the lower 
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classes, suggesting that such a class distinction was perhaps becoming less 
important to some members of the upper class, though not necessarily the 
senatorial aristocracy . Had Julia been concerned with her status and the 
inheritance her children would receive, then she might not have engaged in 
such a union . Julis thus represents some lack of concern among the upper 
classes about status in Roman society, providing further evidence for the rise 
of status confusion: when confusion about status existed in the upper classes, 
such confusion among the lower classes seems more plausible
One indicator of such status confusion is mixed unions among the lower 
classes . Rescripts (i .e ., responses from the emperor to a petitioner) found 
in the Justinian Code indicate that status confusion may have been a com-
mon problem for “imperial subjects” (Evans Grubbs, Law and Family 269) . A 
woman named Hostilia sent a libellus to Caracalla, claiming her husband, Eros, 
whose name indicates slave status, was reclaimed as another’s slave (Evans 
Grubbs, Law and Family 269) . Hostilia and Eros had had children together, 
and she had given him dowry; however, Caracalla assured her that she could 
recover her dowry and that her children were free (Evans Grubbs, Law and 
Family 269–70) . Hostilia’s situation provides an example of CT 4 .12 .3, which 
stated that a free woman could accidentally marry a slave and that this would 
most likely occur among the lower classes, who lived and worked alongside 
each other closely, unlike the aristocracy where the distinction was evident . 
Hostilia was thus likely a member of the lower class, who either knowingly or 
unknowingly cohabited with a slave . Regardless of whether she knew he was 
a slave, the question of the status of her children arose . CT 4 .12 .3 addressed 
the status of a free woman who cohabits with a slave as free, but it labeled the 
status of the children of such a union as Latins, free children of slaves but ille-
gitimate to a free person . Caracalla’s decision to allow Hostilia’s children to be 
considered free provides a discrepancy in the law and societal practice . Evans 
Grubbs suggests that there were many situations analogous to Hostilia’s, even 
examples of a free man cohabiting with another’s slave woman (Law and Fam-
ily 270), suggesting a growing mixing of statuses where some held improper 
titles .
Another case involving a woman of the lower classes also exemplifies the 
growing problem of status confusion amongst the lower classes . Much like 
Hostilia, a woman named Theodora sent a libellus to the emperors Diocletian 
and Maximian addressing a situation that appalled the aristocracy in terms 
of social status and sexual relations . Theodora’s mother had had sexual rela-
tions and was living with her slave “under the pretense that they were legally 
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married,” but she had never manumitted the slave (Evans Grubbs, Law and 
Family 276) . Her mother had died, and Theodora had married a man who 
disapproved of the situation and was enquiring about the marriage’s legal 
validity . The emperors replied that the man Theodora’s mother had married 
was still a slave . Thus, Theodora’s mother had concealed not the relationship 
but the fact that her husband was still a slave (Evans Grubbs, Law and Family 
276), suggesting how easy it was for the lower classes to pass themselves off 
as something other than slaves . Evans Grubbs suggests that status conscious-
ness during the fourth century declined even among the upper classes, e .g . 
Julia, and that Constantine’s marriage legislation was actually a reaction to a 
case brought to him of a high-ranking woman “involved in a quasimarital rela-
tionship” herself with her own slave (Law and Family 277) . Evans Grubbs’s 
assertions exemplify the view that such mixed unions caused status distinc-
tions to have less meaning, even among the upper classes .
The discussion of mixed unions reveals the aristocracy’s need to differen-
tiate status between free and slave or former slave . Theodora’s case provides 
an example of the increasing problem of status confusion, but expressing such 
a distinction amongst the lower classes was much harder to enforce . Slaves 
and members of the lower classes worked alongside each other in daily life 
so such a law would presumably have been more difficult to enforce . Anthe-
mius’s concerns surrounded his security as emperor and his relationship with 
the Senate, however, and mixed marriages in the lower stratum of society 
posed no threat to the emperor . Furthermore, prohibiting mixed marriages of 
the elite with slaves and freedmen may have been a priority for the aristocracy 
but was not necessarily a major concern for those living at subsistence . Nev-
ertheless, mixed unions contributed to the overall confusion of status of those 
living in the later Roman Empire .
the rise of the coloni and the shifting labor force
The nature of the labor force in the later Roman world was also shifting, 
increasing the levels of confusion in status within different groups . Originally, 
historians believed the institution of slavery transformed into the coloni and 
eventually medieval serfdom . In a view proposed by Marc Bloch, “a recog-
nized fact” was that slavery declined “drastically” before the third century CE 
(Whittaker 89) . The reason for this belief was a presumed shortage in the 
supply of slaves after an increase in price that made them no longer economi-
cal (Whittaker 97, 100) . Finley then introduced his “replacement theory,” 
in which he argued that a change in the “political-military structure,” which 
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occurred over Rome’s imperial history, was the “decisive factor” for the 
“gradual replacement of slaves by other types of labour,” and this “replace-
ment” occurred in small shifts from locality to locality (141–42) . Finley’s 
“replacement theory” assumed that the poorest free people in the rural areas 
eventually experienced such a degradation in status that their condition was 
little different from slavery . Whittaker rejected Finley’s position, arguing that 
the rural labor force experienced a fundamental change through the settle-
ment of barbarian prisoners . Whittaker also demonstrated that tenancy had 
become embedded within a longer history in the Roman Empire, found even 
during the Republic, and that legislation had discussed tenancy since the 
second century BCE, so one did not evolve out of the other (92) . He also 
demonstrated through reference to Pope Pelagius in the sixth century that 
slaves continued to work on estates even in the medieval period . Historians 
now argue that slavery “did not slowly morph into what could be called medi-
eval serfdom, nor did the crisis of the assumed ‘decline’ of the slave mode of 
production lead to the rise of feudalism” (De Wet, Preaching Bondage 8), but 
the debate surrounding the nature of the rise of the coloni continues to be an 
area of debate .
Whether slavery was dominant in rural areas or not, slaves were not 
replaced by the colonate . Thus, the colonate cannot be defined by the tradi-
tional definition, i .e ., a system of “dependent tenancy which tied the tenant 
or colonus to his landlord in a relationship that was the precursor of medi-
aeval serfdom”; instead of viewing slavery as disappearing and the coloni as 
emerging, we can view them as “complementary strategies” that landown-
ers employed to exploit the land (Grey 506) . Coloni were “inscribed on the 
roll  .  .  . detained on the land” due to their debt; it was the debt that was owned, 
not the coloni themselves (MacMunn 29) . The coloni were registered tenants 
comprised of the poorest of the free persons in the lower classes as well as 
freed slaves who remained a part of the lower class . Thus, they constituted two 
distinct social classes and two distinct labor institutions in Roman society .
The coloni were tied to the estates on which they worked and not neces-
sarily to the landowner (Banaji 118) . Tax rolls gained increasing importance 
in Late Antiquity, and tenants would often attempt to evade taxes and the 
tax collectors, creating a growing need to register tenants and slaves in order 
to define their obligations to the land on which they served (see Theodosian 
Code 9 .27 .7; 9 .42 .7; 10 .1 .11; 11 .1 .14; 11 .7 .11; 11 .24 .1) . The laws exemplify 
an increase in hybridized language with reference to registered slaves and ten-
ants . For example, a law of 393 CE states that the coloni were to be “considered 
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slaves of the land [servi terrae] on which they were born,” and if a change in 
landowner occurred, they would return “in chains” to their “origo ‘in a servile 
state’ (in servile condicionem)” (Whittaker 101); the law likens the free coloni 
to slaves . By 367 CE, the children of a mixed union between a free father and a 
colona mother on an imperial estate were to follow the status of their mother, 
as normally occurred to children of slave women (Whittaker 127) . Con-
stantine also passed a law in which he specified that “coloni who seek to flee 
‘should be put in irons like slaves, so that they may be compelled by a servile 
penalty to perform the duties appropriate to them as free men’” (Theodosian 
Code 5 .17 .1) . More than the increase in hybridized language, the increased 
importance of the registration in these tax rolls resulted in confusion between 
the relationships of tenants to slaves (Grey 506); this confusion also mani-
fested itself in uncertainty about the rights of the landowner over each .
Ultimately, the coloni were subject to the constant threat of being subject 
to a reduction of status . This perception of threat was based on the assumption 
that the distinction in the labor force—the separation of slave and colonus—
would persist and that the Romans had some sort of formal process by which 
a member of the coloni could be formally reverted or reduced to slave status . 
Grey has suggested that a tenant’s status as “free” was “tenuous at best—
particularly when we recall the phenomenon of debt-servitude,” in which a 
Roman individual or an individual’s child could be held by a creditor in order 
to work off a debt (504) . While it may have been difficult to recognize and 
practice their freedom in reality, the coloni were still considered free by law . 
The use of the same punishment for various classes also provides evidence 
that status confusion was prevalent, particularly among the lower classes and 
more specifically among the coloni and slaves . The ambiguous treatment of 
the differing classes is exactly what blurred the line between the coloni and 
slaves in Roman society and further facilitated the issue of status confusion .
status confusion
Altogether, the evidence suggests increasing status confusion among 
individuals in the lower classes while the aristocracy continued trying to dif-
ferentiate between slave and free . In order to understand the significance and 
historical implications of the breakdown of strictly defined status boundaries 
in Late Antiquity, we must return to the definition of slavery and one of its 
key criteria: that slavery involves the ownership of another individual . If indi-
viduals were entering into a form of servitude as a means of paying off debt 
and if their debt subsequently became owned, then that did not necessarily 
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constitute the ownership of that individual; ownership of debt was not, in 
other words, synonymous with the ownership of personhood . Recall that 
free Romans could sell their labor to pay off their debts . While they were not 
necessarily selling themselves into slavery, the practice of selling labor facil-
itated the rise of status confusion because possession of labor could easily 
be confused with possession of a person . The various labor forms that arose 
beginning in the fourth century were founded on principles far too closely 
aligned with basic aspects of slavery so that the people serving in these posi-
tions entered into a growing hybrid class . Increasingly, then, slaves and poor 
freepersons were grouped, according to Grey, into a “single broad category 
of quasi-servility” (485–86) . Grey’s claim comes out of other studies by, 
for instance, Luis A . Garcia Moreno and Arnaldo Marcone, who assert an 
increasing homogenization of the lower classes and explain how the distinc-
tion between slave and free began to lose its meaning during Late Antiquity .
Garcia Moreno, citing both Santo Mazzarino and Chris Wickham, sug-
gests that slaves were increasingly seen as identical to free peasants . Wickham 
mainly observed the manorial system and argued that it was “indifferent” 
as to whether “tenants were free or unfree; indifferent, for instance, to such 
issues as whether the tenants owned operae in the reserve, which might not 
even exist,” but Garcia Moreno believes the number of slaves actually seen as 
identical to free peasants was small (202) . Garcia Moreno cites D . Vera, who 
argued that the shift of the physical complex of the villa, as well as the eco-
nomic and cultural system, was already in place by the late fourth century and 
should not be separated from the inclusion of both slaves and free peasants 
on the villa . Vera depicts how slaves and the lower classes worked alongside 
each other, performing the same occupations and thus contributing to status 
confusion . Garcia Moreno also argues that by the fifth century the legislation 
lacked former distinctions between the coloni and other labor classes, such as 
adscripticii, and that this “homogenization” of the colonate and other institu-
tions was characteristic of the entire empire (207) . Thus, the widening of the 
labor typically associated with slavery suggests a status confusion that was 
characteristic of the entire empire .
Marcone also describes the hierarchy within the lower classes as “rela-
tively homogenous” (356) . He cites a law passed by Constantine in 332 as 
evidence that the coloni were increasingly associated with servitude . The law 
rendered that the condition of a peasant farmer, nominally free, was very 
close to that of a slave:
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With whomsoever a colonus belonging to someone else (alieni juris) 
may be discovered, let the new patron not only restore the colonus to 
the place of his birth (origini), but let him also pay the tax for the time 
of his absence . As for the coloni themselves who contemplate flight, 
let them be put into fetters after the manner of slaves, so that they 
should perform duties worthy of freemen on the strength of a servile 
condemnation . (Marcone 357; see also Bury)
The law passed by Constantine was the first in which the coloni were described 
in a condition similar to that of slaves . The language is degrading, for the 
coloni were to be placed in chains “after the manner of slaves .” They were to 
be punished like slaves, and so the law mixed attributes of slavery and ten-
ancy . Such a commonality in the treatment of slaves and tenants set the stage 
for ambiguities that would arise in the legislation passed after Constantine’s 
law, and this lack of distinction between the two classes would facilitate the 
resulting status confusion between slaves and coloni . Marcone believes that 
the distinction between the rich and the poor remained evident, particularly 
after the third-century crisis, but that the distinction between free and slave, 
particularly in the countryside, was more “a legal relic” than a consequence or 
correspondence to reality (357) . Again, the language of the law describes the 
coloni as “belonging to someone else,” which correlates with the definition 
of slavery . The law thus characterized coloni alongside slaves to such a degree 
that an explicit division between the two would have been contradictory . Sta-
tus confusion was an inevitable consequence .
Evans Grubbs has examined a large number of rescripts from the Justinian 
Code in which both Roman and non-Roman citizens were involved in status 
disputes . She notes a frequent appearance of rescripts, involving those below 
the elite status, demonstrating wrongful enslavement or illegal assumption 
of a free status (“Between Slavery and Freedom” 33) . A particularly interest-
ing scenario, which did in fact play out, involved situations where a master 
refused to free a slave who had already received manumission (“Between 
Slavery and Freedom” 38) . For example, the heir of a master who had freed 
his slaves in his will might have been unwilling to follow the former master’s 
wishes; in such cases, Roman law was generous in allowing the individual to 
sue his or her master, and in the case of females who happened to give birth 
while wrongfully in servitude, the children would be considered freeborn 
(Evans Grubbs, “Between Slavery and Freedom” 39–40) . It is impossible to 
know how fully the reality aligned with these laws, but Evans Grubbs does 
remark that if a slave’s manumission was contested, the possibility of failure in 
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pursuing the case against a master would deter those enslaved from bringing 
it forward (“Between Slavery and Freedom” 46) . Arguably then, these laws 
may not have been strongly enforced .
In any case, the rescripts indicate a large number of people were wrong-
fully in servitude, creating status confusion for themselves and their children . 
A large portion of the rescripts focus on a child’s status, demonstrating yet 
again that a chief concern for Romans in situations concerning status was 
inheritance . In addition, free people sometimes claimed they were slaves 
“either under duress or because they did not know their true status” (Evans 
Grubbs, “Between Slavery and Freedom” 49) . Wrongfully claiming them-
selves as slaves and so mixing with and becoming part of a class to which they 
did not belong would only add to the problem of status confusion in the later 
Roman Empire .
Also significant was the ease with which a free person could be reduced 
to servility . CT 4 .10 .2 states that any freedman who acts “haughtily” or 
offends his former master would lose his or her freedom and be once again 
reduced to slavery (Theodosian Code 91) . Issued by Constantine in 332, the 
law demonstrates how fragile freedom was for a former slave . Jairus Banaji 
notes that the post-Roman labor force was actually “worse off, in the sense 
that the sharp division between ‘slave’ and ‘free’ that was intrinsic to classical 
law was progressively abandoned  .  .  . as a uniformly servile tenantry evolved 
by the early part of the sixth century” (118) . Banaji extends his study into the 
sixth century and notes that the lack of a distinction between slave and free 
shows that manumission for a slave was extremely fragile and, really, futile . 
Another problem was the kidnapping of free citizens and selling them into 
slavery . For example, in 287 Maximian received a report from the urban pre-
fect of Rome that kidnappers were not only abducting other Roman citizens’ 
slaves but also the freeborn (Evans Grubbs, “Between Slavery and Freedom” 
50) . Exposed children were easily captured and sold into slavery, but this 
report did not involve exposed children . While the emperor claimed that 
in such situations the legal status of free people remained unchanged, some 
did sense the permanent loss of their or their loved one’s freeborn status, and 
often those kidnapped were “destined for the slave trade,” where the status 
of “free” was irrelevant (Evans Grubbs, “Between Slavery and Freedom” 51) .
The frequency of lost status and the occurrences of kidnapping meant 
that many in the slave trade were not actually slaves . Such a mixing of the pop-
ulation would result inevitably in a large number of people, especially after 
cohabitation with other slaves, to be wrongfully considered slaves, contribut-
ing to a disregard for and confusion about status .
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The differences displayed in the laws and the application of these laws 
in society further suggest status confusion . Slaves were increasingly grouped 
with other categories of free labor, and the punishment and the marriage 
legislation of both Constantine and Augustus suggests that status was increas-
ingly raised as a question . Harper suggests that Roman laws have often been 
read as reactionary measures against “deepening status confusion” (Harper, 
Slavery 26); this does not suggest that there was an overall breakdown of the 
legal basis of slavery but instead that the legislators were attempting to dis-
tinguish slaves from other classes and citizens when a strict definition could 
not be formed . The implications of being a slave or part of the coloni in Rome 
were losing their meaning among peasants in the lower classes . Theodora’s 
case exemplifies the ease with which a slave could be passed off as a mem-
ber of the lower class, but it is also suggests that to some, such as Theodora’s 
mother, status did not matter much while to others, such as Theodora, it may 
have been an area of concern . The reasons for Theodora’s disapproval of her 
mother are not clear although one may speculate about issues of inheritance 
or simply social disapproval . If Theodora's concern focused not on economics 
but on social disapproval, then it would suggest that a lack of care for status, 
particularly slave status, was not wholly diminished among the lower classes . 
Julia’s case, however, suggests that the importance of status may have been 
diminishing among some members of the upper classes . Regardless of the 
degree of concern, the evidence both in legislation and in letters to emperors 
points to a definite and increasing issue in the definition of those boundaries 
meant to separate the classes, resulting in a broader problem of status confu-
sion in late Roman society .
conclusion
From 14 CE to 500 CE, the later Roman Empire experienced a wide-
spread problem of status confusion, which ultimately led to the informal 
creation of a “semi-servile” class . Status confusion manifested itself among 
slaves and the lower classes as they increasingly worked alongside each other, 
creating “homogenization” of the free poor and slaves . Both in practice and 
legislation, slaves and free peasants were increasingly grouped into a single 
servile category . By examining the definition of slavery, how the slave’s role 
within the family changed over time, the increase in mixed unions, and the 
change in the labor force that occurred as coloni became more significant, we 
can see that the legal and social distinction between slave and free became 
muddled .
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The ramifications of the argument that the later Roman Empire was 
characterized by a growing sense of status confusion are that longstand-
ing boundaries, which had definitively separated various classes in Rome, 
suddenly lost their importance . The social consequences of the loss of bound-
aries created new social interactions among both the upper and lower classes . 
The evidence so far indicates that the empire experienced few societal and 
economic consequences as a result of the status confusion, but further work 
may provide insight into more meaningful effects of status confusion on the 
Roman Empire .
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From the inception of the integration of predominantly White institutions in higher education marked by Sweatt v. Painter in 1950, The University of 
Texas at Austin (UT Austin) has been a battleground for educational equity . 
The university continues to find itself at ground zero in the battle for race 
and equity in higher education and embroiled in the debate over affirma-
tive action, first in Hopwood v. Texas (1996) and then in Fisher v. University 
of Texas at Austin (2013; 2016) . For these reasons, UT Austin serves as a 
bellwether institution for public, predominantly White institutions (PWIs) 
when it comes to integration . The legal challenges, coupled with evidence of 
a challenging campus climate for students of color, reflect the kind of hostility 
recently reported at Michigan, UCLA, and other public flagship institutions 
such as Texas A&M, where a group of visiting students from Dallas’s Uplift 
Hampton Preparatory School were racially harassed and taunted by a group 
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of White men and women who told them to “go home” (Heinz) . As UT 
Austin continues to confront challenges in recruiting Black students and 
maintaining a supportive campus climate for students of color ( Jaramillo & 
Cannizzo), it is important to consider the ways in which the institution has 
and has not changed in the past sixty years . In addition, it is worth noting that 
although Black undergraduates began attending UT Austin in 1956 (albeit in 
small numbers), Black students did not graduate from the prestigious Plan II 
Honors Program until twenty years later .
High-achieving Black students in higher education settings have been the 
focus of many research studies, which have noted that their success is con-
tingent on a number of factors such as faculty engagement, mentoring, and a 
sense of community (Bonner; Fries-Britt, “Identifying”; Griffin) . This study 
documents the experiences of the first Black graduates of the prestigious Plan 
II honors degree program who attended UT Austin in the late 1970s and early 
1980s . While participants lauded the rigor, breadth, and small size of the hon-
ors program, they also experienced many of the same struggles as present-day 
Black students, including tokenism, racism, pressure to prove their worth, 
and a desire for kinship . These findings can help to improve honors programs 
by illuminating the unique challenges experienced by Black honors students 
of the past and making connections to higher education today .
study background
The Plan II Honors Program was founded in 1935 by H . T . Parlin, Profes-
sor of English and Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences (Click) . Since 
then, the program has become one of the university’s and the nation’s premier 
honors programs (Sullivan; Willingham) . Plan II alumni are among the most 
heralded graduates of UT Austin, with the list of prominent Plan II alumni 
including former U .S . Attorney General Ramsey Clark, Dr . Betty Sue Flow-
ers, Kinky Friedman, and Austin Ligon (founder of CarMax) (McAndrew) . 
While these alumni are worthy of recognition, they are all White . Black Plan 
II alumni of note include filmmaker Shola Lynch and former Texas State 
Representative Ron Wilson (Plan II Honors), but Black students are under-
represented in the Plan II student body . Two factors that account for the 
underrepresentation are a separate Plan II application, in addition to the one 
required of all UT Austin students, and the fact that high-achieving students 
of color who apply to elite institutions often receive multiple competitive 
scholarship offers . These factors contribute to UT Austin’s loss of prospective 
Black students to other universities, especially elite private institutions .
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This moment in U .S . history is an opportune time to examine the involve-
ment and experiences of Black students at UT Austin, both in Plan II Honors 
and beyond . In 2010, the documentary film When I Rise was released, reflect-
ing on the life of opera superstar Barbara Smith Conrad, who was in the first 
class of Black undergraduate students to enter UT Austin in 1956 (Hames) . 
Her narrative about earning the lead role in a campus production and then 
having it taken away because of pressure from the Texas Legislature encapsu-
lates the many (un)known struggles of the precursors and pioneering Black 
students at UT Austin . Today, Conrad’s story is one of reconciliation and 
redemption, though after nearly three decades: Conrad was named a Distin-
guished Alumna of UT Austin in 1985, and she returned to a campus that was 
still coming to terms with its discriminatory past (University of Texas at Aus-
tin Graduate School) . Other efforts toward reconciliation and redemption 
followed, as in 2011 when Machree Garrett Gibson was elected as the first 
Black woman president of the Texas Exes (Division of Diversity and Com-
munity Engagement) .
With this history in mind, the researchers conducting this study docu-
mented the experiences of four of the first seven Plan II Honors Program Black 
alumni . We chronicled how these Black alumni navigated higher education at 
a time when few students of color were enrolled in honors degree programs . 
We were particularly interested in how the benefits of Plan II—prestigious 
faculty, broad and rigorous curricula, small classes, and administrative sup-
port—interacted with the challenges of being a racially minoritized student 
in the early times of higher education integration .
In addition, this study informs the present generation of higher edu-
cation practitioners, scholars, and policymakers, who still confront paltry 
enrollments for students of color and campus climates that are not always 
welcoming to racial diversity . Even though programs like Plan II strongly sup-
port students’ scholarly pursuits, social and environmental factors still shape 
student experiences . This study illuminates these different factors and their 
interactions . The experiences of Black Plan II alumni serve as reminders of the 
past, advice to the contemporary campus community, and powerful counter-
narratives and examples to all students, especially students of color, of how 
to persevere with dignity and focus on the future . (Note: We use the term 
“Black” to refer to “A person having origins in any of the Black racial groups 
of Africa” (U .S . Census Bureau, “Race” 1) . We recognize that this population 
is comprised of African American, Afro-Caribbean, Ghanian American, and 
Nigerian American students, to name a few of the populations represented 
among Black Americans in 2017 .)
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research Questions
Our research team sought to shed light on this overarching research ques-
tion: How do Black Plan II alumni describe, reflect upon, and make sense of 
their undergraduate experiences in the program and at the university? The 
answer to this question will help us to address an additional question: How 
do the experiences of the first Black Plan II alumni resonate within higher 
education today?
background literature
High-achieving or honors students have often been examined in a col-
ormute manner or assumed to be White or Asian (Barshay) . A review of 
the past five years of issues of the Journal of the National Collegiate Honors 
Council (JNCHC) revealed only one article focused on the Black honors 
experience (Dula), and that article discussed the historical development of 
honors programs at HBCUs rather than Black honors students’ experiences 
at PWIs . In fact, only a few articles each year even mention the term “Black,” 
“African-American,” “race,” or “racial,” mostly as a passing single mention in 
a demographic breakdown of students . From the articles that do mention 
Black students, we know they are seriously underrepresented in honors pro-
grams, often comprising only a single-digit percentage of students and never 
matching their percentage in the non-honors student population (Shepherd 
& Shepherd; Trucker) . Even participant groups in studies of honors students 
are more White than the honors populations (Brimeyer, Schueths, & Smith; 
Young, III, et al .) . The 2010 NCHC monograph Setting the Table for Diversity 
focused much more attention on Black students—particularly the articles by 
Pearson & Kohl, Materón-Arum, and Sanon-Jules—as well as other under-
represented populations . Unfortunately, this work has been taken up in few 
JNCHC articles since then .
Indeed, social science research historically framed Black student achieve-
ment from a deficit (Moynihan) . Even when the analysis centered on Black 
student achievement, scholars posited achievement as “acting White” (Ford-
ham & Ogbu) . A robust community of researchers, however, has challenged 
this assumption, instead situating academic achievement largely within edu-
cational environments, positive and negative (Perry, Steele, & Hilliard, III) . 
In more recent years, scholars shifted their gaze to postsecondary experiences, 
noting the significance of faculty and peer relationships, self-concept, and 
environment (Bonner, II, Academically Gifted); challenges in predominantly 
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White collegiate environments (Fries-Britt, “Moving Beyond”); the central-
ity of co-curricular leadership experiences related to academic achievement 
(Harper, “Leading the Way”); and the need to prove themselves academically 
(Strayhorn) .
The challenges facing high-achieving Black collegians are unique com-
pared to their majority counterparts . For many of these students, persistence 
is more strongly related to person-environment or sociocultural influences 
than to academic factors (Ford & Harris) . D’Augelli and Hershberger found 
that Black students’ experiences on campus differ from their White counter-
parts based on aspects of their personal rather than academic backgrounds . 
Broadly, Black students at PWIs feel that the campus works against them 
(Fries-Britt & Turner) . In Fries-Britt and Turner’s study, Black students 
reported feeling marginalized and misunderstood within the classroom, par-
ticularly in social science courses . These students also felt that the social life 
and activities on campus were “Anglo-centric” (515) . Similarly, D’Augelli and 
Hershberger found that racial isolation and discrimination were common 
experiences for the Black students in their study .
While these issues are typically faced by many Black students on campus, 
Fries-Britt (“Moving Beyond”) voiced additional concerns for academi-
cally talented Black students, including internal struggles as they balance the 
development of their academic ability and racial identity . Sanon-Jules (2010) 
echoes these concerns: “While feeling some degree of pressure about their 
academic ability is characteristic for high-achieving students, African Ameri-
can students differ in the nature and intensity of the isolation they experience” 
(102) . Some students experience moments in which they feel that, due to 
others’ stereotypical beliefs, they need to conceal their intelligence in order to 
maintain social acceptance or to avoid accusations of “acting White .” In other 
moments, these students feel a “pressure to prove that they are capable  .  .  . not 
just for personal reasons; as members of the extended black [sic] community, 
they feel a responsibility to prove that blacks [sic] in general are intelligent” 
(Fries-Britt, “Moving Beyond” 57) . This balancing act can leave gifted Black 
students feeling isolated from both their Black and White peers . Thus, finding 
support from both peers and faculty can be difficult but is particularly impor-
tant for these students . In addition, Ford and Harris highlight the need for 
college counselors to be better trained to address the unique needs of gifted 
students generally and, in particular, gifted students of color .
Most of the studies on Black students in higher education, especially 
high-achieving Black students, took place after the participants in this study 
graduated . Analysis of these students’ experiences adds to the growing 
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picture of the challenges faced by academically gifted Black students in higher 
education . These participants experienced an intriguing mix of isolation and 
kinship since they were not the only Black students at UT Austin but were 
each the only Black student, or one of two, in their Plan II cohort . Thus, docu-
menting their experiences contributes to the existing literature by providing a 
snapshot of the role of Black pioneers in a time and place where institutional 
administrators assumed that desegregation would naturally lead to full inte-
gration of Black students into campus life .
theoretical framework
The work of Sharon Fries-Britt and Kimberly Griffin, whose study of 
African-American honors students at a flagship university represents one of 
the first examinations of high-achieving African American students at PWIs, 
undergirds this study . Fries-Britt and Griffin describe their participants as 
occupying a “Black box,” which “capture[s] the confinement expressed in 
their stories because  .  .  . their racial/ethnic background limits how their peers 
and faculty perceive and interact with them” (510) . They further discuss how 
peers and faculty perceive their race and ethnicity, typically in an unflatter-
ing, stereotyped light, and how these high-achieving Black students respond 
to such stereotypes and assumptions . According to Fries-Britt and Griffin, 
high-achieving Black students experience surveillance, tokenism, racism, and 
self-doubt . In turn, they try to counter these challenges by employing strat-
egies of resisting stereotypes, proving their worth, adopting biculturalism, 
and seeking out kinship . One of the goals of the present study was to dis-
cover whether the earliest Black Plan II alumni shared these experiences and 
strategies or whether the differences in time period, institution, and context 
resulted in different stories altogether . In addition, the researchers sought to 
interweave the “Black box” model with specific questions designed to under-
stand the nature of the Plan II experience for these students .
study design
This research study employed a qualitative design to explore the expe-
riences of Black alumni in the Plan II Honors Program . The team designed 
the study in this way so that individuals would construct and make meaning 
of their experiences, mitigating the power dynamic between the research-
ers and participants by giving participants the freedom to elaborate beyond 
strict questions and responses (Creswell) . The flexibility of this approach also 
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provided for a better understanding of the contexts or settings that influenced 
the participants’ engagement with the Plan II Honors Program .
The researchers engaged the participants in semi-structured interviews, 
which provided the team the opportunity to probe more deeply into themes 
or areas they considered important to the research questions as each interview 
progressed (Khan & Fisher) . The team worked collaboratively to develop 
seventeen questions for the interviews, ten of which were open-ended and 
designed to investigate the participants’ formative experiences (who were 
their allies and supporters, as well as the structures they found challenging), 
their sense of the community (connections to students, staff, and faculty), 
and their reflections on their time as a Plan II student (how their student 
experiences shaped their future career goals) .
The team also agreed to an interview protocol to aid in gathering similar 
information from all participants (Patton) . Three members of the research 
team conducted the interviews individually and audio-recorded them . Three 
of the interviews took place over the phone, and one took place in person . 
After completing the interviews, two additional members of the research 
team transcribed the audio recordings to prepare them for analysis, allowing 
every member of the team, other than the principal investigator, to have a 
direct connection with the content of the interviews .
Every member of the team took part in coding the interview transcripts, 
with each transcript separately coded twice . The team used both etic (estab-
lished) and emic (arising from the data) codes; the etic codes in Table 1 came 
from the experiences and strategies identified by Fries-Britt and Griffin, and 
the emic codes grew out of the observations of the researchers . Although 
several emic codes emerged, the team narrowed them based on salience, 
pertinence, and frequency . The team then compared the two sets of codes 
for each transcript to identify areas of consistency and difference among the 
researchers’ interpretations . After establishing a unified understanding, the 
team used the coded data to develop a picture of these Black students’ experi-
ences in the Plan II Honors Program (Creswell) .
For each interview, one member of the research team interviewed the 
participant, a different member completed the transcription, and two team 
members (at least one different from the previous two) coded the transcripts . 
This method ensured that at least three members of the team actively engaged 
with each participant’s interview text and contributed to documenting and 
interpreting their experience . In addition, those who directly interacted with 
each interview’s text included both Black and White team members . Rotat-
ing responsibilities to involve multiple researchers’ perspectives kept any one 
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individual or pair of individuals from monopolizing analysis of the partici-
pants’ experiences .
Finally, researchers looked for both confirming and disconfirming evi-
dence of the theoretical framework (Lincoln & Guba) . While coding and 
interpreting codes, the research team discussed areas that seemed to differ 
from the experiences of others or from the framework provided . Tables 2 and 
3 note where evidence of the phenomenon was not present, and the narrative 
points out areas of departure or contradiction . As noted by the participants, 
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table 1. etic codes developed based on fries-britt & griffin
Codes Descriptions
Experiences
Surveillance Noticing being watched or judged by peers/faculty
Tokenism/Isolation Being the only Black student in a class
Seeing few minority/Black faculty
Racism Having their capabilities doubted
Being accused of unfairly gaining access to honors program/
privileges
Being accused of not being ‘Black’ enough
Feeling unwelcome
Self-Doubt Continuous questioning by others affects view of self
Strategies
Resist/Challenge 
Stereotypes
Suppressing anger; challenging “angry Black male”
Engaging in campus activities/highly visible leadership; 
challenging “Blacks aren’t here/important/valuable”
Feeling pressured to educate others on Blackness and varieties of 
Black experience (detrimental/beneficial); challenging “Black = 
gangs/hood”
Engaging in “non-Black” behaviors & activities, e .g ., “singing 
Mozart in the shower”; challenging “Black = uncultured/limited 
interests”
Prove Worth/Ability Working twice as hard
Feeling pressure to respond to challenges/questions, e .g ., “I’m 
not an Affirmative Action admit”
Adopt Biculturalism Learning from Anglo-centric stimuli for adaptation; from Afro-
centric stimuli for connection & pride
Switching communication styles for different groups
Seek Kinship Connecting with Black faculty/staff
some areas of difference could be due to the large time interval between their 
experiences and the interviews . Further research will help clarify and explain 
any disconfirming evidence .
findings
Data from the interviews can be largely categorized by the etic and emic 
codes focused on the value of Plan II and on differences between UT Austin 
and the participants’ high schools . Table 2 and Table 3 indicate how many 
and which participants communicated evidence of the codes . The following 
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table 2. etic codes identified in each participant’s transcript
Codes
Participants
Alex Blair Corey Dorian
Experiences
Surveillance ✔ ✔
Tokenism/Isolation ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Racism ✔ ✔ ✔
Self-Doubt ✔ ✔
Strategies
Resist/Challenge Stereotypes ✔
Prove Worth/Ability ✔ ✔
Adopt Biculturalism ✔ ✔
Seek Kinship ✔ ✔ ✔
table 3. emic codes identified in each participant’s transcript
Codes
Participants
Alex Blair Corey Dorian
Value of Plan II
Small Classes ✔ ✔ ✔
Challenging Academics ✔ ✔ ✔
Strong Liberal Arts/Broad Curriculum ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Supportive Faculty & Staff ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
UT vs HS
UT: Larger ✔ ✔
UT: More Rigorous ✔ ✔
sections contain example quotations of each . To protect the identities of the 
participants, pseudonyms are used .
Experiences
As noted, the experiences highlighted by Fries-Britt and Griffin include 
surveillance, tokenism/isolation, racism, and self-doubt . Two of the par-
ticipants indicated they felt surveilled during their time at UT Austin; Alex 
described this feeling as particularly acute when walking into another race’s 
“territory”:
It made it kinda difficult sometimes to traverse the terrain, because 
you’re going into an area where it’s not that you’re not wanted, but 
you’re different . It’s like a different thing, you know: “What’s this per-
son doing here?”
A more frequently occurring theme centered on the combined issue of 
tokenism and isolation experienced as they navigated the program . Most 
of the reflections included vivid experiences of being alone . Alex recalled, 
“I’m not even remembering who the other minorities were that were in the 
classes that I was in .” Blair’s recollection was similarly vacant: “I’ve been rack-
ing my brain .  .  .  . I can’t remember a lot of diversity .” Corey spoke to having 
some scant experiences of connection, but overall noted that the sense of 
isolation was magnified by the lack of connection to other cohorts: “There 
were only two Black students in my cohort, and I wasn’t really aware of the 
other cohorts . There wasn’t really anything in Plan II that brought the other 
cohorts together .” Dorian noted that the focus on academics might have pre-
cluded more connections among other Black students: “[I recall] one [Black 
student] . Well, maybe two . I did not see them that much though . I guess, 
everybody was trying to make it on their own .” Dorian indicated explicitly 
that they perceived racism as an influencing factor in the environment: “I 
can imagine how many brothers and sisters applied to UT and Plan II and 
received conditional acceptance . It kind of ticked me off .”
Racial isolation or balkanization featured heavily as Alex and Blair 
recounted co-curricular and social experiences . Alex described some of the 
isolation as being “self-imposed”:
You noticed some [racial] tension outside the Plan II arena at the 
University sometimes amongst the students . The students would 
get in their different cliques along racial lines, so they had the Black 
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organizations, and the Blacks would hang around with only the 
Blacks . The Hispanics would be with their folks, and then when you 
looked into the Hispanic community, there appeared to be, like, a 
division between the folks that came from a higher socioeconomic 
background and the poorer people  .  .  . (sigh) . I won’t say there 
was open hostility, but people tended to group together, and there 
wasn’t a lot of cross-racial stuff .  .  .  . That was the one thing you would 
notice—there was a lot of self-imposed segregation .
Blair similarly recounted rigid race-based divisions that seemed to be insur-
mountable, some of which were bound to function and activity:
There were things that were specific to Blacks: the Black Busi-
ness Association, Innervisions of Blackness [UT Austin’s gospel 
choir] .  .  .  . There were a few Black people in the band, but some of the 
organizations traditionally did not have Black members . Back then, 
there were pretty much some things that Blacks did, like sports—cer-
tain sports, because I don’t even think they had any Black players on 
the baseball team—but of course football and basketball . And then 
there were our own fraternities and sororities, but I don’t know of any 
co-racial activities . There were Black people’s things, and there were 
White people’s things . Sometimes they mixed, and sometimes they 
didn’t . There was not a lot of interaction between the two groups .
When discussing their academic preparation, two participants, Blair and 
Dorian, reported feeling very confident in their academic abilities . Blair, self-
labeled as the “quintessential nerd,” and Dorian discussed the importance of 
solid preparation at an elite high school . Alex and Corey, however, indicated 
they doubted themselves even though they were admitted to a prestigious 
honors program . Alex recounted, “You come in from high school, you’re basi-
cally making straight As, and then you get to college and then the first few 
weeks they tell you you’re not as smart as you thought you were .” In Corey’s 
case, the struggle was internal, and thanks to a caring faculty member, Corey 
found a voice:
Mainly, [I struggled with] finding ways to suppress my own bouts of 
insecurity and whether or not I would be up to the challenges of the 
program and then finding ways to improve my study habits .  .  .  . [My 
English professor] actually was the one who convinced me that I did 
have the intellect to compete with the students that were in my class .
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Strategies
In the face of these negative experiences, the participants employed cop-
ing strategies . The tactics identified by students in the study by Fries-Britt and 
Griffin include resisting or challenging stereotypes, proving worth or abil-
ity, adopting biculturalism, and seeking kinship . From our interviews, only 
Dorian referenced a desire to avoid stereotypical behavior (“Harvard wanted 
me to play football; I refused to do it”), attitudes, or associations . When 
framing an attitude toward interacting with faculty, Dorian responded in this 
manner:
Don’t come in there with anything on your shoulder; we don’t need 
any of that . All we need to do is figure how we get from here to there . 
Here—first year, there—graduation . That’s it . Don’t talk to me 
about, “He’s Who’s Who .” I don’t want to hear any of that . I want to 
know—what kind of professor is he? What kind of professor is she? 
What kind of work do they do? Is it hard? Is it easy? That’s what I 
want to know .
Two participants referenced a desire to prove their worth or ability . Comple-
mentary to the experience of self-doubt, Alex mentioned wanting to achieve 
improved academic ability despite innate shyness:
I was always a quiet person, and we had people who were very forth-
right in their opinions and would speak out . So, in those small classes 
I receded into the background . I tried to do most of my damage in 
the papers that we wrote and stuff like that—versus speaking up in 
classes—so that was a bit of a challenge as well .
While professing not to care what others thought, Dorian wanted to be per-
ceived as being on their level . “I didn’t have to cheat; that has to give a person 
some clout and give a person some real worth,” Dorian stated . “You say you 
had ten exams? Sure, I had ten exams too . You passed eight of them? So did I .”
The phenomenon of biculturalism was the most challenging to identify 
in the participants’ narratives although Alex and Blair did show signs of it . 
Alex described one style of behavior (shy, quiet) when in Plan II classes and 
around Plan II people but another style of behavior (gregarious, involved in 
a Greek organization) when around others, most of whom were students of 
color . Blair spoke more directly to the aspect of biculturalism that is often 
impressed upon young people of color for success in a predominantly White 
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and/or diverse society: “For me, it’s critical to learn from other people and 
have the opportunity to interact with people of different backgrounds and 
different experiences .”
Seeking kinship was the most common strategy among the participants . 
Alex was the only participant who did not indicate specifically seeking out 
Black allies, likely because of childhood experiences: “As an Army brat, I had 
always been in environments that had mainly Anglo constituencies anyway  .  .  . 
so I was very comfortable in that environment .” Conversely, the other three 
participants placed a high value on connections to Black students, staff, and 
faculty . Blair recounted a welcome week that served as a launching point for 
many relationships:
We had a week of African-American—or Black—orientation, and 
I met a lot of people who remained my friends . So through that, 
through being open and friendly, [I was] able to meet lots and lots 
of people from all over the place, and then when school started I met 
their friends . And my circle of African-American friends grew .
For Corey, the residence life experience served as the origin for seeking kin-
ship and became a space of community and expansion of a social circle . “From 
the moment I got into Plan II to the first year I stayed in an on-campus dor-
mitory, I met a lot of other Black students through that experience, and then 
I branched out and got more involved in the university as a whole .” Dorian 
discussed the significance of having social connections for Black students 
in achieving social acceptance and approval: “Black students need to get 
together, not necessarily for the ‘hood, but you need to get together so that 
you can talk to each other .” Dorian added, “Put the seniors together with the 
freshmen . You’ve got to have that foundation so that you can operate . There’s 
got to be somebody that will see you sitting out there, if you’re by yourself, 
and say, ‘Come here a second .’ That’s all you need .”
Value of Plan II
All four participants spoke favorably of their time in Plan II, and two par-
ticipants made specific mention that they would “do it all over again .” The 
specific values identified by the participants were small classes, challenging 
academics, strong liberal arts/broad education, and supportive faculty and 
staff . They discussed acquiring skills in writing, research, problem solving, 
curiosity, interest in learning, critical thinking, and communication . Alex, 
Blair, and Corey all shared that they enjoyed the small classes that are a 
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feature of the Plan II experience . Alex noted that Plan II was “a small college 
experience within the context of a large university .” Plan II redefined Blair’s 
impression of being at a flagship university: “My understanding of a large uni-
versity [was] very large lecture halls with lots and lots of people . And Plan II, 
there were opportunities for seminars and smaller classes .” Blair went on to 
elaborate on why these small learning environments made a difference:
I have gravitated toward small, intense learning opportunities, with 
seminars and small groups, and getting to know people and establish-
ing relationships, and learning from other people . So, that’s definitely 
one thing that I got from Plan II  .  .  . for me it’s critical to learn from 
other people, and having the opportunity to interact with people of 
different backgrounds and different experiences .
Corey presented a vision of how Plan II could open one’s mind, especially 
for those from sheltered environments:
It gives you a big picture of what is available to you and how you can 
achieve it, and it provides a very focused environment for you to do 
it in  .  .  . particularly for somebody from a small town or from a very 
closed environment . It is truly a great way to expand your horizons 
without being overwhelmed .
Likewise, Alex noted that being in Plan II meant being surrounded by knowl-
edgeable people doing exciting work:
I was tickled pink to be a Plan II student . I really was . And I felt that 
I learned so much and it did, kinda, stimulate your thirst for knowl-
edge, ‘cause no matter how smart you were there were people that 
were smarter and that knew more . (laughter) Yeah . I mean, that was 
the amazing thing, that not only the professors but the students were 
so knowledgeable about stuff . It was a very stimulating environment .
The same three participants also mentioned the value of challenging 
coursework . Alex stated, “I thought [coursework] was very enriching, you 
know . It was some of the most challenging stuff I’d done .” In fact, that was 
why Alex chose to apply to Plan II: “it was like basically the closest thing that 
you could get to Harvard .” For Blair, the immersion in the classics had the 
greatest impact:
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Just having an opportunity to do what I loved for class was probably 
one of my most favorite experiences  .  .  . all these literature books that 
I didn’t have time to read before, I had to read . I mean, we read Three 
Musketeers; we read Charles Dickens . We read just all great literature, 
and I was hooked .
Corey noted that the flexibility in scheduling was a strong point that allowed 
for individual growth . “You were given the choice of which [courses] to take 
and how to structure that program, so that was pretty good too . One word 
that comes to mind for all of those things is ‘stimulating,’ and another is ‘excit-
ing,’ and another one is ‘challenging .’”
All four participants reflected on the broad, thorough liberal arts edu-
cation they received and the valuable skills Plan II developed in them . Alex 
talked about the power of the liberal arts and sciences focus:
It gave me a real good grounding in Liberal Arts education, and you 
get a solid foundation . And the emphasis on writing and research, 
that kinda thing, carries through .  .  .  . You learn so much, and you 
learn how to think . Problem solving is something that just carries 
on throughout your work environment . As a result of Plan II, you’re 
gonna be more well-rounded than, kinda, narrow in your orienta-
tion . So, you know a lot about a lot of things as opposed to a bunch 
about one thing, and so that was something that helped .
Blair pointed out some of the cognitively dissonant experiences proved to be 
the most valuable:
I had [a class] called Human Sexuality  .  .  . we went to a gay bar, and 
that was the first experience that I had in something outside of my 
own scope of things . It was an opportunity to learn and to absorb and 
to just know that there’s a bigger world out there than the little piece 
of it that I inhabit .
As a professional whose career involves quantitative analysis, Corey dis-
cussed the significance of communication skills and critical analysis in the 
Plan II curriculum . “You would really think [my job] would be involved with 
numbers, but my whole experience there was more along the lines of commu-
nicating what those bunch of numbers meant,” Corey recalled, adding “That 
is where my Plan II experience came in really handy, because that is where I 
learned critical thinking and how to express ideas in a concise and clear way .” 
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Dorian discussed how the curriculum provided a theoretical structure for 
examining one’s place in society: “Plan II was really good for me because it let 
me explore theoretically where I fit in the world, and I could stand back and I 
could apply my high school to here and figure out where it was I fit .”
Participants frequently mentioned supportive staff and faculty as critical 
and praiseworthy elements of their Plan II experiences . Alex pointed to the 
efficacy of a skillful advisor: “[My] Plan II advisor  .  .  . was helpful in guiding 
me through processes and thinking about what to do after the degree was 
reached .” In a similar vein, Blair discussed how individualized attention from 
the faculty enhanced the educational environment: “The teachers were pretty 
helpful . I felt that I was getting a superior education simply because there was 
so much one-on-one, that it was an opportunity to go past what the book said, 
and to talk about things and to experience things .” Corey spoke highly of the 
faculty in contributing to the strong academic experience of Plan II:
The professors were just right on target . They kept the material fresh, 
and they kept it interesting . All of the professors showed a lot of 
knowledge in the subject matter they were teaching, so they were 
able to answer questions fully . They challenged you to think differ-
ently about certain topics .
In addition, Corey recalled a particular professor who made the learning an 
immersive experience:
My first year in Italian, the instructor was also very good in terms 
of helping me to navigate the social environment of UT, because we 
would do things outside of class . Like dinners and that kind of thing 
that would help you just to span the educational experience as well as 
the social experience of the university .
Even in critiquing the lack of racial diversity among the faculty and staff, 
Corey spoke highly of “DM,” as several of the participants did . DM was a 
White administrator in Plan II for many years, and a valuable ally:
She kept me focused on what the overall ideal is behind the program, 
and then she also gave me some really valuable info on how to navi-
gate the social structure of UT—how to be involved in the university 
without it overwhelming me . She was really a great guide for that 
aspect of the university experience .
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Differences between UT Austin and High School
The last area of emic codes involved a small number of differences 
between UT Austin and the participants’ high school experiences . Perhaps 
surprisingly, only one alum specifically mentioned UT Austin as having a dif-
ferent racial makeup than their high school . Thus, the team eliminated this 
code from the final analysis . Two alumni, Blair and Corey, described UT Aus-
tin as significantly larger than their previous experiences:
Blair: I come [from a] small town, all the way through . People just 
did not seem to be interested in any more than their little half-block 
or whatever . And so, it was first off a big step for me to move to Aus-
tin  .  .  . a large university .
Corey: [My hometown] is a very small town and  .  .  . UT was an 
extremely large university . So when I got the Plan II letter, I was 
wondering how I was going to be able to navigate it, and my family 
thought I wouldn’t be able to navigate it because it would be just too 
big and overwhelming .
In addition, two alumni—the same two who mentioned feeling self-doubt—
described UT Austin as more rigorous than their high school academics:
Alex: The initial shock of getting adjusted to the rigor of college was 
the primary obstacle .
Corey: In high school  .  .  . I could do assignments really at the last 
minute  .  .  . whereas I thought in college I probably needed to improve 
on that .
discussion
The findings indicate that, while the participants’ stories all had unique 
elements, they had many experiences and strategies in common . The results 
teach us that, although not every detail of the “Black box” described by 
Fries-Britt and Griffin may be universal to the past and present experiences 
of high-achieving Black undergraduates, the portrait goes a long way toward 
helping us conceptualize these students’ experiences . Even though this 
study’s participants shared forty-year-old memories, the “Black box” model 
proved to be an apt framing of their experiences, demonstrating that in many 
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ways the climate of higher education has not changed much in the past four 
decades . Still, the narratives of these participants tell an important story with 
several key points .
First, Black honors students share some of the same experiences as all 
high-achieving students . They enter college having been at the top of their 
high school classes and experience the shock of readjusting to a world where 
everyone is as intelligent and many have superior educational resources and 
preparation . Honors students find a niche in their program but also have to 
confront shifting roles and expectations between the program and their other 
circles . Some of the participants explained the difference they felt between 
their Plan II honors courses and their general education courses . Dorian 
mentioned performing better academically in Plan II courses than in other 
courses, and Alex said there was more tension outside Plan II than within . 
Others said they felt comfortable studying with Plan II students but preferred 
to socialize with those outside the program . Alex observed that honors stu-
dents can face stigma from other students, whether students of color or not:
We got picked on a lot . When you’re in Plan II—I don’t know if that 
still goes on—but there would be these open letter fights in the Daily 
Texan [student newspaper] about, “These 4 .0 Plan II students have 
an easy ride,” versus the people in engineering really had to sweat to 
make every A, so that was interesting .
Such reflections tell us that Black honors students need many of the same 
supports that all honors students need .
On the other hand, Black honors students also share some experiences 
and strategies only with other Black students . Based on our study, the most 
salient of these shared phenomena are tokenism/isolation and the impor-
tance of finding kinship with other Black students, faculty, and staff . Both 
Alex and Corey mentioned the value of on-campus housing in helping them 
adjust to campus life, both in seeking kinship and in creating a diverse envi-
ronment that did not exist elsewhere, with Alex sharing how this experience 
shaped future relationships:
In the dormitory, we were very mixed . We had Black, we had White, 
we had Hispanic .  .  .  . I tended to just congregate with the folks that 
I lived around in the dormitories  .  .  . so the folks that I eventually 
wound up maintaining lifelong relationships with were the Hispan-
ics from the [Rio Grande] Valley area of Texas .
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In addition—and perhaps even more important when Black faculty and staff 
are still too few and far between—Black students need individuals of any/
all races who are willing and ready to help them in a way that demonstrates 
connection rather than paternalism . In Blair’s words, meeting a best friend 
was “one of the most positive experiences that I had .” Corey further discussed 
how faculty and staff helped to reduce apprehension and improve the experi-
ence of campus climate:
The interest [the faculty and staff] showed, I really appreciated . They 
didn’t treat you like students as much as they treated you as friends 
and allies, so that was a really great connection for me . That’s how 
they helped me through the whole UT experience .
Dorian noted, “You need to find out who in administration is amenable to 
helping you move forward . You got to find that person . If you don’t find that 
person, it’s gonna be much more difficult .” These comments clarified the 
importance of feeling connectedness even in the absence of racial kinship:
Dorian: There wasn’t anybody Black while I was here—nobody 
Black, nobody Black! DM was all I had; she was it .
Interviewer: And she was White .
Dorian: That’s right . But she knew of [my high school] . That was the 
connection .
Thus, providing connections to Black faculty and staff, especially across cam-
pus, as well as majority faculty and staff who advocate for Black students is 
critical to the success and persistence of Black students .
Finally, by virtue of the intersectional issues between their race and abil-
ity, Black honors students also have unique needs . The salient need for this 
study’s participants was the role of mentorship—not just connecting with 
other Black people or other high-achieving individuals but seeing and being 
examples of high-achieving Black individuals . Alex said, “When you run 
across a Plan II graduate  .  .  . it gives you an extra connection with somebody .” 
As Pierce has observed, pioneering underrepresented groups serve as role 
models for others like them . Corey acknowledged this role specifically:
No one else from my graduating class of high school went to UT, but 
because I was there, several people from the classes below me [who 
were also people of color] came to UT as a result, so to me that was 
a good thing .
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The potential for these pioneering alumni to serve as mentors to a new 
generation of Black Plan II students is untapped, given that several of the 
participants mentioned that their only connection to UT Austin and Plan 
II today is through solicitations from development officers . Alex recalled, “I 
haven’t been as connected with [Plan II] as probably I would like to in the 
past . [But] I had a visit from a person doing fundraising for Plan II .” Similarly, 
Corey recounted, “My only connections to Plan II alumni is through Univer-
sity [fundraising], when they would come and ask me to do donations, and 
so then they would invite me to some of the alumni events .” If the develop-
ment office has the wherewithal to solicit these alumni for donations, perhaps 
student affairs professionals need to access these pioneers as examples and 
mentors to current Black Plan II students and as recruiters for future Black 
students .
implications for practice
This study adds to the available narratives about a group of students who 
are often excluded and hidden from the history of higher education institu-
tions . For college and university administrators, this work is significant as it 
demonstrates the importance of filling in gaps in historical knowledge . Too 
often, campus historical documents, anniversary celebrations, and the like tell 
a singular university story, showcasing a timeline of events as if there were one 
time, one history, one story, but there are deviating narratives: the school’s 
White history, Black history, Latinx history, women’s history . UT Austin 
recently celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of The Precursors—the first Black 
students to attend the institution . Campus stories often read as if the color 
line was broken in a single moment, but research like the present study and 
many before show this not to be the case . Integration in Plan II did not occur 
until twenty years after the Precursors, and the still-meager numbers of Black 
students in Plan II show that the institution has much more ground to cover 
in achieving an integrated state . Campus historians need to avoid marking 
a single subgroup’s timeline as representative of the whole campus or of all 
members of that group, a practice that obfuscates the narratives of underrep-
resented students . All campus administrators need to seek out and hold up 
the experiences of underrepresented students in their programs in order to 
preserve the past more completely, honor students’ diverse narratives, and 
inform policy and practice for the future .
Sharing the stories of students who paved the way can also assist cur-
rent students . The present generation is “standing on the shoulders of giants,” 
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oftentimes completely unaware of those who came before them, especially 
in programs like Plan II that have small numbers of Black students whose 
knowledge is limited to their four-year interval on campus . Though increasing 
participation of Black students should be a priority, in the short term adminis-
trators can employ the stories and connections of alumni to support students . 
Current Black honors students should be able to consider the resilience of 
previous generations of students and draw from the truth that those students 
persisted and excelled as they make their own journey through higher educa-
tion . Higher education administrators can use collections of narratives similar 
to those in this study as a tool to encourage current Black students to persist 
and succeed in honors programs at PWIs .
At the same time, these stories should be available to students in a way 
that is honest and whole . Based on Fries-Britt and Griffin’s concept of the 
“Black box” and other studies, Black honors students will confront obstacles 
in college . They will face the same challenges as their White honors peers and 
Black non-honors peers, and they will face the unique challenges of being at 
the intersection of these two worlds, and they need to know that those who 
came before them struggled as well . It will not serve today’s students to gas-
light them into thinking that race-based struggles are an issue of the past or 
that their predecessors met with success alone . Rather, today’s Black honors 
students need to see that others have been where they are and have perse-
vered . The stories of the struggles and academic strategies of students from 
the past can be powerful incentives for success among today’s students .
Administrators should not rely on static stories alone but make it a pri-
ority to connect Black honors students directly with Black honors alumni 
when possible . Stories are good, but personal connections are better . Three of 
the four participants in this study mentioned the importance of kinship, and 
administrators can facilitate opportunities for kinship by creating an alumni 
mentorship program that is attentive to race . The participants noted that their 
only contact with Plan II or UT Austin was for fundraising purposes, but 
they are also valuable sources of knowledge, inspiration, and networking, and 
programs should build and maintain relationships with their alumni beyond 
fundraising . Previous generations of students can serve as role models, men-
tors, or advisors, and higher education administrators must be especially 
diligent in involving pioneering Black alumni in these roles . Mentoring rela-
tionships can start before students arrive on campus by having Black alumni 
contact applicants or prospective students . As Trucker pointed out, “The 
cycle of age, race, and socioeconomic discrimination is thus reproduced 
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further when potential honors students visit the program and see that it con-
sists of mostly young white faces” (81) . The Helen P . Denit Honors Program 
at the University of Baltimore intentionally recruits Black men to their pro-
gram by encouraging current Black, male students to invite their friends for 
campus visits, recruiting from leadership organizations, and asking faculty 
members to notify the program of “lively minds” they encounter (Pearson 
& Kohl, 36–37) . While a program is working to recruit more Black students, 
alumni can serve as a welcoming, familiar presence to show prospective stu-
dents that kinship and mentorship are available .
In addition to establishing alumni mentoring programs, there is no sub-
stitute for increasing the access and retention of Black honors students . Each 
alum in our study discussed the absence of other Black students in the hon-
ors program, and although the stories collected were from graduates over 
forty years ago, issues of equitable representation continue to be salient on 
campuses across the country today . For example, in the past forty years, 
enrollment of Black students in higher education has increased from 8 .4% 
to only 11%—notable considering that 13 .2% of the U .S . population is Black 
(National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES]; U .S . Census Bureau, 
“Quick Facts”), and Black student participation in honors programs is even 
lower . Administrators need to consider ways that their program admission 
requirements and recruitment strategies may limit access to Black students . 
If the program’s policies and procedures have not changed much in the past 
forty years, then it is no surprise that the student makeup has not changed 
either . As Pearson and Kohl noted, Black students—men in particular—may 
not self-select for honors programs due to their experiences in K–12 educa-
tion, so intentional and aggressive recruitment efforts are critical .
Several articles previously published in JNCHC presented a commit-
ment to diversity, but their analysis stopped short of examining the role race 
plays in the admissions procedures (Dubroy; Herron) . Shepherd and Shep-
herd found in their study of two universities that “in contrast to their teaching 
objectives concerning student exposure to cultural diversity, the racial com-
position of both honors programs remains relatively homogeneous” (95) . The 
curriculum alone can never communicate the importance of diversity if the 
classroom/program is monolithic . Smith and Zagurski described their insti-
tution’s commitment to improving racial diversity in the admission process 
by decreasing the weight of standardized test scores, which have been “shown 
to contain class and race biases while not accurately predicting retention” 
(55) . As noted by Pearson and Kohl, all honors programs need to consider 
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their admissions policies and whether they help or hinder efforts to enroll a 
racially diverse group of students .
Each alum in our study mentioned a lack of Black faculty members to 
serve as role models . The percentage of Black higher education faculty is even 
lower than that of students, having increased only a small amount from 4 .4% 
to 6% over the past forty years (NCES; U .S . Census Bureau, “Quick Facts”), 
which is barely half the percentage of Black students . Even more important, 
over 50% of Black faculty teach at historically Black colleges and universities 
(HBCUs), so PWIs like UT Austin often have paltry numbers of Black faculty, 
nowhere near representing student enrollments (NCES) . Higher administra-
tors should meet with faculty hiring committees and stress the importance of 
hiring Black professors, especially in niche areas like honors programs . The 
narratives of the four Plan II alumni draw attention to the strategies Black 
students employed prior to the professionalization of student affairs admin-
istration and the increase in student support services; statistics show that all 
these student and academic affairs professionals have much more work to do . 
Providing support services for underrepresented students cannot make up 
for a lack of kinship and mentorship, though, and increasing enrollment and 
retention of Black students and recruitment of Black faculty must be part of 
the mission of honors programs .
Our findings also have applications for admissions and alumni outreach 
at PWIs beyond honors programs . Previous generations of successful Black 
honors students can play an important campus-wide role in serving as guides, 
mentors, or advisors . Although admissions offices regularly highlight the 
accomplishments of recent alumni to demonstrate that attending the institu-
tion is a wise investment, stories of previous generations often lack diversity, 
and Black alumni are underused in such efforts . Our study provides a starting 
point for considering the impact of narratives of previous generations . We 
focused only on narratives from four students from over forty years ago in a 
single program at one institution; many more stories about resilient and suc-
cessful Black alumni from PWIs are as yet uncovered .
One way to build on the collection of alumni information available 
would be to add questions to exit interviews with faculty and staff focus-
ing on students they were especially connected to during their tenure at the 
institution . As individuals retire or move on to other opportunities, access to 
records and memories of alumni can be lost to future generations . We hope 
that the findings and implications of our study can influence PWIs grappling 
with histories of exclusion and discrimination to reconcile with communities 
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of color and influence policymaking efforts to improve the campus climate 
for all students .
Finally, though the primary focus of this study is the honors program, 
the college experience ranges from housing and food and classes to student 
organizations and activities . The participants noted a separation between stu-
dent activities and campus spaces . All parts of a campus must work to support 
full integration and inclusion . Materón-Arum mentions several ways to con-
nect with other departments, people, and events across campus to support 
Black honors students . One of the most integrated experiences some of the 
alumni noted was living in the residence halls . Since room assignments were 
made without regard to race, the residence halls provided a space in which 
students naturally interacted with members of other races . This environment, 
coupled with the increase in programming and accountability in modern-day 
residence halls, can provide a space for interracial learning . Residence life staff 
should intentionally consider how race influences and is influenced by pro-
gramming and how kinship and diversity interact or conflict .
These same considerations need to be a focus for staff members in stu-
dent activities, leadership, health, safety, and all areas of campus so that they 
regularly assess fair representation of minorities; effective use of alumni; and 
good opportunities for kinship and interracial interaction . Such consider-
ations should be part of the regular practice for institutions that seek to attract 
and support Black students . However, honors programs cannot simply hope 
that others will do what is needed . Cundall claimed that a student’s race is 
“beyond the institution’s control” (32), but the institution’s policies and pro-
cedures heavily influence the racial makeup of the student body . Academic 
programs, especially elite honors programs, serve as students’ homes for their 
entire academic career; as such, they have a responsibility to advocate for 
their students . If a program is committed to recruiting and supporting Black 
students, it must reach out across campus and work with others to provide 
opportunities so that alumni forty years from now have vastly different stories 
to tell than those in this study .
conclusion
Predominantly White institutions are still plagued with the consequences 
of structural and historical barriers to inclusion and equity . In an era when 
students, faculty, and administrators alike call for honest appraisals of how 
institutions can confront these impediments, it is important to record and 
examine the experiences of the pioneering students who were among the first 
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from their communities to attend these institutions . Black honors students 
are a particularly fascinating population to investigate . Their academic prepa-
ration and intellectual talents suggest that they might be inoculated from 
concerns related to academic performance (Ford & Harris; Freeman; Fries-
Britt, “Identifying”), but scholarly evidence tells us that a lack of support and 
connection to their institution are the precipitating experiences that lead 
them to withdraw (Fries-Britt & Griffin) . Our focus on high-achieving Black 
honors students who successfully earned their degrees reorients the scholarly 
record to focus on stories of success (Harper, Black) and potentially serves as 
a roadmap for current students, potential students, and administrators .
Non-Black students, faculty, administrators, and alumni especially need 
to hear these stories because they are part of the fabric of Black students’ 
experience as well . Identifying exemplars of persistence and grit may provide 
students from all backgrounds with models as they confront their own chal-
lenges . Learning how four Black Plan II alumni lived in and around the “Black 
box” illuminates and clarifies the progress that The University of Texas at 
Austin has made in four decades while highlighting persistent problems and 
presenting a collective challenge to all those who influence the undergradu-
ate experience to recast the institution and its climate in a more equitable 
manner .
At times, the struggle toward racial justice seems interminable and insur-
mountable in a country built on institutional racism . However, it is important 
to focus on individual stories, like those here, and the specific actions that can 
be undertaken in response . Honors programs cannot correct nor eliminate 
the struggles their Black students face, but they can mitigate these struggles 
and provide opportunities for students to bounce back . Administrators need 
to commit to enacting specific actions like establishing a Black alumni men-
torship program, evaluating admissions policies, and working to recruit Black 
faculty .
The alumni we spoke with showed tremendous resilience; administra-
tors today should make it their mission to support their Black students so 
that they do not need that much resilience, and they can do this by recon-
ciling their histories and seeking redemption in the form of earnest change . 
Perhaps Blair best exemplified the optimism that unearthing these stories of 
resilience, reconciliation, and redemption can provide:
You are the sum of all your previous experiences . So who I am is 
based on all the people I’ve met, all the things that I’ve done, all the 
courses that I’ve taken .
rEsiliEncE, rEconciliation
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Our duty, then is to create a campus that gives underrepresented students 
greater opportunities to succeed both personally and professionally, allowing 
them to shape a new and better world .
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Black Excellence:  
Fostering Intellectual Curiosity in  
Minority Honors Students at a  
Predominantly White Research Institution
Stephen C . Scott
West Virginia University
introduction
As a recent alumnus of the West Virginia University Honors College, I recognize my honors experience as a multi-faceted, intellectual journey 
that pushed me academically, professionally, and personally to become the 
lifelong learner that I am today . As the only Black honors student in my gradu-
ating class, I was aware of my tokenism, especially in my honors courses, in 
the honors college office, in the honors learning center (testWELL Learning 
Center), and in university and honors college committee meetings, but I never 
let it bother me much . My peers misperceived me as an “Oreo”; my physi-
cal appearance was Black, yet my mannerisms and opinions were “White” to 
them . Again, that did not bother me because I felt at home among my honors 
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college peers—until my senior year, when I took my first study abroad trip . 
After that trip, I experienced my first engagement with the Black community 
at the university and spent a semester unpacking my distorted understanding 
of African Americans in American history primarily through the mentorship 
of a remarkable Black woman . By the end of the semester, I understood the 
importance of correcting my White friends’ sense of privilege, representing 
and advocating for my community in this elite academic space of honors, and 
paving the way for other Black students to succeed in higher education . My 
self-awakening came at a pivotal time in my life, and it sealed my interdisci-
plinary interest in law and education .
As I have learned so far in law school, an individual who wants to change 
the status quo needs first to understand all the nuances and intricacies of an 
issue, so I address this essay to honors administrators—and other readers—
who need to understand how to effectively foster Black students’ curiosity 
in honors . First, through the eyes of Black millennials, I define intellectual 
curiosity as Black Excellence and show the struggle and resilience of those 
who strive to be excellent . Next, I contextualize this struggle by analyzing 
national population statistics, enrollment data at four-year public research 
institutions, and student anecdotes about their educational experience . I con-
tinue by creating a foundational outline of the areas that honors colleges and 
honors programs can use to foster Black Excellence at their institutions, and 
finally I provide suggestions for honors colleges and programs to build upon 
the foundational outline and effectively foster Black Excellence .
Arguably, fostering intellectual curiosity should be something honors 
colleges and honors programs are doing for all their students by ensuring 
educational equality and by removing institutional barriers affecting their 
students . Honors colleges and honors programs cannot retroactively undo 
historical restrictions on Black people’s access to education and on their 
right to be critical thinkers and lifelong learners, but they can be proactive in 
increasing such access and their right to be intellectually curious . With this 
understanding, I believe honors administrators can expand their perspectives 
on what they should do to foster Black Excellence at their institution so that 
students like me will better succeed in honors .
what black excellence is
My definition of “Black Excellence” is achieving success and fulfillment 
through a drive to question the status quo, to thirst for knowledge, and to 
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be the best representation of one’s self while understanding the larger soci-
etal implications beyond individual success . For many Black millennials, 
excellence signifies achievement in scholarship, service, and leadership as 
acknowledged by peers, parents, and other members of the Black community 
who are making a difference . For some, graduation is a mark of excellence for 
young Black men and women who have served as executive officers in student 
organizations, represented the student body on university committees, and 
attained the highest honors, fellowships, and scholarships at their institution 
and across the country (Dixon; WVU Students) . Other Black millennials, 
however, believe that the term embodies a historical, societal burden that is 
demoralizing rather than liberating given its unreasonable expectations:
Yes, my Blackness is amazing, great, beautiful and wonderful . But I’m 
beyond those words . I’m no longer comparing myself to those that 
don’t represent me .  .  .  . I don’t feel this desire to prove my beauty 
anymore .  .  .  . Give me space to say the wrong thing and reflect . 
(Mushimiyimana)
This unshackling declaration of self-emancipation from social pressures and 
intellectual restraints is what honors must foster, promote, and support for 
Black millennials .
A quick search for “Black Excellence” leads to “Black Excellence at VCU,” 
a thirty-second video of three Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) 
students rapping about the term . In the viral clip, three dapper gentlemen rap 
about their future goals, careers, and aspirations as future doctors of medi-
cine, biology, and physical therapy (Giles) . When interviewed about this clip, 
and their other subsequent Black Excellence videos, the VCU students had 
this to say about their intent:
We just made the video just to make the video  .  .  . not expect[ing] 
it to do this good, but we saw how it was touching more people, 
like little kids, who were inspired by this video, and we were seeing 
that the older people loved what we were doing . So, we did more 
videos .  .  .  . We just wanted to give these kids hope and see that knowl-
edge is cool and that it is okay to be intelligent . It is actually attractive . 
(Everett, Everett, and Brooks)
As a tribute to Rev . Dr . Martin Luther King, Jr ., on Martin Luther King 
Day, these VCU students succinctly articulated to young Black children that 
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being smart is something we should all celebrate, embrace, and love within 
ourselves and others . These empowering sentiments have been expressed 
in Kanye West’s and Jay-Z’s song “Murder to Excellence,” which addresses 
the violent conditions that many Black people experience in pursuit of their 
dreams . In the song, Kanye West and Jay-Z insist that these experiences do 
not define Black people nor prevent them from seeking excellence, yet their 
struggle contextualizes their motivation to succeed for themselves and others 
within elite spaces among primarily white faces:
And I’m from the murder capital where they murder for capital / Heard 
about at least three killings this afternoon / Looking at the news like 
‘damn!’ I was just with him after school /  .  .  . Black Excellence, opu-
lence, decadence / Tuxes next to the president, I’m present /  .  .  . Now 
please, domino, domino / Only spot a few Blacks the higher I go .  .  .  . In 
the past if you picture events like a Black tie / What the last thing that 
you expect to see, Black guys?  .  .  . (West and Carter) .
The song’s vivid imagery elicits depictions of notable figures who embody 
Black Excellence and have made a mark on fields where they are the lone 
spots on a domino . For example, tennis phenom Serena Williams became the 
“2015 Sportsperson of the Year,” the first Black woman to be given the title, 
following her four consecutive tournament wins ( Johnson) . Haben Girma, 
the first deaf-blind graduate from Harvard Law School, was awarded the 
White House Champion of Change for her civil rights activism in disability 
advocacy and for educational excellence (Shapiro) . Loretta Lynch, a “Dev-
astating Diva” of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc ., became the first African 
American woman to be named U .S . Attorney General (León) . Most notably, 
Barack Hussein Obama and Michelle LaVaughn Robinson Obama became 
the first African American president and first lady of the United States . These 
Black figures have graced the front-and-center of magazines, courtrooms, and 
governmental institutions as visual representations of Black Excellence in the 
public eye and as role models for young Black men and women as they strive 
for excellence .
Recognizing the importance of excellence in education, President Obama 
issued the executive order “White House Initiative on Educational Excel-
lence for African Americans,” a decree for educational institutions to decrease 
African American achievement gaps among their peers and to increase educa-
tional reform that results in higher levels of African American social mobility . 
This mobility emphasis has been driving the Initiative forward and shaping 
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conversations in and among higher education institutions . One example is 
the “Aligning for Black Excellence in Higher Education Summit” at the Uni-
versity of Southern California, where David J . Johns, the Initiative’s executive 
director, made the following statements:
It is difficult to learn if you do not feel safe, where you do not feel 
engaged or what you are exposed to is not relevant, and you do not 
feel supported . [The high school students] asked for three things [to 
address these learning difficulties] that I think are relevant no matter 
where we are . One, they asked for love .  .  .  . Second, they asked for 
greater attentionality to who they are and whose they are .  .  .  . Third, 
we need to get out of the habit of not listening when [the students] 
speak . ( Johns)
If educators are able to create this safe, engaging, supportive space and 
actively listen to what their students are saying, why they are saying it, and 
who is saying it, they will foster the kind of academic excellence that is the 
apex of higher education and the common practice of honors colleges and 
honors programs . This goal cannot be achieved if educators are not proac-
tive in achieving it or changing the status quo . All must do their part so that 
Black students feel that their voices, their struggles, and their stories are being 
heard .
a minority within the minority
As a Black student in higher education, I stick out . Civil rights activist and 
novelist Zora Neale Hurston said it best in “How It Feels to Be Colored Me”: 
“I feel most colored when I am thrown against a sharp white background .” 
Standing in the foreground with my non-blending, immutable color, I am 
a noticeable splotch on a monochromatic image, an image that can be seen 
throughout the country within the galleries of higher education and special 
education exhibits .
The Numbers Don’t Lie
In Figure 1, the U .S . Census Bureau shows that, as of July 1, 2014, there 
were 321,418,820 American citizens, with about 29 .8% (or about 95,782,808) 
of these citizens, aged 25 years or older, with a bachelor’s degree or higher 
(U .S . Census 2014, QuickFacts) . Of the total U .S . population, the Black or 
African American population composed 13 .3% (or about 42,748,703) of 
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these American citizens, and Black or African American citizens composed 
about 6 .0% (or about 5,713,000) of the American citizens aged 25 years or 
older with a Bachelor’s degree or higher (U .S . Census 2014, QuickFacts; U .S . 
Census 2015, “Table 1-04”) .
Figure 2, also from the U .S . Census Bureau’s data, shows that, within 
the Black or African American population, those with a bachelor’s degree or 
higher composed about 13 .4% (or about 5,713,000) of the population (U .S . 
Census 2014, QuickFacts; U .S . Census 2015, “Table 1-04”) . These Black or 
African American citizens primarily had a bachelor’s degree (63 .7%, or about 
3,636,000) or a master’s degree (29 .2%, or about 1,669,000), with less than 
9% of Black or African Americans with a professional degree (3 .4%, or about 
197,000) or a doctoral degree (3 .7%, or about 211,000) (U .S . Census 2015, 
“Table 1-04”) . Overall, there were not many Black or African American citi-
zens aged 25 years or older with at least a bachelor’s degree, and those with 
more than a bachelor’s were very few throughout the country .
The National Center for Education Statistics 2014 fall enrollment data 
(see Figure 3) detailed where other Black or African American citizens were 
obtaining their degrees and who among the Black or African American com-
munity were joining the 6 .0% . Of the 17,292,800 undergraduate students, 
Black undergraduate students composed 14 .0% (or about 2,425,900), with 
more than 60% of these students being Black females (1,501,300) and a bit 
less than 40% being Black males (924,600) (U .S . National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics 2014, “Table 306 .10”) .
Figure 4 shows that Black female undergraduate students composed 
15 .0% of the total female undergraduate population (9,706,900), which is 
1 .5% higher than the percentage of total Black undergraduate students, while 
Black male undergraduate students composed 12 .0% of the total male under-
graduate population (7,585,900), which is 1 .8% lower than the percentage 
of total Black undergraduate students (U .S . National Center for Education 
Statistics 2014, “Table 306 .10”) .
If Black undergraduate students were among the 8,257,250 students at 
a four-year, public, research institution, they belonged to a Black population 
of 914,571 (or about 11 .1%) of total enrollment at these institutions (U .S . 
National Center for Education Statistics 2014, “Table 304 .40”) . Moreover, 
if these Black undergraduate students were among the 4,320,786 students at 
a R3 (moderate research activity), R2 (higher research activity), or, like me, 
R1 (highest research activity) institution, they belonged to a Black popula-
tion of 393,991, about 9 .1% of total enrollment at R1, R2, and R3 institutions 
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and 4 .8% of total enrollment at four-year, public, research institutions (U .S . 
National Center for Education Statistics 2014, “Table 306 .40”) . See Figures 
5 and 6 .
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figure 2. black or african american population age 25 
years+ with a bachelor’s degree or higher
Source: U .S . Census Bureau
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figure 3. 2014 national fall enrollment data: undergraduates
Source: National Center for Education Statistics
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figure 4. 2014 national fall enrollment data:  
male vs. female undergraduates
Source: National Center for Education Statistics
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figure 6. 2014 national fall enrollment data: black 
undergraduate students total enrollment at four-
year, public, research institutions
Source: National Center for Education Statistics
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figure 5. 2014 national fall enrollment data: undergraduate 
four-year, public, research institutions
Source: National Center for Education Statistics
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Particularly, a majority of this Black enrollment can be found at R1 institu-
tions (38 .0%, or about 347,537) followed by R2 institutions (37 .8%, or about 
345,708), and then R3 institutions (24 .2%, or about 221,326) . However, as 
shown in Figure 7, there is a greater representation of Black students com-
pared to total enrollment at R3 institutions (22 .70%) than R2 institutions 
(9 .90%) and R1 institutions (6 .20%) (U .S . National Center for Education 
Statistics 2014, “Table 304 .40”) .
In short, Black students are proportionally scarce at institutions with 
high levels of research activity, and these Black students are more likely than 
not Black females .
The National Collegiate Honors Council 2012–2013 Membership 
Survey, encompassing data for 428 institutions or 50% of the Council’s mem-
bership at the time of the survey, further illustrates an educational divide 
between those who are able to access a college or university and those who 
are able to access honors within their respective institution . The survey’s sum-
mary states that roughly 368 (or 86%) of these institutions had an average 
of about 6 .1% of their undergraduate population in their honors program 
(Histogram) . The survey reinforces the assumption that an honors program is 
accessible only to those who qualify, seek it out, and maintain the necessary 
requirements to graduate from an intellectually rigorous curriculum . As such, 
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figure 7. 2014 national fall enrollment data: black 
undergraduate students proportional representation 
at four-year, public, research institutions
Source: National Center for Education Statistics
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honors students are in an elite space where membership is held by a select 
few at any given institution . Black honors students in such a small, elite group 
stand out even more than in the general student population .
The National Collegiate Honors Council’s 2014–2015 Admissions, 
Retention, and Completion Survey, encompassing data for about 224 insti-
tutions (25% of the Council’s total membership at the time of the survey), 
illustrates exactly how Black students stand out in honors programs . From the 
roughly 13 institutions, 5 .8% of the Council’s total membership, who chose 
to report race/ethnicity, Black honors students composed an average 10 .4% 
of honors students, the second largest race/ethnicity after White honors stu-
dents (69 .4%) (Descriptive Statistics) . Extrapolating from the survey’s data, 
we get a murky picture—5 .8% clear and 94 .2% murky—of the total num-
ber of Black honors students at NCHC institutions . If the handful of honors 
programs that chose to report race/ethnicity had an average of 10 .4% Black 
students, we can assume that the 94 .2% had fewer, perhaps substantially 
fewer, Black students .
From the Numbers’ Perspective
The numbers speak for themselves: Black undergraduate students, 
especially Black male students, are significantly underrepresented in higher 
education, and Black honors students are even more underrepresented, even 
among honors programs that agree to fill out surveys and to include race/
ethnicity . Black honors students can look around them and see few, if any, 
of their peers who look like them because these students are academically 
segregated from other Black students . Black honors students are enclosed in 
White-dominated spaces . Whether in an honors residence hall, a designated 
honors course or section, or an honors-related event, Black students see, hear, 
and experience a white narrative .
Researchers have discovered three of the internal conflicts that African-
American students experience as a result of their underrepresentation at three 
different Predominantly White Institutions (PWIs): 1) Blackness-Whiteness, 
2) Talking-Silence, and 3) Past-Future (Simmons et al . 388–90) .
First, Blackness-Whiteness indicates the students’ struggle to main-
tain their cultural identity and their pride in their Blackness within a White 
climate that forces them to assimilate their thinking, communication, man-
nerisms, and overall selves in order to survive . One student said the following 
about this internal conflict:
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There is a war going on inside of me between my Blackness and your 
Whiteness . When I see myself in the mirror, I see a competent, tal-
ented Black woman . Then I got to class, look around, and realize that 
I need more . My Blackness seems too  .  .  . um  .  .  . Black, like I need to 
be more than who I am . I need what you [as a White person] have . I 
need an understanding of how things work, you know, politically . My 
Blackness, my personhood isn’t enough . I need to Whiten myself to 
succeed .  .  .  . (Simmons et al . 382)
This student’s anecdote echoes centuries of shackled Black bodies and minds 
forced into societal subordination and inferiority . Even after the 13th, 14th, 
and 15th Amendments, Brown v. Board of Education (1954), and countless 
local, state, and federal civil rights actions that freed Black bodies and allowed 
access to higher education, this Black student’s mind still remains impris-
oned in a cell controlled by society’s Whiteness, which dictates every move 
without ever having to place a finger on her . While in college, her mind has 
created or reinforced a semantic association between “White” and “success-
ful” as well as “Black” and “failure .” She very likely formed this association 
from the sheer image of her peers and interactions with her White classmates 
inside and outside of the classroom (Westen 5) . Thus, when she looks in the 
mirror, attends class, and participates in an interview, she quickly recalls and 
recognizes that she is a failure simply from the color of her skin . Does this ring 
any bells? In 1947, Kenneth and Mamie Clark’s “Doll Test” demonstrated a 
similar semantic association in Black preschoolers who quickly associated the 
“Black” doll with “ugliness” and “white” doll with “beauty”; as Black students 
struggled with this for almost seventy years, “[t]he battle between White and 
Black negatively affected not only their interpersonal development, but also 
their academic performance” (Simmons et al . 389) .
Second, Talking-Silence is the students’ struggle to speak up or engage in 
conversations about their culture and to represent their culture . Often, these 
students feel “that communicating [their] position could be detrimental to 
[them] and [their] culture,” as this student illustrates:
We read a book by Toni Morrison . The professor discussed the impor-
tance of the book for African Americans . I wanted to stand up and 
talk about Morrison’s writing and how it really resonates within the 
African-American community . At the same time, I did not want to per-
petuate stereotypes or draw attention to myself as a Black man trying 
to explain a Black writer to a White audience . (Simmons et al . 383)
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The “too Black” struggle exists within this student, too, and his silence is a 
form of controlling his Blackness . From this self-silencing, the student is 
not able to take control of his own learning, to regularly participate in the 
classroom, or to think critically about classroom material as related to soci-
ety . Consequently, the student becomes a passive learner, disengaged from 
the class, scared to open his mouth, and forced to be an observer of others’ 
participation . This disengagement is likely a product of “solo status” of “any 
individual who finds himself or herself to be the only representative of his or 
her social category present”; this status affects all social groups yet has a “dif-
ferential effect during [academic] performance” on those with a lower social 
status, particularly White and African American women (Thompson and 
Sekaquaptewa 188–89) . A student may feel a stereotype threat on her per-
formance as the Black student (or token) in the class, and silence is a refusal 
to be a poor representation of her culture, a way to protect her culture from 
further public scrutiny .
Third, Past-Future is the students’ struggle between remembering and 
staying true to their past while embracing their future goals and aspirations . 
Many first-generation college students recognize their families’ situations and 
try to create a better life for themselves and for their families, yet they have to 
do this by simultaneously concealing important aspects of themselves:
The more time I spend in college and the more successful I become, 
the more I yearn for the comforts and security of home . Here at 
school, it is all about risks . You put yourself on the line, and you are 
accepted based on your performance . At home, it is safe . They love 
you whether you have a 4 .0 [grade point average] or not . I have a 
connection with myself, my people at home . Here, I am always going 
and doing, studying and producing . The person I am at home is not 
the same person I am here . In fact, they are opposites . At home, I 
am demure, I cook and clean, I listen . Here, I am talking, ordering, 
studying . My family wouldn’t understand this person before you [the 
moderator] now . In fact, they would be offended by her because she 
is so different from the sister, daughter, friend they know . I live two 
lives . I vacillate between them continually . (Simmons et al . 384)
Sadly, for some students, accessing higher education results in harsh, resentful 
feelings from those who are also benefiting from the students’ access . These 
people can be siblings, parents, grandparents, friends, and other acquain-
tances who never received the chance to go to college and thus harbor ill will 
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toward their sister, son, grandchild, or friend who does . This feeling might be 
mustered from a sense of inferiority at home, a product of hearing unfamiliar 
big words, a divergence from once-shared opinions and beliefs, arguments 
over current events and social issues, or experiences of some other loss or 
low level of intellectual authority . Although families and friends support their 
loved one’s intellectual development, they want the person to be the same as 
before entering college, not someone trying to be uppity or White . As a result 
of the low number of Black Americans with at least a bachelor’s degree, those 
privileged Black students must be able to uplift themselves and their commu-
nity with their education without ostracizing anyone in the process, but this 
balancing act is not an easy task; sometimes it means living a double life, a 
paradoxical persona that simultaneously uplifts and degrades . These students 
are concerned with respectability politics, maintaining a prim and proper 
“White” self-image among the dominant culture to acquire a level of success 
that supersedes the consequences of their double lives . By managing this self-
image, these students are able to “combat negative stigmas and stereotypes 
about African Americans’ character, morality, and intellectual ability”; how-
ever, this form of cultural dissembling creates the following problems: (1) 
establishment of classifications that distinguish between a “good, responsible, 
Black person” and a “low-class, Black thug, prostitute, or baby momma”; (2) 
affirmation of practices (positive and negative) of the dominant culture; (3) 
portrayals of Black culture as lesser than or not as civilized as White culture; 
and (4) creation of an intra-racial, social class system that further “maintains 
the racial status quo” (Collins 97–98) .
Facing the Challenge
Ultimately, these four internal, intercultural struggles have been created 
from societal Eurocentrism and are reinforced in higher education, which 
continues to pressure Black students into disassembling their cultural identity 
and assimilating to the majority, thus constraining their intellectual freedom . 
To address this problem, researchers suggest the usual implementation of 
Afro-centric programming, direct community outreach, and faculty and staff 
diversity training; however, they do make a substantial suggestion that edu-
cational leaders adopt a transformative model of education, “consider[ing] 
theories of power and politics” to move “education toward an informed 
climate of inclusion” that will benefit both minority and majority students 
(Simmons et al . 391) . For this move to occur, researchers stress the need for 
educational leaders to recognize and take charge in addressing it:
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Institutions of higher education face an important challenge . They 
must admit that their relationships with African-American students 
are in need of attention, and then they must honestly and heartily 
attempt to develop and maintain better relationships . The struggle 
is real—both for African-American students and for their universi-
ties . Until that struggle is adequately and earnestly addressed, it is 
unlikely that the struggle will lead to progress . (Simmons et al . 392)
Universities must wake up to the fact that increasing higher education acces-
sibility does not equate to increased success . If that were the case, we would 
no longer need civil rights activists like Melba Pattillo Beals to continue fight-
ing and encouraging others to resolve racial disparities in education . As Beals 
writes, “The enemy was more visible [in 1954], the battle lines drawn in plain 
sight . What I call the ‘new racism’ is about success—success in terms of cul-
tural, social, and economic status” (6) .
defining a foundation for excellence
Honors programs must prepare themselves to address “the new racism” 
with what they value most: knowledge . This knowledge comes from basic 
terms that have been and continue to be a part of civil rights advocates’, activ-
ists’, and allies’ vocabulary . Additionally, this knowledge comes from lingo 
that most Black honors students—generally the lingo of most honors stu-
dents—have used, related to, or understood . These are terms with which 
Black students assess themselves, those around them, and the institutions 
that they interact with . By understanding these terms, honors administrators 
can give Black students love for their intellectual curiosity, attention to their 
identity and educational journey, and an ear to hear their voices, their strug-
gles, and their stories . Below, I have provided these terms, my definitions of 
the terms, and their applicability as an outline for honors programs and col-
leges to assess themselves in fostering this excellence:
• Accessibility—Person(s), space(s), and possession(s) obtainable to 
those who seek them out .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are aware of on-cam-
pus resources (e.g., cultural centers or Black fellowship programs) and are 
able to access them.
• Black Girl Magic—A declaration of cross-shade, intergenera-
tional, resilient Black girl beauty that has withstood centuries of 
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societal depictions of hyper-aggression, hyper-domestication, and 
hyper-sexualization .
 Honors colleges should ensure that their Black female students are able to 
celebrate their melanin magic through their cultural expression and their 
intellectual curiosity, both of which honors colleges should also celebrate.
• Black Lives Matter—A movement, and a declaration, combating prev-
alent anti-Black policies, practices, and institutions that perpetuate 
racism, injustice, and violence towards Black people while simultane-
ously affirming the value of all Black men’s and Black women’s lives 
across the United States (and throughout the world) .
 Honors colleges should ensure that their Black students feel as if their lives 
and their education are equally valued as the rest of the honors college pop-
ulation and should show their support for the movement so all lives can 
matter.
• Black Millennials—Black Americans who reached adulthood more or 
less around the millennium (2000), which includes those between the 
ages of 18 and 34, and who are recognized for their tech-savviness and 
their social and political engagement .
 Honors colleges should ensure that their students who are Black Millennials 
are able to get involved in the honors college and are able to take an active 
role in fostering , supporting , and promoting the college (e.g., in an honors 
ambassador program).
• Cultural Proficiency—The ability to relate to another culture .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students have developed this 
skill by the end of their honors experience, whether through programming, 
coursework, or some other honors-specific offering.
• Culture—The customs, practices, and beliefs of a group of people .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students have multiple oppor-
tunities throughout their honors experience to showcase themselves and 
where they come from.
• Diversity—The physical and perceived differences among one another .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students recognize that they are 
uniquely different from one another, and the students should seek to educate 
themselves about their differences.
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• Equality—Two or more people being treated the same in a given 
situation .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are aware of hon-
ors-specific opportunities and are able to have similar access to these 
opportunities.
• Equity—Two or more people sharing the same experience in a given 
situation .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students have a foundationally 
identical honors experience while accommodating their students’ individ-
ual needs and history.
• High-Key/Low-Key—The degree to which something is stated or 
expressed, with the former as a blatant expression and the latter as a 
concealed expression .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students (and the university 
community) are aware of their overt dedication to creating a culturally 
diverse honors student body (there should be no reason to be covert or 
ashamed about it).
• Inclusion—The facilitation of all participants within a given conversa-
tion, action, or situation .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students feel a part of the pro-
gram and feel as if they are contributing to its growth.
• Multiculturalism—The celebration of different cultures .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are learning within a 
space in which their physical and perceived differences are being celebrated.
• Shade—A dishonest or disrespectful action .
 Honors colleges should ensure that their students do not engage in behav-
iors that would result in cultural insensitivity or discriminatory practices, 
such as microaggressions within a classroom.
• Social Justice—A principle of rectifying societal inequalities (e .g ., 
poverty and discrimination) and promoting equal opportunity and 
rights for all .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are seeking to serve 
and to uplift their communities.
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• Try—Intending to elicit a negative or hurtful response .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are tolerant of one 
another and are respectful in their exchanges towards one another.
• White Privilege—An undebatable, inheritable, Eurocentric advantage 
that has oppressed and disadvantaged those without this advantage as 
lesser in every way, particularly associated with race discrimination .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are educating them-
selves about this advantage, which impacts each of them, and are assessing 
Eurocentric societal standards that may have had a negative impact on 
their upbringing or their daily behavior.
• Woke—The self-awareness of social inequalities and atrocities within 
a society .
 Honors colleges should ensure that all their students are becoming life-
long learners and are critically dissecting and unpacking societal problems 
within their community, state, and country.
building upon this foundation
From this established foundation, honors administrators and faculty 
should take action to implement and perpetuate Black Excellence within 
their program and colleges . Below are some areas to revisit .
Study Abroad
Since the 2003–2004 academic year, Black students have slowly but 
steadily increased in number among the population of students who study 
abroad . According to the Institute of International Education, 3 .4% (or about 
6,502) of the 191,231 students who studied abroad in 2003–2004 were Black 
whereas, in the 2013–2014 academic year, 5 .6% (or about 17,050) of the 
304,467 students studying abroad were Black (“Profile of U .S . Study Abroad 
Students, 2003/04–2013/14 .”) . For all students, and especially for Black stu-
dents, study abroad is a rare opportunity to step outside the boundaries of the 
country and see the world not as it is depicted on television but as it truly is 
for better or worse . The privilege of this experience enables students to lead 
their communities toward a more interconnected, educated global commu-
nity . As former First Lady Michelle Obama has said, “Students who have the 
knowledge and skills to collaborate across cultures will emerge as the next 
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generation of global leaders with a greater understanding of the world .” These 
global leaders can recognize what it means to be Black in the United States as 
compared to, for instance, Cameroon or Trinidad and Tobago and can learn 
how their Black experience is interconnected to others across the globe .
Honors colleges and programs need to encourage their students to 
become these global leaders, so the next step is to create honors study abroad 
experiences for students that match this goal . In the Institute of International 
Education’s “Top 25 Destinations of U .S . Study Abroad Students, 2012/13–
2013/14,” four of the top five top destinations were European countries: the 
United Kingdom, Italy, Spain, and France (with China ranked fifth) . Only one 
African country, South Africa, appeared on the list . Perhaps the reason for 
this underrepresentation is the stereotype of Africa as a hot, homogenous, 
grotesquely poor continent (Wainaina) . Honors colleges and programs can 
counteract this misrepresentation of Africa by creating study abroad trips 
to African countries, destinations that hundreds of thousands of students 
studying abroad have never visited . These study abroad trips are most effec-
tive in the summer or for an entire semester due to cost, duration of time, 
and convenience for students . In offering such trips, honors programs get all 
their students immersed in a culture unlike their own and, for Black honors 
students, a culture that is the origin of their own .
Prestigious Scholarships and Fellowships
Many students fund their study abroad experiences through national 
scholarships and fellowships, awards that honors programs put on their stu-
dents’ radar . Gilman, Boren, and Fulbright are three study abroad awards that 
give students the opportunity to travel to overlooked destinations . Accord-
ing to the “Benjamin A . Gilman International Scholarship Program Annual 
Comparison to National Study Abroad,” from 2010 through 2015, 16–19% 
of Gilman recipients were Black, but in recent years Black students have 
received at most 7% of Fulbright grants despite “increased efforts to diversify 
the pool of grantees” (Kueppers) . Mala Adiga, U .S . State Department Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Academic Programs, said, “We believe that individuals 
from a wide range of backgrounds, who have the talent and commitment to 
succeed, should have an opportunity to expand their knowledge of the world 
as Fulbrighters” (qtd . in Kueppers) . Scholarship and fellowship foundations 
cannot increase these numbers alone; honors colleges and programs should 
be equally committed to these diversity efforts .
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Honors colleges and programs can collaborate with fellowships advisors 
to cast a narrow net in their outreach to honors students based on their race 
or ethnicity as well as other factors . The West Virginia University Honors 
College’s ASPIRE Office, for instance, is the unit that assists students with 
national scholarships and fellowships, and it has successfully employed this 
method of outreach based on factors other than race or ethnicity, e .g ., aca-
demic discipline and class status . The outreach needs to feel personal and 
cannot consist only of an email that does not address the student by name or 
that is identical to another student’s email . Black honors students are espe-
cially aware of wide-net outreach and inclined to ignore an invitation that is 
not authentic because, like other Black students, they are often included on 
email lists purely on the basis of their race . Personal outreach needs to be 
accompanied by Black representation in scholarship presentations or events, 
which should feature previous Black finalists and winners and Black faculty 
members who have mentored them or whose work can be useful to scholar-
ship applications .
Recruitment and Retention
Honors programs should also reassess their strategies for recruiting and 
retaining more Black students . No universal strategy is effective across all 
honors programs, but here are some suggestions . Honors programs can host 
recruitment events or participate in university recruitment events in urban 
areas; conduct outreach to National Merit Scholarship recipients, Gates 
Millennium Scholars, or recipients of other national undergraduate scholar-
ships; and invite current as well as incoming Black students to join the honors 
program . For retention, honors programs can form an honors Black student 
organization; craft a fellowship or scholarship for incoming Black students; 
and collaborate with the university’s diversity office, center for Black culture 
and research, or multicultural center .
Unapologetic Programming and Academic Coursework
Honors programs pride themselves on pushing their students’ intellec-
tual curiosity and facilitating an environment where students and faculty 
can learn from one another . Programming should be equally unapologetic in 
educating students about current events related to race . Do not be afraid to 
host an event about Black Lives Matter or to encourage a student to do so . 
Do not be afraid to facilitate a dialogue on Rachel Dolezal and transracial 
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identity . Do not be afraid to create a networking event specifically for Black 
honors students and Black alumni . Do not be afraid to let your students be 
Black, to express their Blackness, and to educate others about the spectrum of 
Blackness . Within a predominantly White space, Black students need at least 
a corner of the room to call their own or to encourage them to redesign the 
entire space so that Blackness is not sectioned off . All honors students need 
to feel that their environment promotes their success and accommodates the 
diversity of their learning needs .
Alongside programming, academic coursework should challenge stu-
dents to learn about intersectional, cross-cultural contemporary issues and 
to reframe distorted views of perceived realities . For example, an honors 
African American history course—one that examines the origins of African 
Americans from the fifteenth to the twenty-first century and analyzes popu-
lar misrepresentations of African enslavement and of civil rights leaders and 
organizations—would give Black students (and other students) an outlet to 
question, challenge, and learn more about an uncomfortable topic . A sociol-
ogy honors course might focus on police brutality, exploring the history of 
police enforcement and policies . A biology course could focus on melanin 
and conclude with student research presentations on skin bleaching, albi-
nism, and tanning .
Get to Know Your Students Who Do Not Look Like You
It is plain and simple . You can get a better gauge of fostering intellectual 
curiosity in your Black students if you talk and listen to them, the most effec-
tive way to begin fostering Black Excellence .
conclusion
Black honors students at a PWI are constantly getting to know students, 
faculty, and staff who do not look like them given the abysmally low number 
of Black honors students compared to the rest of the university population . 
These students are bright, young thinkers, like the other students in the 
program, but they are directly and indirectly facing societal problems that 
others who are not Black have a difficult time relating to . When these Black 
students are spatially separated from other Black students, being Black can 
be hard because others cannot feel or relate to the racial issues still plagu-
ing society . Honors administrators, though, can talk to their Black students 
to better understand them and be able to recognize how to support them . 
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During just one summer, I learned how difficult it is to be a professional, to 
carry a firearm, to have a neurological disorder, or to raise a child if you are 
Black in this country . I learned these lessons not by myself but as one of many 
Black students who returned to their universities the next year fearful of what 
was next, wondering if they would be the next Trayvon Martin, Sandra Bland, 
or Emmett Till . Returning to their campuses, Black students should not have 
these fears, and within honors programs they should feel comfortable with-
out having to dissemble their identities or assimilate to another culture to 
survive . Black students, whether in an honors program or not, should not be 
fearful to think critically, to challenge the status quo, to break a glass ceiling 
(or two or three), and to be lifelong learners . As William A . Ashton, honors 
director at York College, has argued, honors programs must create a pluralis-
tic environment where “no group or perspective dominates” because “there 
are so many voices that there is no majority” (66) . Black voices need to be 
heard, and honors programs need to turn their words into actions to foster 
excellence among their entire student population; this begins with talking 
and listening to students .
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A Regression Model Approach to  
First-Year Honors Program Admissions  
Serving a High-Minority Population
David M . Rhea
Governors State University
introduction
Many honors programs make admissions decisions based on student high school GPA and a standardized test score . However, McKay 
argued that standardized test scores can be a barrier to honors program par-
ticipation, particularly for minority students . Minority students, particularly 
Hispanic and African American students, are apt to have lower standardized 
test scores than other ethnic groups according to the 2013 national ACT Pro-
file Reports on “Black/African American Students” and “Hispanic/Latino 
Students .” Thus, honors programs that serve high-minority populations need 
to find new honors program solutions that will help their university commu-
nity as well as encourage a high standard of academic excellence .
While past research has questioned the usefulness of the standardized 
test in honors program admissions (Green & Kimbrough; Khé), less attention 
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has been given to honors program admissions standards that work to predict 
success in honors programs for underserved populations . The purpose of 
my study is to explore this topic further . My study uses stepwise regression 
analyses to find high school student and institution variables that predict 
college-level success in honors program admissions . This study adds to past 
research on admission standards, arguing for more quantifiable and holistic 
approaches to honors program admissions that reveal a likelihood of success 
in honors programs and college GPA . The results of this study introduce new 
variables worthy of future study on the topic of honors program admissions .
institutional context
In 2014, the Governors State University (GSU) Honors Program began 
serving a four-year university community . As applications for the first fresh-
man class came in, it was evident that our four-year honors program would 
serve a high-minority population of students as more than 70% of the appli-
cants in the first class were people of color (University Fast Facts Fall 2014) 
and over 80% Pell-eligible . Past scholarship suggests that minorities are an 
underrepresented population in honors programs (McKay) . Moreover, 
many students were coming to our institution from high schools with low 
college readiness . Consequently, GSU attracted many talented students who 
struggled with standardized test scores and would often need to complete 
co-requisite requirements for first-year English and math courses . Having a 
standardized test score requirement for admissions, in line with sister state 
institutions, evidently acted as a barrier to honors program participation . 
From 2014 to 2016, admissions decisions were made on an indexed “GSU 
Honors GPA” that was a combination of unweighted high school GPA and 
the number of honors and AP classes taken . No one was rejected from the 
honors program solely based on his or her standardized test scores .
past literature
Admissions Criteria
Having clear criteria for admission is considered a basic characteristic of 
an honors program (National Collegiate Honors Council) . What the admis-
sions criteria are can vary widely . Past research has looked into different 
variables to identify what they can tell us about potential honors program 
students . One variable found to have a robust predictive ability is high 
school GPA . Wolfe and Johnson as well as Anastasi found that high school 
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GPA could account for 18–19% of the variance in college GPA scores . Addi-
tionally, McKay argued that high school GPA could serve as a variable that 
predicts program completion .
Beyond high school GPA, there is a debate on other variables of value in 
honors program admissions . Perhaps the most discussed variable is the stan-
dardized test score . Past research has questioned their importance (Green & 
Kimbrough), their relevance (Khé), and their ability to predict either program 
completion (McKay) or (Smith & Zagurski) . Khé questioned their relevance 
when his research found a lack of consistency between high school GPA and 
college graduation GPA over a five-year period at his institution . Green and 
Kimbrough did not find statistically significant correlations between the SAT 
or ACT scores and college GPA . McKay argued that standardized test scores 
did not predict retention or completion of an honors program . More recently, 
Smith and Zagurski found that there was no predictive relationship between 
college GPA and standardized test scores; they also recommended that the 
standardized test score should receive less weight in a multi-criteria model 
of honors program admissions than six other variables, including both quan-
titative (GPA, class rank) and qualitative evaluations (recommendations, 
student essays, small group discussion) that can be later quantified for their 
admission purposes .
While past research questions the value of standardized testing in hon-
ors program admissions, a consistent finding across all referenced studies has 
been that honors students, on average, have high standardized test scores . All 
studies referenced university honors program populations with average ACT 
Composite scores of 26–29 (Smith & Zagurksi) and SAT score averages in 
the 1190 to 1300 range (Khé; McKay) . Scores in this range are 1–2 standard 
deviations above the benchmark for college readiness (21 ACT Composite 
Score; 18–22 ACT Subject Scores) as defined in “The ACT Profile Report—
National Graduating Class 2016 .” Based on past studies, I suggest that the 
perceived irrelevance of the standardized test score is not because the value 
of the test is intrinsically irrelevant . Rather, the entrance ACT or SAT score 
required for admissions to honors programs is often so high that its predic-
tive value for college readiness and college GPA becomes irrelevant for those 
honors programs .
Minority Populations
Past research in honors education has rarely examined admissions vari-
ables as predictors of college GPA in the context of high-minority populations . 
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Except for McKay’s study, research has focused on honors programs with pre-
dominately Caucasian populations . Moreover, McKay’s study concentrated 
on predicting retention in honors, not college GPA . Because minority stu-
dents are often underserved in honors programs, it is important to examine 
what variables can predict their GPA in honors and how these results com-
pare with past research .
Data from the ACT support McKay’s argument that honors program 
admissions standards with high standardized test scores serve as a barrier to 
minority participation . According to “The ACT Profile Report—National 
Graduating Class 2016,” the average African American student scores 5 .2 
points lower and the average Hispanic student scores 3 .5 points lower on the 
ACT Composite than the average Caucasian student . The ACT’s 2013 “Pro-
file Report” on African American and on Hispanic students showed that only 
3% of African Americans and 10% of Hispanics nationally earned an ACT 
composite score of 25 or better, which is below many honors programs’ mini-
mum admission standards .
Additionally, data suggest that a disproportionate number of African 
American and Hispanic students attend high schools in which a low percent-
age of students are deemed college ready . In the City of Chicago, for example, 
over a dozen high schools south and west of the downtown area are almost 
entirely populated by minority students . In these schools, students earn high 
GPAs (3 .75–4 .00 unweighted) and have completed an extensive array of 
AP and honors courses . However, in these same schools, 97% or more of a 
school’s graduating class will earn less than 21 on the ACT, will thus not be 
deemed college ready according to the Illinois Report Card 2015–2016, and 
will go ignored by most universities and honors program admissions staff . 
Ratings of a high school by the college readiness of its graduates, as it pertains 
to predicting an honor student’s college GPA, has not been examined in past 
honors scholarship .
research Questions
Honors programs that work with underserved populations or seek eth-
nic diversity typically reexamine potential admissions predictor variables and 
how much variance they can account for in predicting college GPA . I thus 
propose the following research questions:
aRQ1: What high school student variables predict GPA success in the 
first semester in college for honors program students?
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RQ2a: What high school student variables predict GPA success in the 
first semester in college for African American honors program 
students?
RQ2b: What high school student variables predict GPA success in the 
first semester in college for White (Caucasian and Hispanic) 
honors program students?
RQ2c: What high school student variables predict GPA success in the 
first semester in college for Caucasian honors program students?
RQ2d: What high school student variables predict GPA success in the 
first semester in college for Hispanic honors program students?
method
Participants
The data for this regression analysis include the entering class of 2014 
through the entering class of 2016 at GSU . During this three-year period, 65 
freshmen participated in the GSU Honors Program, and 61 students com-
pleted the first semester . The students had an average unweighted HSGPA 
of 3 .46 on a 4 .00 scale and an average ACT composite score of 21 .4 . The stu-
dents earned an average first-semester GSU GPA of 2 .95 . For this timeframe, 
students were accepted into the GSU Honors Program if they had a 3 .40 
“GSU Honors GPA” or better . The GSU Honors GPA is an index score com-
prising a student’s unweighted HSGPA multiplied by 1 .xx, where xx equals 
the number of full-year honors and AP classes completed in high school . For 
example, if a student completed 10 honors or AP classes in high school, the 
unweighted high school GPA would be multiplied by 1 .10 to determine the 
GSU Honors GPA . The average GSU Honors GPA for the accepted students 
was 3 .75 .
Of the 65 honors program freshmen, 31 were African American (46%), 
15 were Hispanic (22%), 15 were Caucasian (22%), and 4 were other ethnici-
ties or mixed race (6%) . Fifty-two students (80%) were Pell-eligible . In the 
college readiness of the high school, 17 students (25%) came from schools 
less than 15% college ready, 25 students (37%) came from schools 16–30% 
college ready, 2 students (3%) came from schools 31–45% college ready, 
14 (21%) came from schools 46–60% college ready, and 6 (9%) came from 
schools 61–75% college ready . One student was an international student and 
could not be evaluated on this variable .
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Procedures
Stepwise regression analyses were done on 13 different data variables 
found in the students’ high school application data (gender, ethnicity, Pell 
eligibility, college readiness of the high school, unweighted high school GPA, 
GSU Honors GPA, number of honors and AP classes completed in high 
school, class rank, ACT composite score, ACT English score, ACT Reading 
score, ACT Math score, and ACT Science score) to try to find predictive vari-
ables of college GPA .
College readiness of the high school was defined by the Illinois State 
Board of Education as the percentage of students at a high school that earned 
a 21 ACT composite score or higher (Illinois Report Card 2015–2016) . 
This percentage was converted to a seven-point Likert scale variable at 15% 
intervals: 1 = high school is 00–15% college ready, 2 = high school is 16–30% 
college ready, 3 = high school is 31–45% college ready, 4 = high school is 
46–60% college ready, 5 = high school is 61–75% college ready, 6 = high 
school is 76–90% college ready, 7 = high school is 91–100% college ready . 
For out-of-state and private-school students, the school’s ACT Composite 
average was converted to the college readiness score that corresponded to the 
appropriate level of college readiness among ISBE Public Schools: 1 = ACT 
Composite Score 1–16, 2 = ACT Score 17–18, 3 = ACT Score 19–20, 4 = 
ACT Score 21–22, 5 = ACT Score 23–24, 6 = ACT Score 25–27, 7 = ACT 
Score 28–36 . The stepwise regression analysis discussed in the Results sec-
tion represents the model that depicted the highest percentage of variance 
accounted for by the 13 variables analyzed .
results
Research Question 1 was “What high school student variables predict 
GPA success in the first semester in college for honors program students?” A 
stepwise regression analysis revealed a three-predictor model (GSU Honors 
GPA, college readiness of the high school, ACT English), statistically signifi-
cant, that accounted for 47 .8% of the variance in first-semester college GPA 
(F[3, 55] = 16 .773, p <  .0001, R2 =  .478) . Table 1 shows the descriptive statis-
tics and regression coefficients . Each of the predictor variables had significant 
(p < .0001) Pearson correlations with first-semester college GPA, with scores 
in the 0 .43–0 .55 range .
Research Question 2a was “What high school student variables predict 
GPA success in the first semester in college for African American honors 
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program students?” A stepwise regression analysis done on the African Amer-
ican honors program population (n = 29) revealed a two-predictor model 
(GSU Honors GPA, ACT English), statistically significant, that accounted for 
43% of the variance in first-semester college GPA (F[2, 26] = 9 .825, p <  .0001, 
R2 =  .430) . Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics and regression coefficients . 
Each of the predictor variables had significant (p < .02) Pearson correlations 
with first-semester college GPA, with scores in the 0 .38–0 .56 range .
Research Question 2b was “What high school student variables predict 
GPA success in the first semester in college for White (Caucasian and His-
panic) honors program students?” A stepwise regression analysis done on the 
White honors program population (n = 29) revealed a two-predictor model 
(GSU Honors GPA, college readiness of the high school), statistically signifi-
cant, that accounted for 43 .3% of the variance in first-semester college GPA 
(F[2, 26] = 10 .709, p <  .0001, R2 =  .433) . Table 3 shows the descriptive statis-
tics and regression coefficients . Each of the predictor variables had significant 
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table 1. high school data predicting first-semester  
college gpa (n = 59)
Variable
Pearson r
β bHON GPA Col Red ACT Eng Sem 1 GPA
Hon GPA - .138 22 .358** 2 .427**  .25**  .723
Col Red 22 .319** 2 .499**  .35**  .243
ACT Eng 2 .553**  .35**  .066
Intercept = -1 .792
Mean 3 .77 -2 .49 21 .522** 2 .95**
SD 0 .33 -1 .34 24 .952** 0 .93** R2 =  .478**
*p <  .02, **p < .005
table 2. high school data predicting first-semester college 
gpa for african american students (n = 29)
Variable
Pearson r
β bHON GPA ACT Eng Sem 1 GPA
Hon GPA 00 .094 0 .388**  .25** 1 .205
ACT Eng 0 .563**  .35** 0 .093
Intercept = -3 .608
Mean 3 .650 20 .400 2 .710**
SD 0 .245 04 .970 0 .870** R2 =  .430**
*p <  .02, **p < .001
(p < .02) Pearson correlations with first-semester college GPA, with scores in 
the 0 .38–0 .46 range .
Research Question 2c was “What high school student variables predict 
GPA success in the first semester in college for Caucasian honors program 
students?” A stepwise regression analysis was done on the Caucasian hon-
ors program population (n = 14) . Despite a small population, the analysis 
revealed a two-predictor model (GSU Honors GPA, college readiness of the 
high school), statistically significant, that accounted for 47 .8% of the variance 
in first-semester college GPA (F[2, 11] = 5 .041, p =  .02, R2 =  .478) . Table 
4 shows the descriptive statistics and regression coefficients . Both predictor 
variables were statistically significant (p <  .05) at predicting first-semester 
GPA for Caucasian students .
Research Question 2d was “What high school student variables predict 
GPA success in the first semester in college for Hispanic honors program 
students?” A stepwise regression analysis was done on the Hispanic hon-
ors program population (n = 13) . With the small population, a stepwise 
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table 3. high school data predicting first-semester college 
gpa for white students (n = 31)
Variable
Pearson r
β bHON GPA Col Rdy Sem 1 GPA
Hon GPA 2- .194 2 .377**  .48** 1 .246
Col Rdy 2 .456**  .55** 2 .396
Intercept = -2 .827
Mean 3 .87 -2 .97 2 3 .17 2**
SD 0 .36 -1 .27 2 0 .91 2** R2 =  .433**
*p <  .02, **p < .01
table 4. high school data predicting first-semester college 
gpa for caucasian students (n = 14)
Variable
Pearson r
β bHON GPA Col Rdy Sem 1 GPA
Hon GPA 0- .162 0 .480*  .48*  .923
Col Rdy 0 .413*  .55*  .225
Intercept = -0 .781
Mean 3 .96 -3 .500 3 .660*
SD 0 .38 -1 .400 0 .620* R2 =  .478*
*p <  .05
regression analysis exploring all combinations of the 13 high school variables 
revealed no significant predictor model for this group . The regression model 
that was closest to predicting significance was a two-predictor model (GSU 
Honors GPA, college readiness of the high school), similar to the predictor 
model for Caucasian students (F[2, 10] = 2 .169, p =  .16, R2 =  .303) .
discussion
The purpose of this study was to use a regression analysis to find high 
school variables that predict first-semester college GPA for honors program 
students . Results suggested three predictor variables (GSU Honors GPA, ACT 
English, college readiness of the high school) accounting for over 47% of the 
variance of first-semester grades earned . When the data were disaggregated 
by ethnicity and race, regression results found two predictor models—one 
model for Black honors program students (GSU Honors GPA, ACT English) 
and one for White (Caucasian + Hispanic) and Caucasian-only populations 
(GSU Honors GPA, college readiness of the high school)—even with small 
sample sizes
Common Predictors for the Aggregate Population
There are several meaningful conclusions from Research Question 1 . 
One valuable finding is that key high school variables can predict nearly 50% 
of the variance in first-semester college GPA grades . The combination of GPA 
with the number of honors and AP classes completed, the ACT English score, 
and the college readiness of the high school provides an admissions approach 
that is holistic, quantitative, and predictive . A second reason that the results 
are noteworthy is that 77% of the sample studied was non-Caucasian; thus, 
this model can provide an admissions approach that works to maintain high 
GPA standards in honors programs with large minority populations while 
at the same time reducing barriers that standardized tests scores can create . 
Third, the variables found to be predictive of first-semester GPA in the GSU 
Honors Program are transferable and can be used by other honors programs . 
In the GSU Honors Program for fall 2016, the regression model was used as 
a tool to predict which first-year students would earn above or below a 3 .0 
GPA in the first semester . Of the 28 students in that cohort, the model cor-
rectly predicted a first-semester GPA above or below a 3 .0 in 24 of 28 students 
(82% accuracy) . Figure 1 is a scatterplot of the students’ regression-adjusted 
predicted value (the prediction score resulting from the regression analysis) 
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and the corresponding grade the students earned in the first semester . A 
cubic regression line (r2 = 0 .459) is depicted . For example, a student earning 
a regression predicted value score of 3 .10 would have a 50% probability of 
earning a 3 .50 GPA in the first semester .
Different Predictors for Different Ethnicities
Finding a predictive regression model for honors program students that 
serves high-minority populations was valuable in itself, but possibly even 
more significant was that the regression predictor variables changed when the 
data were disaggregated by ethnicity . College readiness of the high school was 
not predictive of first-semester GPA for African American students, and ACT 
English was not predictive of first-semester GPA for all White and Caucasian 
students .
African American and Caucasian Students: T-Test analysis revealed 
significant differences between the college readiness of high schools Afri-
can Americans (m = 1 .97, SD = 1.25) attended and those that Caucasians 
attended (m = 3 .50, SD = 1.40; t[43] = -3 .66, p =  .001) .
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figure 1. scatterplot of regression predicted value and first-
semester college gpa (n = 59)
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The small variance in the college readiness of high schools attended by 
African Americans decreased the variable’s predictive value for first-semes-
ter college GPA . The range of student scores (14 to 28) on the ACT English 
increased the scores’ value in predicting first-semester college GPA .
Conversely, Caucasian honors students had more variability in the college 
readiness of the high school, with up to 75% college ready, in contrast to Afri-
can American students who primarily attended schools where 30% or fewer 
of the students were deemed college ready . Also, most of the Caucasian ACT 
English scores (m = 25 .0, SD = 4 .48) were almost a full standard deviation 
above the average ACT English Score that predicted a 3 .0 first-semester GPA 
for the whole sample of students (m = 21 .5) . Thus, the ACT English score 
provided less predictability of first-semester GPA for Caucasian students .
While past research questioned the relevance of the SAT (Green & 
Kimbrough; Khé), results from this study suggest a predictive ability of stan-
dardized tests for first-semester college GPA when ACT scores are closer to 
the ACT’s benchmark average for college readiness, as was the case with our 
African American students (ACT Composite m = 20 .0) . The ACT was less 
predictive of first-semester college GPA when the cohort of students had ACT 
scores much higher than the score that predicted a 3 .0 first-semester GPA, as 
was the case with our Caucasian students (ACT composite m = 24 .6) . For 
Caucasian students, this study found that high school college readiness was a 
better predictor of first-semester college GPA .
Hispanic Students: While predictor variables for first-semester GPA were 
found for African American and Caucasian students, no predictor variables 
were found for Hispanic students . One reason was the small population of 
Hispanic students included in the sample . Another reason is that this popu-
lation consistently had averages for GSU Honors GPA, high school college 
readiness, and ACT English scores that were higher than African Americans 
but lower than Caucasian students . For this population, a larger sample is 
needed to know if predictive data are more similar to Caucasian students, 
African American students, or neither ethnic group .
Implications for Admissions Decisions
Using regression modeling for admissions with these variables deempha-
sizes the need for high standardized test scores, which have been found to be 
a barrier to minority involvement in honors programs (McKay) . The result is 
a sliding-scale approach to admissions decisions, making them more person-
alized to individual students and their high school educational experiences . 
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With this modeling, the predictive variables examined here could provide 
enough predictability of college GPA to render standardized test scores 
unnecessary . Universities with missions to serve underserved populations or 
increase diversity in their honors program can use this regression model with 
minimal risk of admitting students who would not be well-served by an hon-
ors program experience .
Study Limitations
While the study was able to find significant predictor variables for all eth-
nicities in aggregate and some ethnicities when the data were disaggregated, 
the study suffered from a small population of White students . A larger sample 
of Hispanic students is needed to identify significant predictors, and a larger 
sample of Caucasians would work to solidify the important predictors found 
among this population . The short duration of the study is also a limitation: I 
am reporting three years of data, and every semester the data analysis has been 
done, the percentage of variance accounted for in each regression model has 
increased, so with more participants the proportion of variance accounted for 
by the predictor variables might grow .
conclusion
At a state regional comprehensive university with a mission to serve 
underserved populations, merely having a high GPA and standardized test 
score in line with sister public institutions as an admission requirement would 
create barriers to honors program participation for minority students . In fact, 
using typical honors program standards would have made having a four-year 
honors program at our institution nearly impossible . This regression model 
provides a tool to ensure an admission standard where our students will be 
well-served by the honors program without creating barriers to participation 
in high-minority populations . Future research should explore if the variable 
predicting first-semester success in this study can also predict GPA success in 
later years and outcomes like program completion .
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Moving Beyond GPA:  
Alternative Measures of Success and  
Predictive Factors in Honors Programs
Tom Mould and Stephen B . DeLoach
Elon University
introduction
While studies of predictive factors for success in honors have been increas-ingly creative and expansive on what these factors might include, they 
have rarely challenged the dominant, virtually monolithic definitions of suc-
cess . The majority of studies measure success either by collegiate grade point 
averages (GPAs) or retention rates in honors, which are often contingent on 
collegiate GPA . For years scholars have been calling for a more nuanced and 
robust definition of success, yet few have taken up the charge, presumably 
because such data are not readily available . GPAs and retention rates are easy 
to access and quantify . Tracking and quantifying other successes are more 
difficult but potentially invaluable in helping to better match students and 
programs .
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In the present study, we consider success according to a range of factors: 
national, local, and campus-wide academic awards; membership in honor 
societies; presentations at regional, national, or international academic con-
ferences; peer-reviewed academic publications; graduate school attendance; 
job placements at the time of graduation; leadership roles in extracurricu-
lar activities; and faculty mentor assessment . This work suggests that while 
standardized tests may be marginally useful for making initial invitations 
to honors programs, high school GPA (HSGPA) is more useful for distin-
guishing success among high-achieving students . Further, HSGPA is at least 
somewhat predictive not just of collegiate GPA but also of program retention, 
success in the major, high-quality research, positive mentor evaluation, likeli-
hood of invitation and admittance to national honors societies, and receiving 
awards . However, caution must be taken in using HSGPA to predict success 
in honors programs . The data indicate that the vast majority of the determi-
nants of collegiate success result from factors that have yet to be measured by 
honors directors .
predictive factors of success
Among College Applicants
One of the most vexing questions for admissions offices at colleges and 
universities around the country is determining the most effective predictive 
factors of collegiate success . The relevance of standardized tests has come 
under particular scrutiny in the past few decades, most notably because of 
concerns that such tests are biased against underserved populations (see 
for example Banerji; Linn, Greenwood, and Beatty) . Such concerns have 
prompted some Ivy League schools to become test-optional, no longer 
requiring standardized test scores to be considered for admission . The ques-
tion of the effectiveness of standardized tests is complicated by variables such 
as student demographics that include gender, ethnicity, and academic ability; 
selectivity of the university; and criteria for measuring success, e .g ., first-year 
collegiate GPA, overall GPA, and graduation rates .
Despite the general skepticism about standardized tests, some of the 
most extensive studies suggest that standardized tests remain at least margin-
ally effective as predictors of collegiate success . In a study of over one million 
students, Hezlett et al . found in 2001 that the SAT was a valid predictor of first-
year GPA (cited by Green and Kimbrough 56) . These results mirror previous 
studies that suggest that HSGPA and standardized tests provide moderate 
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prediction of college GPA (CGPA) and retention (Anastasi; Daugherty 
and Lane; DeBerard, Spielmans, and Julak; Galicki and McEwen; Wolfe 
and Johnson) . In a study of approximately 34,000 students from thirty col-
leges across the country, “The SAT was found to be as good as or better than 
HSGPA in predicting high levels of college success” (Kobrin and Michel 6) . 
However, the authors note important caveats when interpreting the results 
of their study . For example, HSGPA was more predictive of success in the 
least selective schools and more predictive of unsuccessful students than the 
SAT . Most significant for the current study was the finding that “at the highest 
FGPA (first year CGPA) level (3 .75 or higher), neither the SAT nor HSGPA 
was able to predict successful students” (Kobrin and Michel 6) .
Correlations for general collegiate populations may not, as Kobrin and 
Michel have shown, be relevant to the kinds of high-achieving students whom 
honors programs typically seek to attract . Roufagalas revealed similar dis-
crepancies between the general incoming student class and honors students, 
finding that while SAT scores were useful for the former, HSGPA was a more 
accurate predictor for the latter . Smith and Zagursky came to the same conclu-
sion: “Our findings demonstrated that most variables used in typical higher 
education admissions protocols did not accurately predict retention in the 
Schedler Honors College at UCA” (55) . One explanation for the discrepancy 
between predictors for the general population and for honors lies in the fact 
that many honors programs and colleges draw their students from a popula-
tion already screened and selected by their university-wide admissions office; 
if that office is using standardized tests to whittle the initial pool of candidates, 
then by default so is the honors program . Attending to studies specific to 
honors student populations promises to be more useful than those address-
ing the entire college-bound population, but they may still be hampered by 
initial university-wide procedures that complicate but do not render moot 
the central question for honors directors: how do we ensure high quality and 
success in our programs without missing those initially underachieving but 
high-potential students whose creativity and curiosity are so valuable?
Among Honors Students
One of the early studies of predictors of success in honors programs 
was Roufagalas’s analysis of admissions data for the 1990 incoming class at 
Radford University class . His study aimed to predict college performance in 
students’ first two years (1993) . Roufagalas considered a range of admissions 
data, finding that HSGPA was effective in predicting CGPA and that class 
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rank was effective in predicting enrollment in honors courses, but he found 
no appreciable correlation with standardized tests (31) . Khe as well as Green 
and Kimbrough also found no significant correlation between standardized 
test scores and collegiate CGPA, but while Khe also found no significant 
correlation between HSGPA and CGPA, Marriner did . Like Roufagalas, 
in Marriner’s case study of 235 honors students at a large public university, 
he found that the SAT was a “weak, sometimes nonsignificant predictor 
of first-year GPA” (102) but found a positive correlation between HSGPA 
and first-year collegiate GPA (FGPA) . Smith and Zagurski found a similar 
correlation between HSGPA and FGPA as well as between HSGPA and pro-
gram retention . Khe came up entirely empty-handed in his study, finding no 
significant correlations at all, while Green and Kimbrough found a positive 
correlation between high school class rank and CGPA .
While HSGPA and class rank show some promise in predicting success 
in honors programs, the bulk of these case studies appear to suggest that 
standardized tests are uniformly unhelpful in predicting success in honors 
programs, at least in terms of CGPA and program enrollment and retention . 
However, as early as 1979, McDonald and Gawkowski found a moderate 
correlation between SAT verbal and math scores with success in the Mar-
quette University Honors Program in addition to a correlation with HSGPA 
although the authors note that only the math portion of the SAT was found to 
be practically predictive . In 1987 at Kent State University, Craig found a cor-
relation between ACT English scores and graded essay scores in the first-year 
honors colloquium (cited in Andrews 24) .
Despite the wide variability of findings, the popular perception seems to 
remain that HSGPA is a fairly effective predictor of collegiate GPA and hon-
ors retention rates while standardized tests like the SAT and ACT are far less 
reliable . Andrews is hardly alone when he notes that “High school GPA may 
seem the most reliable predictor of academic success based on some research 
studies, and even on anecdotal evidence” (24) . Two of the largest studies of 
predictive factors of honors program success make some progress in navigat-
ing these results, suggesting that the assumptions so often made about the 
effectiveness of HSGPA and the ineffectiveness of standardized tests may be 
somewhat accurate, along with other factors less frequently examined . In a 
study of a large public university, McKay confirms the utility of the HSGPA 
and the unreliability of standardized tests for predicting honors success in his 
large-scale study of 1,017 students at the University of North Florida . In terms 
of retention rates, Campbell and Fuqua’s study of a large public university 
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found that HSGPA, class rank, and gender were the most effective predictors 
of honors success in addition to collegiate factors such as first-semester GPA 
and honors housing status . Standardized tests scores and AP or CLEP credit 
hours were not effective predictors, nor were race, socioeconomic status, or 
high school size . Accordingly, a broad-brush approach to decoding these stud-
ies would suggest that HSGPA is useful and standardized test scores less so .
In 2013, however, Jerry Herron sounded a warning that studies and pre-
dictors at one university may not hold for others . For Herron, adding ACT 
scores to HSGPA proved a reliable formula for predicting success in his hon-
ors program at Wayne State University . He does not explain what “success” 
entails, but he is clear that the formula is specific to his honors program and 
should not be expected to predict success in other honors programs with 
different missions, goals, and expectations . He also notes that “the same 
admissions standards will not be sufficient for all constituents” even at his 
own university (21) . Allen also found variation within his university, where 
gender and major affected the predictive qualities of standardized test scores, 
with predictive significance for men more than women, and some majors but 
not others (cited in McKay 78) .
Optimists might continue to hold out hope for the HSGPA as useful 
for any honors program while pessimists might consider the only effective 
formula to be one created for their own program with demonstrable results 
specific to their school . Either way, Herron’s warning calls into question a one-
size-fits-all approach to predictors of success . The rationale seems solid . No 
one assumes that all honors programs are the same, so we should not assume 
that the factors at one school can predict success at another .
While such logic makes sense if we are measuring success differently in 
our programs, the truth is that we are not . Despite the great variety in the 
structures, intended outcomes, expectations, criteria, and characteristics of 
honors programs and colleges around the country, we have an oddly anemic 
means for measuring success .
redefining success
The problem, then, is that while honors directors have been eager to iden-
tify strategies to help recruit the best students for our honors programs, we 
have rarely stepped back to consider the criteria by which we determine stu-
dent success . The industry standard has been collegiate GPA and program 
participation and retention, outcomes that are easily available and easily 
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quantifiable for comparative analysis . Of these two criteria, collegiate GPA 
(CGPA), in particular first-year GPA (FGPA), is used most often (Stoller; 
see also Khe) . Roufagalas, Khe, McKay, and Green and Kimbrough use both 
CGPA and enrollment and retention rates to define success . Accordingly, 
success in honor programs is reduced to grades and participation, hardly a 
nuanced or rigorous system of assessment .
When scholars have paused to note that such criteria for measuring suc-
cess are woefully anemic, it is most often as a coda to encourage future study 
or as an ideal impossible to quantify . Stoller notes that, in terms of mission, 
many honors programs have far more complex views of success than GPA, 
including tangible and quantifiable criteria such as publications in refereed 
journals, participation in research, study abroad, and service to the campus 
and wider community as well as less tangible criteria that include dedication 
to active learning, creativity, intellectual curiosity, talent for self-expression, 
leadership, engagement with others, and integrative learning (82) . Employ-
ing systematic criteria to assess these qualities during the admission process 
or conducting research to search for correlations between evidence of past 
accomplishments and future success, however, remains elusive . Stoller admits 
that the solution at Penn State University is to “do everything possible to ‘read 
the tea leaves’ in our applications for evidence of research or creative poten-
tial” (84), an admission that likely rings true for many of us who have been in 
the position of trying to build our class of incoming honor students . Others 
have suggested similarly robust lists even if they have nonetheless relied on 
more traditional measures . Green and Kimbrough offer a list of measurable 
outcomes of a program’s success that includes “retention rates, graduation 
rates, cum laude status at graduation, quality of theses, involvement in honors 
activities, and subjective ratings by its participants” (56), but ultimately they 
chose to focus solely on first-year GPA, explaining that “we needed to insure 
that students could get through the first year before those other outcome vari-
ables became relevant” (56) .
The same caveats many have made about the importance of attending to 
the distinctive qualities of honors programs in terms of admission standards 
are relevant when discussing what success looks like in those programs . When 
Larry Andrews implores us to consider the specific culture of the honors pro-
gram in terms of how we select students, he implies that the same is true for 
how programs define success . Jerry Herron is even more explicit: “Each pro-
gram has its own types of excellence” (19), concluding that one-size-fits-all 
admissions policies are not viable (21) .
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If programs are distinct, with goals and outcomes specific to the program, 
then developing relevant definitions of success and effective admissions 
processes and policies might logically begin with a program’s mission state-
ment, a record of what anthropologists would define as “ideal culture,” 
distinguishable from the “real” or embodied and enacted culture of behavior 
and practice . One might also take a more inductive approach and assess the 
“real culture” of the honors program, as Smith and Zagursky did when they 
conducted focus groups with current students to determine a list of charac-
teristics that indicated a good “fit” with the program, a process that helped 
improve their admissions process but, again, only in terms of the two most 
traditional measures of success: collegiate GPA and program retention (56, 
59) . In assessment lingo, we must “close the loop” by applying these goals and 
expectations to our assessment of student success .
Heeding the call to arms that many honors directors have made for 
admissions processes that consider the distinct characteristics of honors pro-
grams, this study provides yet one more example of conflicting results that 
may do as much to problematize as resolve the enduring question of general-
izable predictability of honors success . However, it also takes up a challenge, 
laid implicitly if rarely explicitly, to consider more robust, program-specific 
definitions of success to create admissions strategies . Specifically, this study 
considers data from high school transcripts typically available from admis-
sions offices and compares it to a wide range of measures of student success 
by the time of graduation .
Accordingly, this study makes three distinct contributions to the honors 
literature on admissions . First, it provides an example for how honors pro-
grams can move beyond GPA and enrollment and retention as the dominant 
measures of honors success . Second, it provides a robust analysis of predic-
tive factors for success in honors programs that moves beyond the current 
literature . Third, it provides a strategy for how to create admission processes 
catered to specific programs, responding to the long-issued warning that no 
single formula for admission to honors colleges and programs can ensure stu-
dent success .
methods
Methods of Data Collection
In order to develop measures of success specific to the goals of the Elon 
University Honors Program, we began with our mission statement . While 
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many of these ideals were difficult to assess, the last two bulleted items pro-
vided some guidance .
The Honors Program seeks to:
• Help Honors Fellows expand their minds by encountering new ideas 
in small, discussion-based and innovative liberal arts and sciences 
courses
• Improve students’ critical thinking, research and communication 
skills
• Provide an intellectual community in and extending beyond the class-
room walls
• Challenge and support Honors Fellows in the highest possible aca-
demic achievements, culminating in an independent thesis
• Prepare students to excel in graduate or professional pursuits as inde-
pendent, hard-working, open-minded, lifelong learners and honorable 
community members .
Further, in an effort to make this study meaningful to a larger audience 
and to consider as many measures of success for which we could feasibly 
gather data, we have expanded our categories of success to include many of 
those mentioned in previous studies as well as those our program has tra-
ditionally considered markers of a successful student scholar . Accordingly, 
while we consider collegiate GPA as other studies have done, we are more 
interested in alternative measures of success that include the following:
• National, local, and campus-wide academic awards
• Membership in honor societies
• Presentations at national or regional academic conferences
• Peer-reviewed academic publications
• Graduate school attendance
• Job placements at the time of graduation
• Leadership roles in extracurricular activities
• Faculty mentor assessment
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Ideally we would have complete and extensive data on post-collegiate 
performance, including job attainment, career development, and job satisfac-
tion . However, such alumni data are notoriously difficult to attain although 
social media sites such as LinkedIn provide opportunities to gather at least 
some additional data for those programs with the staff and time to go search-
ing . Quantifying and qualifying such data also pose problems . What does a 
successful career look like? Some may measure success according to salary, 
others to position title, others to subjective assessments of happiness and sat-
isfaction . Such measures can serve as future ideals, but for our study, we are 
considering post-college plans as self-reported by students at the time of grad-
uation . Although a few students heeded our call to update this information as 
job offers and graduate school acceptances rolled in, these data are admittedly 
incomplete . Finally, we have considered the subjective ratings from students’ 
research mentors . These faculty mentors work closely with their honors men-
tees over the course of one and a half to three years and are in a position to 
get to know their abilities and accomplishments extremely well . While the 
ratings are inherently biased, they translate to real-world applications in terms 
of nominations for awards, for example, and letters of recommendation .
Our process for gathering these data required coordination from mul-
tiple offices around campus as well as direct data gathering from faculty and 
students . For the comparative high school data, including GPA and standard-
ized test scores, we received spreadsheets from our admissions office from the 
incoming classes 2003–2012 (graduating classes 2007–2016) . We received 
overall GPAs for all graduating honors students from the office of the reg-
istrar . For achievements while at Elon, e .g ., awards, membership in honor 
societies, presentations, and publications, we drew on lists of achievements 
compiled by previous honors directors for 2007–2013 and a more detailed, 
comprehensive spreadsheet of student-reported achievements from 2014–
2016 . Finally, for subjective assessments of student success, we asked each 
student’s research mentor to evaluate the student in the context of all gradu-
ating seniors in their departments over the past seven years . Faculty mentors 
who had worked with honors students for one and a half to two years were 
asked to score their mentees in one of the following categories: Top 1%, Top 
5%, Top 10%, Top 25%, Top 50%, or Bottom 50% .
Methods for Data Analysis
The central question of our analysis concerns the extent to which admis-
sions data, e .g ., high school transcripts, standardized test scores, admissions 
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essays, and interview scores, are capable of predicting success throughout the 
honors program . That is,
(1) Successi = f(HSi, Scoresi, Personali) + ei
where HSi is a vector of the individual’s performance in high school . These 
measures include high school GPA, weighted GPA, number of honors, IB 
and AP courses taken, high school advisor’s subjective assessment of the stu-
dent’s difficulty of curriculum, and competitiveness of the high school, i .e ., 
percentage of students who go to college . The weighted GPA is a calcula-
tion done by the Elon Admissions office based on the student’s GPA in core 
academic courses, weighted for honors, AP, IB, and dual enrollment . The 
core subject areas included in the WGPA include English, Math, Language, 
History, and Science . Weights are assigned as follows: honors=1 additional 
point; pre-IB=1 additional point; AP courses=2 additional points; IB=2 addi-
tional points; and dual enrollment=2 additional points . The weighting system 
applies to students who receive a grade of C or higher in academic courses . 
Scoresi is a vector of standardized test scores including SAT/ACT math, SAT/
ACT verbal, and SAT/ACT composite . Personali denotes a vector of individ-
ual characteristics, including ethnicity, gender, and major .
As noted above, we analyze a number of different measures of success . 
These include CGPA; the thesis mentor’s subjective rating of the student 
relative to other graduates in the same major; completion of the program 
(attrition); admission to graduate school; accepting a job upon graduation; 
receiving local or national awards, fellowships, or scholarships; and present-
ing at conferences or publishing research in peer-reviewed journals .
The common statistical method used in forecasting is multiple regression 
analysis . When the dependent variable (measure of success) is quantitative, 
the method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) provides unbiased, consis-
tent, and efficient estimates of the effects of the covariates (right-hand-side 
variables) in equation 1 . However, most of our measures of success are not 
quantitative, but qualitative . Because they are ‘yes/no’ observations, OLS 
is no longer the most efficient method of obtaining regression coefficients . 
Instead, we use Probit regression . In the results that follow, we will report 
so-called marginal effects of Probit regression models so that the coefficients 
may be interpreted as changes in the probability, or likelihood, of success .
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results
Measuring Success
Data were collected on cohorts graduating between 2007 and 2016 . A 
total of 405 students have been in the program during this sample period, and 
292 of those have graduated . In addition to attrition, in some years a handful 
of lateral entrants were allowed into the program after the first year . Summary 
statistics of all success measures are provided in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1, the attrition rate during this sample was 28% . Of all 
incoming students, only 21% were male, and only 9% were not non-Hispanic 
white U .S . citizens . The group included 26% who attended high school where 
over 85% of students went to college . They had a weighted high school core 
GPA of 4 .84 and a combined SAT (or ACT equivalent) math and verbal score 
of 1402 . Less than 10% were science majors . (Other majors were examined, 
but only science majors were found to differ significantly from other students 
in any of the empirical specifications .)
Summary outcome metrics of those completing the entire 4-year pro-
gram are reported in Table 2 . As noted above, the commonly used metric for 
success in honors programs is the undergraduate GPA (UGGPA) or comple-
tion of the program . The average UGGPA of those completing the program 
is high, as expected, at 3 .75 . However, as Stoller and Andrews have argued, 
honors programs need to go beyond UGGPA and retention in evaluating stu-
dent achievement .
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table 1. admissions data on matriculating students  
(fall 2003–fall 2012)
Variable Obs Mean Std Dev Min Max
Attrition 405 000 .28 00 .45 000 .00 001 .00
WGPA 405 004 .84 00 .34 003 .32 005 .46
SAT Math 405 691 .51 53 .15 570 .00 800 .00
SAT Verbal 405 710 .91 53 .03 550 .00 800 .00
Male 405 000 .21 00 .41 000 .00 001 .00
HS > 85% 
College
405 000 .26 00 .44 000 .00 001 .00
Diverse 405 000 .09 00 .28 000 .00 001 .00
Science Major 405 000 .09 00 .29 000 .00 001 .00
When asked to subjectively rate their honors mentees compared with all 
their students, thesis mentors rated 85% in the top ten percent . The num-
bers also indicate a high level of achievement in other ways: 24% received 
at least one national award, grant, or fellowship; 47% received at least one 
local award, such as a department’s major of the year; and two-thirds were 
inducted into at least one national honors society . Only 1% had published in 
a peer-reviewed journal . For job and graduate school data, we have reliable 
information only from 2011 onwards; for these, 27% on average went straight 
to graduate school while 47% reported accepting a job .
Predicting Success
Next, we considered admissions data to attempt to predict which stu-
dents will find success in the program . Table 3 summarizes the determinants 
of common measures of success found in the literature, including UGGPA 
and attrition . The first column summarizes the coefficients from the OLS 
regression of UGGPA on various high school transcript information . In the 
second column, we have reported the marginal effects (dy/dx), based on the 
Probit regression of the probability of attrition, of those same high school 
transcript data . These marginal effects are interpreted as how different char-
acteristics change the probability of attrition for the average student in our 
program .
In general, very few of the high school transcript data predict success 
in college as commonly measured . UGGPA is significantly related to high 
school WGPA whereas SAT scores, gender, and attendance at a competitive 
high school are not . Science majors and non-white students graduate with 
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table 2. outcome data for those completing entire 4-year 
program (2007–2016)
Variable Obs Mean Std Dev Min Max
UGGPA 281 3 .748 0 .170  .003 .24 4
Top Ten Rating 280 0 .854 0 .354 0 1
National Award 299 0 .244 0 .430 0 1
Local Award 299 0 .468 0 .500 0 1
Journal Publication 299 0 .013 0 .115 0 1
Honors Society 299 0 .669 0 .471 0 1
Graduate School 199 0 .271 0 .446 0 1
Job 199 0 .472 0 .500 0 1
significantly lower UGGPAs, but the r-squared measure shows that at most 
about 10% of the variation in UGGPAs is accounted for by these attributes . In 
other words, 90% of the difference in collegiate performance is due to factors 
not captured in our model .
Predicting the likelihood of attrition is even more difficult . In column 3 
we see that students with higher WGPAs are less likely to fail or transfer, as are 
science majors . For example, a student with a WGPA one standard deviation 
higher than the average in the program (0 .34 point higher WGPA) would 
have a 0 .07 (=0 .34* .222) lower probability of attrition than the average stu-
dent . So while the average attrition is 28%, a student with a WGPA of 0 .34 
points higher coming out of high school has only a 21% chance of attrition . 
While this piece of data is helpful from a selection standpoint, again we must 
stress caution because only about 7% of the variation is accounted for by 
these factors . In other words, if we are using only WGPA and major to predict 
which students complete the program, we will be wrong nearly all of the time .
Because these common measures fail to capture all the goals of the 
program, we also estimate the potential determinants of alternative but 
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table 3. determinants of common success measures
Variables UGGPA P(failed) Marginal Effects
WGPA 0 .114***
(0 .035)
-0 .222***
(0 .069)
Math SAT 0 .000
(0 .000)
0 .000
(0 .000)
Verbal SAT -0 .000
(0 .000)
-0 .000
(0 .000)
Male -0 .017
(0 .025)
0 .055
(0 .057)
Comp . HS 0 .017
(0 .024)
-0 .032
(0 .051)
Diverse -0 .083**
(0 .036)
-0 .041
(0 .078)
Science Major -0 .115***
(0 .030)
-0 .279***
(0 .036)
Constant 3 .241***
(0 .234)
Observations 280 405
R-squared 0 .105 0 .067
Note: ** and *** denote significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
important outcomes that are summarized in Table 4 . The only variable from 
high school transcripts that significantly predicts college success is weighted 
GPA (WGPA) although a science major has a 0 .319 higher probability of 
going straight to graduate school than non-science majors . Given that 27% 
of all students go to graduate school, there is nearly a 60% chance that a sci-
ence major will go straight to graduate school . The probability of being rated 
in the top ten percent of majors is 0 .142 higher if the student has a WGPA 
1 .00 higher on average; with 86% of all students being rated in the top 10% 
percent, a student with a one-standard deviation higher WGPA (0 .34) would 
have a 90% chance of being rated in the top ten percent of majors . The prob-
abilities of winning awards or getting into a national honors society are also 
significantly higher if the student has a higher WGPA: 24% of all graduates 
earned national awards, and a student with a 0 .34 point higher WGPA had a 
34% chance; the average graduate had a 47% chance of earning a university-
level award, and a student with a 0 .34 point higher WGPA had a 55% chance . 
Finally, while the average student had a 67% chance of getting into national 
honors societies, a student with a 0 .34 point higher WGPA had a 79% chance .
Caution should again be taken when interpreting these results, however, 
since these models do a relatively poor job of predicting success . In each 
model, less than 10% of the variation in college success can be attributable to 
the characteristics that we can observe in the high school transcript . In other 
words, using these data from high school transcripts only successfully pre-
dicts these outcomes between 2% and 7% of the time . The vast majority of 
the determinants of collegiate success appear to be factors unrelated to high 
school grades or standardized test scores, and this, in and of itself, is the most 
revealing result .
discussion
Overall, these results strongly suggest that the way we assess the quality 
of high school applicants to our honors program is limited in its ability to pre-
dict many of the subsequent successes the program targets . Caution needs to 
be taken in overgeneralizing these data because we have data from only those 
students who matriculated into the program . We cannot say whether simi-
lar students who were not in the honors program fared any better or worse 
than those in the program . What we can say is that, based on these data, stu-
dents with similar weighted GPAs are equally likely to succeed, regardless of 
other factors such as ethnic diversity, major, or quality of high school . The 
only exception is the verbal SAT although this only appears to affect graduate 
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school admissions and quite possibly results from the heavy reliance of gradu-
ate schools on similar tests such as the GRE .
The results do have implications for how admissions to honors programs 
should work . First, given a pool of finalists among honors applicants, factors 
such as SATs or competitiveness of high school programs are invalid criteria 
in any kind of final ranking . The only factor that predicts any success is the 
weighted HSGPA, but it accounts for only a small portion of the variation in 
eventual college success . Heavy reliance on simple metrics like GPA is not 
supported by the data .
More interesting, however, is the question of what is missing . While 
simple metrics clearly do a poor job of predicting success, it is not clear 
what additional data might replace them . Possible candidates might include 
measures of such attributes as learning orientation or even personality charac-
teristics such as “grit” although emerging scholarship in these areas suggests 
that tests of such traits may be equally unhelpful (e .g ., Credé, Tynan, and 
Harms; Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, and Kelly), and such measures have 
the added problem of posing thorny ethical issues about how they could be 
implemented; collecting these data in ethical, scientifically valid, consistent, 
and reliable ways would be a major challenge .
conclusion
Predictive Factors
At first glance, this study does not appear to have added any dramatic new 
insight into predictive factors for success in honors programs . The general 
consensus has been that HSGPA is the most reliable factor for predicting suc-
cess even if the bar for “most reliable” is low . This study finds similar results . 
However, the results do suggest that slightly more effective than HSGPA is a 
weighted HSGPA that focuses on core subjects and gives credit for AP, hon-
ors, and IB coursework .
More importantly, this study suggests that HSGPA is more useful than 
we have thought . More than just helping to predict CGPA, HSGPA also 
helped predict the likelihood of success in the major, success in undergradu-
ate research, a positive rating by the research mentor, an invitation to join 
national honor societies, and attainment of national and international awards .
Because these factors explain only about ten percent of the variation we 
see among students accepted into honors programs, honors directors should 
feel somewhat freer in crafting their student cohorts . After narrowing the field 
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of applicants with an initial cut using both standardized tests and HSGPA, 
variation among students becomes razor thin . Liberating oneself from con-
sidering differences of a tenth of a point between one candidate and another 
allows directors to consider other factors that might contribute to a healthy 
program . For example, many of the honors students at Elon University note 
in their assessment of the program that they wish there were more diversity 
of all types within their class, in particular gender (a majority of students are 
female), ethnicity (a majority are white), socioeconomic status (a major-
ity are upper middle class) . The smallness of numeric differences argues for 
choosing the most invigorating mix of students possible .
Benefits of the Process
Other benefits of identifying program-specific measures of success and 
looking for predicting measures are the byproducts of the process . Clearly 
articulating the outcomes that an honors program hopes to achieve requires 
careful analysis of the explicit mission and goals of the program as well as 
implicit outcomes that may be embedded in the program’s curriculum, poli-
cies, or structure . Engaging in such self-analysis can be eye-opening . For us, 
the process led to the clarification of unspoken goals of our program such as 
preparing students for continuing their research agendas in graduate school, 
through scholarship programs such as Fulbright, and in both government and 
private sectors . We also realized the premium we placed on building relation-
ships between students and faculty research mentors .
Another byproduct of the process was the identification of data that we 
wanted in order to assess our students but that we were not currently gather-
ing . On the front end of the process in terms of admissions, we realized that 
we were not analyzing the on-campus interview and essay scores as possible 
predictors of success . This realization came fairly recently so these factors 
were not part of the current study, but we will include them in future analy-
ses . On the back end of the process in terms of graduation, we realized that 
faculty often talked about those students who really stood out, who were stars 
in their programs, but we had no way to capture these glowing evaluations . 
Further, as honors directors we found that when we talked about our most 
successful students, we often named the same students that faculty had iden-
tified based on relationships to which we were not privy .
Finally, these new efforts to gather additional data for research resulted 
in our being able to articulate more clearly and specifically the outcomes 
for honors students at our university . As a result, we are now able to answer 
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questions from prospective students and their parents about the kinds of out-
comes they might achieve .
In the end, we may still resort to doing everything possible to read the 
tea leaves, but we will be reading them with a clearer idea of the goals and 
outcomes to which we aspire .
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introduction
For decades, research has shown that higher levels of education corre-spond to increased interest in politics and civic engagement . Despite the 
vast amount of scholarly attention, why this link exists is still disputed . One 
theory about the connection is the civic education hypothesis, which claims 
that the causal link between education and civic engagement depends not 
only on the amount of education a person receives but also on the type of cur-
riculum studied . For example, Hillygus argues that “some courses are more 
likely than others to develop the skills fundamental to political participation” 
(31) . Similarly, Condon argues that the development of verbal skills is crucial 
to engaging in public affairs .
Although every honors college functions uniquely within its institu-
tion, the University of Alabama (UA) Honors College has an explicit goal of 
169
developing “agents of social change .” At the heart of the honors experience are 
three-hour, interdisciplinary, honors seminars for no more than fifteen stu-
dents . To graduate with honors, UA students must complete no fewer than six 
hours of seminar credit, but often students complete more . In contrast to the 
traditional academic lecture, the skills developed in a seminar are uniquely 
suited for the development and application of citizenship behaviors . In par-
ticular, UA honors seminars stress discussion, reflection, writing, and debate, 
providing students the opportunity to practice each behavior in a controlled 
environment . Through the seminar experience, honors students are expected 
to engage the skill sets that produce interest and competence in public affairs 
more frequently than non-honors students .
Our research suggests that the UA Honors College contributes to the 
development of skills that are necessary to participate in political discourse 
but that are underdeveloped in some academic tracks . To test the civic educa-
tion hypothesis, we use data from the National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE) administered at UA over a two-year period . We hypothesize that an 
honors curriculum will lead to increased levels of interest in political life . To 
conduct our analysis, we focus on the NSSE question: “To what extent has 
your experience at this institution contributed to your knowledge, skills, and 
personal development in the following areas: Voting in local, state, or national 
elections?” We use this question as a proxy measure for student interest in 
politics and find tentative support for our hypothesis that completion of the 
UA honors curriculum corresponds with greater interest in politics .
background and related literature
One of the most enduring findings in political behavior research is the 
connection between education and political participation (Brady, Verba, 
and Schlozman; Condon; Hillygus; Sondheimer and Green; Wolfinger and 
Rosenstone) . Although alternative theories have been proposed (Luskin; Nie 
et al .), the most recent research on the link between higher education and 
political participation suggests that the civic education hypothesis does help 
to explain the causal link between higher education and political behavior .
The essence of the civic education hypothesis is that the type of educa-
tion a person receives is a causal mechanism for explaining increased interest 
in politics . Additional years of schooling can provide citizens with the skills 
needed for political engagement beyond the general requirements of literacy 
and understanding of democratic principles, but not all educational endeav-
ors are helpful in cultivating civic skills . For example, many STEM students 
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at large public universities are not able to participate in small, seminar-style 
courses . Additionally, the required general education courses for all students 
pursuing an undergraduate degree are often in larger classes where discus-
sion-style learning is less likely . While reading and writing proficiency allow 
individuals to engage democratic processes at a baseline level, competence 
in making political decisions and participating in political processes requires 
developing the classic skills associated with politics: language, rhetoric, pub-
lic speaking, debate, and critical thinking .
Similarly, there is no reason to think that every educational experience 
will lead to increased interest in civic engagement . For example, most under-
graduates are required to complete at least a standard level of mathematics . 
Math courses rarely involve discussion or conceptualizing social issues, and 
very rarely if ever do math instructors connect the development of math-
ematical skills to political discourse . Social science, humanities, and related 
seminar courses, however, can and often do impart the civic skills that, the 
civic education hypothesis posits, enable political participation and lead to 
increased involvement in politics and civic life .
Research on honors education has also acknowledged the importance of 
learning that correlates with interest in politics . For example, Andrews points 
out that many honors courses cultivate the same skills as humanities courses, 
focusing on sustained reading, interdisciplinary reflection, and the “universal 
problems of human experience” (8) . Similarly, Schneider calls for an hon-
ors education that challenges students to think critically about worldviews, 
personal values, and citizenship . Carnicom questions whether an honors 
education innovates or preserves, pushes boundaries or works to maintain 
the valuable tools that have been used throughout history for the production 
of civically engaged graduates . Dooley, in response to Carnicom, stresses the 
values of traditional education within an honors classroom, readying students 
for citizenry rather than training for specific professional tracks . Finally, Klos, 
Eskine, and Pashkevich show the statistical relationship between honors edu-
cation and social justice . In summary, the civic education hypothesis, which 
suggests that higher education has the ability to impart the skills necessary 
to participate in a democratic society, is a recurring theme in literature on 
honors education .
data and methods
In support of the civic education hypothesis, we propose that an hon-
ors education at UA corresponds to increased interest in voting . To test our 
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hypothesis, we use NSSE data from the University of Alabama administered 
during the 2010–2011 and 2011–12 academic years .
Data from the NSSE were accessed through the UA Office of Institu-
tional Research and Assessment . Since the full dataset was not available, we 
requested variables related to the number of assigned readings and reflections 
and thus relate to the civic engagement hypothesis . We also requested general 
demographic information about respondents . The NSSE includes responses 
from both first-year and graduating students, but we only use senior respon-
dents in our analysis since many freshmen would not have completed their 
honors seminar requirements at the time of the survey . We exclude respon-
dents with missing responses, for a total of 1,887 respondents .
The decision to include upperclassmen and not freshman responses in 
the analysis is based on the specifics of completing an honors curriculum at 
UA, where incoming freshmen have complete autonomy to enroll or not to 
enroll in honors courses during their first year . The general recommenda-
tion from UA’s honors academic advisors is to enroll in one honors course 
per semester, either an honors seminar or an honors elective course . Since 
the decision to enroll in honors courses is made by each individual student, 
some students opt to take departmental honors courses, which satisfy honors 
requirements but are mostly lecture courses, and some choose to complete 
honors seminars . Our argument is that seminar courses are likely to contrib-
ute to an honors student’s interest in participating in politics, but we do not 
believe that honors electives have the same effect . For example, an elective 
honors lecture course in accounting is likely to be more enriching than a 
non-honors version of the course but is not likely to build political skills in 
the same way that a seminar does . For freshmen who have completed hon-
ors seminars before the assessment, we would anticipate seeing an increased 
effect of their education on interest in politics . For those who have not com-
pleted UH seminars before the assessment, we would not expect to see an 
increased interest in politics . Unfortunately, in our dataset we have no way of 
knowing whether freshman respondents have completed honors seminars at 
the time of the survey or not, so estimates of the impact of an honors curricu-
lum on voting are not likely to provide valid inferences .
On the other hand, upperclassmen completing the NSSE are likely to 
have completed required UH seminars . Retention in the UA Honors Col-
lege requires students to maintain above a 3 .3 GPA and to complete honors 
requirements at a rate equal to that of their general curriculum . Students who 
fall below a 3 .3 GPA must be able to attain that requirement by the end of the 
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subsequent semester, so any senior honors respondent is likely to graduate 
with honors and thus has completed the necessary honors seminar require-
ments . In short, we feel that upperclassmen are likely to provide valid data 
about the civic engagement hypothesis since they have completed the courses 
that are theoretically consistent with the civic engagement hypothesis .
Dependent Variable
Our dependent variable is each respondent’s answer to the NSSE ques-
tion “To what extent has your experience at this institution contributed to 
your knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following areas: Vot-
ing in local, state, or national elections?” We estimate an ordered probit model 
since our NSSE response variable is an ordered Likert response . Responses 
were placed on a 1–4 scale and used as a proxy measure for student interest 
in politics:
1 = Very Much
2 = Quite a bit
3 = Some
4 = Very little
Ordered logistic regressions model the relationship between a set of predic-
tors and the tendency to be in each ordered category, and more appropriately 
they model ordinal data when compared to an ordinary least-squares model 
(Fullerton and Xu) . All analysis is conducted in R using the dpylr (Wickham 
and Francois) and polr packages .
Key Independent Variables
We are primarily interested in two variables: a measure of honors status 
and an index of measures related to language and verbal skills development . 
Our index variable is constructed by aggregating and averaging four differ-
ent NSSE responses related to respondents’ self-reported number of reading 
and writing assignments . The civic engagement hypothesis suggests that the 
causal link between higher education and increased political participation lies 
in the completion of coursework stressing verbal skills . We thus include four 
embedded questions in our index: “During the current school year, about 
how much reading and writing have you done? ‘Number of assigned text-
books, books, or book-length packs of course readings,’ ‘Number of written 
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papers or reports of 20 pages or more,’ ‘Number of written papers or reports 
between 5 and 19 pages,’ ‘Number of written papers or reports of fewer than 
5 pages .’” Each response is ordered on a 1–5 scale .
1 = None
2 = 1–4
3 = 5–10
4 = 11–20
5 = More than 20
Since our dependent variable was ordered with more positive educational 
outcomes on the low response end, we reordered each response for consis-
tency with lower values corresponding to more reading and writing assigned/
completed . Since all questions are on the same scale, the distance between 
consecutive levels is kept constant, so we take a simple average of the four 
responses . We expect that our index measure will be negatively related to 
our outcome variable because lower-valued responses correspond with an 
increased likelihood of verbal skills development .
We also include a measure for whether the respondent is an honors 
student . Since honors seminars are likely to confer the skills necessary for 
engagement in politics, we anticipate that our honors variable will negatively 
correlate with our output variable .
Other Independent Variables
We also include measures from the Office of Institutional Research on 
whether students self-report as a racial minority, whether they are a STEM 
major, and their sex . Many studies have noted the unique challenges in higher 
education related to minority students ( Johnston, Pizzolato, and Kanny; 
Museus and Park; Watson), so we include a measure for whether the institu-
tion identifies each student in a minority group . For our analysis, all non-white 
students are coded as a minority student, with minority = 1 and non-minority 
= 0 . Consistent with the civic engagement hypothesis, STEM students are 
likely to complete fewer writing assignments overall, a fact that is likely to 
affect responses to questions on voting behavior . Students in STEM majors 
were identified with a dummy variable, where STEM students = 1 and non-
STEM majors = 0 . A full list of the majors we classified as STEM can be found 
in Appendix A . Lastly, we include a dummy variable from the institution on 
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respondents’ sex, where male = 1 and female = 0, since studies have shown 
differences in likelihood of political participation based on gender (Hooghe 
and Stolle; Malin, Tirri, and Liauw) .
results
Table 1 presents model results from both OLS and ordered logistic 
regressions . Column 1 presents the standard OLS model, and column 2 
reflects the fully specified ordered logistic model . Results suggest that both 
our index measure and honors status are related to our voting measure . Both 
key variables are significant and negatively related to voting in each model . 
Since voting is ordered so that lower values reflect greater interest in voting, 
a negative relationship indicates that students who engage in a curriculum 
with more opportunities to develop civic skills are more likely to respond that 
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table 1. ols and ordinal regression results
Dependent Variable: Gncitizn
OLS
(1)
Ordered Logistic
(2)
Index3 -0 .153*** -0 .262***
(0 .042) (0 .074)
HONORS1 -0 .222*** -0 .367***
(0 .049) (0 .087)
Minority1 -0 .163** -0 .304**
(0 .070) (0 .125)
STEM1 -0 .053 -0 .082
(0 .050) (0 .087)
STSEXM 0 .081 0 .160*
(0 .051) (0 .089)
Constant 2 .872***
(0 .151)
Observations 1,887 1,887
R2 0 .022
Adjusted R2 0 .020
Res . Std . Error 1 .030 (df = 1881)
F Statistic 8 .600*** (df = 5; 1881)
Note: *p<0 .1; **p<0 .05; ***p<0 .01
their institution has contributed to their interest in voting . This finding lends 
support for the civic engagement hypothesis within the context of an honors 
education . Specifically, it suggests that students in the UA Honors College are 
more likely to respond that their education has contributed to their interest in 
voting . Similarly, our findings suggest that the amount of reading and writing 
in their curriculum positively correlates with students’ perception that their 
education has had an impact on their interest in voting . More precise inter-
pretations of our key independent variables can be found in Appendix B .
Both minority status and sex are also statistically significant in the model . 
The sign for minority is negative, suggesting that minority students are more 
likely to report an increased interest in voting as a result of their educational 
experience, holding all of the other variables in the model constant . Male 
respondents, on the other hand, report less interest in voting as a result of 
their education, holding constant the other predictors in the model . Several 
different explanations might account for this finding, one being the amount 
of effort put forth by different social groups . Possibly women and minorities 
commit more fully to the educational exercises of a seminar-style course . For 
example, Kinzie et al . find that women devote more time to constructive edu-
cational activities whereas college men tend to spend more time in leisure . 
Compared to a traditional lecture-style course, a seminar is in many ways 
more demanding, particularly in outside-of-class preparations for discus-
sion, writing, and debate . In this case, more effort might translate into more 
learning, which in turn enhances perceptions of increased political knowl-
edge . On the other hand, men might simply overestimate their knowledge 
of political affairs to begin with, thus seeing little growth in their learning . 
This explanation would track with several studies in the political behavior 
literature, which show a perceived gender gap in political knowledge due to 
risk-aversion more than actual differences in knowledge (Lizotte and Sidman; 
Mondak and Anderson) . The most pessimistic explanation is that this finding 
results from a true political knowledge gap for women and minorities, giving 
both groups a greater propensity for growth in perceived learning in this area . 
Of the possible interpretations, we withhold any speculation about which is 
most accurate .
Lastly, STEM is positive but not significantly related to our outcome 
measure, which tracks directionally with the civic engagement hypothesis but 
cannot be interpreted further due to statistical insignificance .
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conclusions
In the political behavior literature, explaining the causal link between 
higher education and increased interest/engagement in politics has begun to 
coalesce around the civic education hypothesis . Similarly, a long list of pub-
lications on honors education has organized itself around the virtues of an 
honors education for the development of civic skills . Our research applies the 
civic education hypothesis within the context of an honors education, finding 
further, albeit cautious, support for the theory .
Several of our findings make noteworthy contributions to the honors 
education literature . First, it appears that an honors education, given the cor-
rect structure and mission, has the ability to contribute to the development 
of civic skills . Both the scholarly literature and more mainstream media cur-
rently debate the merits of an education that focuses on the STEM fields, on 
one hand, and an education that focuses on the principles of a classical educa-
tion, on the other . On one side of the debate, policymakers, employers, and 
administrators extol the benefits of a STEM education, e .g ., technological 
innovation, expansion of research, and the financial payoffs of a labor force 
with robust science and mathematics skills . On the other side, classical theo-
ries of higher education argue that a college degree is about more than the 
development of a professional skill set on the way to a career; it is about the 
development of each individual’s ability to function as a citizen in a demo-
cratic society . An honors education provides a unique opportunity for higher 
education institutions to satisfy both sides of the debate, proving sufficient 
rigor for STEM students while also grounding students in the classical pur-
poses of higher education .
Our research also suggests an approach that helps honors faculty and 
administrators understand the value of their work to the education of stu-
dents . Assessment of learning is often complex, painstaking work, but our 
research suggests that, in the right context, an honors education can have 
easily measured effects on a student’s educational development . Even though 
our model demonstrates little variance in our outcome measure, we would 
not expect a model predicting voting behavior to be robust . Thousands of 
different factors might affect a student’s interest in making a voting decision, 
and we do not expect the number of assignments related to the development 
of reading and writing or the fact of participation in an honors program to be 
a major contributor to a student’s voting decision . We do, though, show that 
a modest link exists between being an honors student and having an interest 
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in voting . Our research shows that honors students, all else held constant, 
are more likely to perceive that their institution has affected their interest 
in voting . We believe that this finding adds meaningfully to the research on 
potential impacts of an honors education .
One final note is the possibility that students who enroll in the UA Hon-
ors College might be more likely than honors students elsewhere to report an 
increased interest in politics and to respond that their education has had an 
impact on their voting . For instance, since the UA Honors College is explicit 
about its goal of developing agents of positive social change, students who 
find this goal compelling might be the ones who opt to complete the hon-
ors curriculum . This kind of explanation has been proposed (Herrnstein and 
Murray; Luskin) and tested (Hillygus) as the political meritocracy hypothesis, 
which argues that the correlation between increased education and political 
participation is facilitated not by education level but by general intelligence . 
In other words, the individuals who are likely to pursue more education are 
the same individuals who are likely to be politically participatory because 
they are more intelligent in general . Hillygus, however, has tested both the 
political meritocracy hypothesis and the civic education hypothesis, find-
ing the latter a better explanatory theory for the link between education and 
political and civic participation . Specifically, Hillygus finds that the type of 
curriculum completed is significant for predicting civic engagement and vot-
ing even when controlling for general measures of intelligence . To test the 
political meritocracy hypothesis in the UA Honors College, we would need 
access to measures of general political interest prior to completing an hon-
ors curriculum as well as a variable indicating honors status . As we expand 
our research, we hope that we can measure general political interest in con-
junction with the completion of an honors curriculum so that more precise 
inferences can be obtained .
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appendix a
List of Major Codes
Note: 1=STEM, 0=Other .
Major Code Major Class
AAST African American Studies 0
AC Accounting 1
ADV Advertising 0
AE Aerospace Engineering 1
AE Aerospace Engineering 1
AEM Aerospace Engineer & Mechanics 1
AMS American Studies 0
ANT Anthropology 0
APMA Applied Mathematics 1
APR Advertising Public Relations 0
APST Applied Statistics 1
ARCE Architectural Engineering 1
ARH Art History 0
ART Art 0
AT Apparel And Textiles 0
ATHT Athletic Training 1
BA Book Arts 0
BUAD Business Administration 1
BY Biology 1
CCE Construction Engineering 1
CD Communicative Disorders 0
CE Civil Engineering 1
CECM Coun Educ-Clinical Mental Hlth 0
CECO Coun Educ-Community 0
CERG Coun Educ-Rehab Counseling 0
CESC Counselor Ed School Couns 0
CH Chemistry 1
CHE Chemical Engineering 1
CIS Communication & Info Sciences 0
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CJ Criminal Justice 0
COED Counselor Education 0
COM Communication Studies 0
COMP Composition 0
CRW Creative Writing 0
CS Computer Science 1
CSGR Computer Science (GR) 1
CSM Consumer Sciences 0
CSMG Consumer Sciences (GR) 0
CTED Continuing Education 0
CTID Cloth Textiles Interior Design 0
DN Dance 0
EAEM Educ Admin Elem Middle School 0
EASE Educ Admin Secondary School 0
EC Economics (CB) 1
ECAS Economics (AS) 0
ECED Early Childhood Education 0
ECHS Early Childhood Education 0
EDAD Educational Administration 0
EDLE Educational Leadership 0
EDPR Educ Psychology-Research 0
EDPY Educational Psychology 0
EDR Educational Research 0
EDSG Educ Psychology: General Educ 0
EDSP Educ Psychology: School Psych 0
EDSY Educ Psychology: School Psych 0
EE Electrical Engineering 1
EH English 0
EHSL English As Second Language 0
ELED Elementary Education 0
ELFR Sec Ed French N-12 0
ELGN Sec Ed German N-12 0
ELLT Sec Ed Latin N-12 0
ELSP Sec Ed Spanish N-12 0
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EORN Nursing-Educ Opportunity RN 0
ES Environmental Science 0
ESM Engr Science & Mechanics 1
EVEG Environmental Engineering 1
FI Finance 1
FIN Finance 1
FLLT Foreign Languages & Literature 0
FN Food and Nutrition (FN) 0
GB General Business 1
GEHS Gen Studies Human Envir Sci 0
GEO Geology 1
GHS General Health Studies 0
GN German 1
GY Geography 1
HDFS Human Development Family Stdy 0
HDVG Human Development Family Stdy 0
HEA Higher Education Administratn 0
HEPM Health Education and Promotion 0
HLST Health Studies 0
HPES Human Perf Exercise Science 1
HPPE Hupf: Physical Education 1
HUN Human Nutrition 1
HUPD Human Performance 0
HUPF Human Performance 0
HY History 0
IDGR Interdisciplinary 0
IDHS Interdisciplinary Studies 0
IDNW Interdisciplinary 0
IDXD Interdisciplinary 0
INLE Instructional Leadership 0
INST International Studies 0
INTD Interior Design 0
JN Journalism 0
JS Juridical Science 0
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LAC Lower Division AC 1
LAW Law 0
LBIS Library & Information Studies 0
LEC Lower Division EC 1
LFIN Lower Division Finance 1
LGB Lower Division GB 1
LLW Law (LLM) 0
LMGT Lower Division Management 1
LMIS Lower Division MIS 1
LMKT Lower Division Marketing 1
LOM Lower Division OM 1
MA Mathematics 1
MAP Multiple Abilities Program 0
MBY Microbiology 1
ME Mechanical Engineering 1
MED Medicine 1
MGMT Management 1
MGT Management 1
MIS Management Information Systems 1
MKT Marketing 1
MS Marine Science 1
MSBG Marine Science Biology 1
MSBY Marine Science/Biology 1
MSCG Marine Science Chemistry 1
MSCH Marine Science/Chemistry 1
MSGE Marine Science/Geology 1
MSGG Marine Science Geology 1
MTE Metallurgical & Materials Engr 1
MTLS Materials Science 1
MTMT Materials Metallurgical Engr 1
MUEI Music Education/Instrumental 0
MUS Music 0
MUTH Music Theory 0
MUTY Music Therapy 0
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MUVC Music Education/Vocal-Choral 0
NDC Non-Degree Student Certificate 0
NDS Non-Degree Student 0
NUR Nursing 1
NURM Nursing 1
NURP Nursing 1
OM Operations Management 1
PERF Performance 0
PH Physics 1
PHL Philosophy 0
PLSD Pre-Law Studies-AS 0
PMST Pre-Majors Studies (AS) 0
PRCJ Pre-Criminal Justice 0
PRDN Pre-Dental 1
PRIS Pre-Interdisciplinary Studies 0
PRMD Pre-Medical 0
PROP Pre-Optometry 1
PROT Pre-Occup Therapy 1
PRPH Pre-Pharmacy 1
PRPT Pre-Physical Therapy 1
PSC Political Science 0
PUAD Public Administration 0
PUHE Public Health 0
PURL Public Relations 0
PY Psychology 0
REL Religious Studies 0
RHM Restaurant & Hospitality Mgt 1
ROFR Romance Languages: French 0
ROML Romance Languages 0
ROSP Romance Languages: Spanish 0
SB Shelton Bridge Student 0
SCPY School Psychology 0
SEED Secondary Education 0
SEEE Special Educ-Early Childhood 0
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SEFR Second Educ-French 0
SEGN Second Educ-German 0
SELA Second Educ-Language Arts 0
SELT Second Educ-Latin 0
SEMA Second Educ-Mathematics 0
SESI Secondary Educ/Science 0
SESP Second Educ-Spanish 0
SESS Second Educ-Social Science 0
SHLP Speech Language Pathology 0
SP Spanish 0
SPCO Collaborative Educ Prog (SPE) 0
SPE Special Education 0
SW Social Work 0
TAX Taxation 1
TCF Telecommunication And Film 0
TH Theatre 0
TXAC Tax Accounting 1
UDAS Undesignated Arts & Sciences 0
UDCB Undesignated Commerce Business 1
UDCM Undesignated Communication 0
UDED Undesignated Education 0
UDEG Undesignated Engineering 1
UDEL Undesignated Arts & Sci .—ELI 0
UDHS Undesignated Human Envir Scien 0
WS Women Studies 0
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appendix b
Interpretations of Key Independent Variables
Standard interpretation of the ordinal logistic coefficients is that for a one-unit 
increase in the predictor, the outcome changes by its regression coefficient in 
the ordered log odds scale holding constant the other variables in the model . 
In our model, we expect a 0 .222 increase in the log odds of responding that 
education has increased interest in voting for honors students, holding all 
other variables in the model constant . Similarly, for a one-unit increase in our 
index variable, we expect a 0 .262 increase in the log odds of responding that 
education has increased interest in voting .
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The Census of  
U.S. Honors Programs and Colleges
Richard I . Scott and Patricia J . Smith
University of Central Arkansas
Andrew J . Cognard-Black
St . Mary’s College, the Maryland Public Honors College and the  
National Collegiate Honors Council
introduction
Beginning in 2013 and spanning four research articles, we have imple-mented an empirical analysis protocol for honors education that is 
rooted in demography (Scott; Scott and Smith; Smith and Scott “Growth”; 
Smith and Scott, “Demography”) . The goal of this protocol is to describe the 
structure and distribution of the honors population, but instead of a focus on 
aggregates of students or faculty and staff, the educational institution is the 
unit of analysis . This organizational demography has answered many ques-
tions about the growth of honors throughout collegiate education over time 
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(Smith and Scott, “Growth”); documenting infrastructural and program-
matic differences between honors colleges and programs, and between those 
programs at two-year and four-year institutions (Scott); identifying the exis-
tence of all institutions offering honors education in the United States and 
how they are grouped by institutional mission and control (Scott and Smith); 
and mapping the location and regional affiliation of all honors programs and 
colleges in the United States (Smith and Scott, “Demography”) .
We learned that in the first half-century of the existence of the National 
Collegiate Honors Council (NCHC), honors education expanded by 400%, 
with specific waves of growth in the 1960s and 1980s, followed by increases in 
the 2000s in the number of programs transitioning to colleges at a time when 
overall growth in honors plateaued (Smith and Scott, “Growth”) . We saw that 
offering honors curricula campus-wide is now pervasive in American higher 
education, having a presence at 1,503 of the 2,500 nonprofit undergraduate 
institutions, with that presence divided into over 1,300 programs and just 
under 200 colleges (Scott and Smith) . We discovered that clear patterns exist 
among honors types in NCHC: institutions with honors colleges generally 
evidence more complex infrastructure and more investment of resources 
than institutions with honors programs, and the same can be said of honors 
programs at four-year institutions compared to those at two-year institutions 
(Scott) . We noticed that institutional control, i .e ., private versus public con-
trol, does not distinguish honors programs, with nearly equal percentages of 
public and private institutions having programs, but it does matter for honors 
colleges, with many more located in the public sector (Scott and Smith) . We 
determined that the distribution of honors programs and colleges varies by 
institutional type, with many more honors colleges in doctoral universities 
than in master’s, baccalaureate, or associate’s institutions (Scott and Smith) . 
Finally, we discovered that NCHC represents nearly 60% of institutions with 
honors programs or colleges and that non-members appear to have far fewer 
resources and be more isolated from the honors community, not only nation-
ally but also regionally (Smith and Scott, “Demography”) . One qualifying 
note is that a few non-members are doctoral universities with large honors 
programs; although they do not fit the overall profile of non-members, they 
are too few in number to affect the generalization .
We proposed enriching the dataset we assembled that answered the ques-
tions above by combining forces with NCHC so that we could potentially 
answer additional questions . In the spring of 2016, we shared our Integrated 
Postsecondary Educational Data System, or IPEDS (Carnegie), dataset with 
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the NCHC office so that they could begin reaching out to the non-members 
we had identified in order to grow membership . After following NCHC’s 
data use and access permission protocol, we then jointly composed a ques-
tionnaire to conduct a census of honors programs and colleges in the United 
States . The questionnaire items are similar or identical to those used in the 
NCHC Member Survey of 2012–13 (Scott) although a few new items were 
added, including characteristics of the administrators running the honors 
academic unit, presence of a student participation fee, and employment of 
student workers .
Only one prior study (Scott) has surveyed all NCHC institutional mem-
bers regarding programmatic and infrastructural features of honors programs 
and colleges, and no prior survey of these features has included both NCHC 
members and non-members . Because we attempted to gather data from all 
institutions offering honors education for which we could find contact infor-
mation, we call this a census; it allows us to answer questions about variation 
across types of honors entities (colleges, four-year programs, and two-year 
programs) and between NCHC member institutions and non-members . We 
considered specifically (1) institutional features; (2) characteristics of hon-
ors heads; (3) characteristics of staff and faculty; (4) costs and benefits for 
students; (5) curricular features; and (6) administrative and advancement 
characteristics .
methodology
To answer our research questions, we began—with the dataset we previ-
ously developed from multiple sources—to explore the national landscape 
of honors education (for more information see Scott and Smith) . The dataset 
began with the 2014 list of 4,664 institutions in IPEDs . To narrow the focus, 
we excluded institutions that did not deliver a traditional undergraduate edu-
cation at nonprofit institutions, resulting in the removal of 1,290 for-profit 
institutions, 261 graduate-only institutions, 479 institutions offering special-
focus curricula, 35 tribal institutions, and all 49 institutions located outside 
of the 50 states of the U .S . The end result was 2,550 nonprofit colleges and 
universities offering a traditional undergraduate education . The 2016 IPEDS 
dataset used the Carnegie Basic Classification that distinguishes associate’s 
colleges (two-year institutions) from four-year institutions and that fur-
ther divided the latter into baccalaureate colleges, master’s universities, and 
doctoral universities in their 2015 report . Note that the IPEDS definitional 
structure includes a branch campus of multi-campus systems only when the 
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former has its own governance unit; on rare occasions, this may mean that 
honors programs with multiple memberships in NCHC had to be classified 
as one honors program despite operating as multiple programs within one 
campus system .
We then limited our dataset to those institutions that offer honors edu-
cation in a campus-wide manner, excluding those having only departmental 
honors programs . We then searched online through the university’s website 
for the presence or absence of information on honors education at each of the 
2,550 institutions studied; when the presence of honors was detected, we fur-
ther examined whether it was institution-wide and whether it was designated 
as an honors program or college (for more information, see Scott and Smith) . 
Membership in NCHC was based on its 2016 list of institutional members, 
excluding for-profit companies, organizations that provide study abroad or 
internships only, honors societies, and individual/professional members .
Once a full dataset was in place and contact information for each of the 
programs was collected, we then worked with the national office to conduct 
the NCHC 2016 Census of Honors Programs and Colleges, the primary 
source of data for this project . Fall 2014 IPEDS enrollment data (National 
Center for Education Statistics, or NCES) were merged with census survey 
responses, allowing us to examine characteristics such as Carnegie classifica-
tion, institutional control, and institution size, i .e ., undergraduate full-time 
equivalent student enrollment . Census question wording and other details 
about response options, data transformations, and merged IPEDS data can 
be found in the Appendix .
The NCHC Census was administered from the National Collegiate 
Honors Council home office as an online survey using the SurveyGizmo® 
web-based application . After review and approval by the NCHC Data Use 
Policy Committee, the survey was launched on September 26, 2016, several 
weeks before the national meeting of the NCHC in Seattle . As part of the invi-
tation to participate, target participants were offered an incentive of inclusion 
in a random drawing for one of two $500 vouchers for NCHC institutional 
membership fees in the following year . Invitation emails included unique sur-
vey hyperlinks for each respondent so that response and non-response could 
be tracked . Five reminder email messages were sent out to institutions that 
had not responded by the time of each specific reminder . The reminders were 
sent on 25 October (roughly 4 weeks after launch), 11 November (7 weeks), 
30 November (9 weeks), 12 December (11 weeks), and 2 January 2017 (14 
weeks), and the survey was then closed on 16 January 2017, after approxi-
mately sixteen weeks in the field .
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The 2016 Census was sent to the contact of record for the 849 degree-
granting NCHC institutional members as well as individuals at 186 
non-member honors programs/colleges for whom we had contact informa-
tion from the earlier phases of the demography of honors project . Of the 
1,035 representatives who received the invitation to participate in the cen-
sus, 458 gave affirmative consent of participation and submitted an online 
survey, for an overall response rate of 44 .3 percent . However, member and 
non-member segments of the overall sample did not participate at the same 
rates . NCHC member institutions were almost twice as likely to participate 
in the NCHC Census . Of the 458 completed census forms, 408 were from 
NCHC member institutions (48 .1 percent response rate), and 50 were from 
non-member institutions (26 .9 percent response) . While the 26 .9 percent 
response rate for non-member institutions was considerably lower than it was 
for NCHC member institutions, it is nonetheless a reasonably good response 
rate for contemporary online surveys . Moreover, the responses within specific 
known categories of institutional character indicate that those non-member 
institutions that did respond are fairly representative of the larger group that 
received invitations .
Table 1 presents the rates of response for different categories of institution 
within the dimensions of institutional mission (i .e ., Carnegie classification) 
and institutional control, and it also presents the average full-time equiva-
lent undergraduate enrollments within each of these categories . Among 
the 186 institutions in the non-member segment of the census sample, 36 .0 
percent were at associate’s colleges (n = 67), 37 .1 percent at baccalaureate 
colleges (n = 69), 19 .9 percent at master’s colleges/universities (n = 37), 5 .4 
percent at research/doctoral universities (n = 10), and 1 .6 percent at special-
ized institutions (e .g ., schools of engineering) . Among the 50 non-members 
that ultimately responded to the Census, 32 .0 percent are associate’s colleges 
(a difference of only -4 percentage points), 38 .0 percent baccalaureate col-
leges (0 .9 percentage points), 18 .0 percent master’s colleges/universities 
(-1 .9 percentage points), 10 .0 percent research/doctoral universities (4 .6 
percentage points), and 2 .0 percent specialized institutions (0 .4 percentage 
points) . Responding institutions are also comparable in terms of institution 
size (measured as full-time equivalent undergraduate enrollment) . The one 
exception to the general conclusion of representativeness is research/doc-
toral universities, which may be slightly overrepresented among responding 
non-member institutions, but the difference in the proportion of research/
doctoral universities among responding compared to non-responding insti-
tutions is only marginally significant (p ≤  .10) . Non-member respondents are 
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also representative when considering the dimension of institutional control: 
56 .5 percent of the 186 non-member sample are public institutions compared 
to the 50 .0 percent of responding non-member institutions that are public .
Within the NCHC member institution segment of the 2016 Census, 
research/doctoral universities were also somewhat more likely to respond 
to the census survey . Table 2 presents a similar breakdown of the patterns 
of response for NCHC member institutions: Research/doctoral universities 
were 26 percent of responding member institutions whereas they are only 
19 .5% in the larger NCHC member group, and the difference in the propor-
tion among those responding compared to those not responding is significant 
at the p ≤  .01 level . Otherwise, when we look at institutional control, size, and 
Carnegie classification, responding institutions appear to be a reasonably rep-
resentative cross-section of the larger group of NCHC member institutions . 
However, of the overall sample, it appears that honors colleges (n = 105 out 
of approximately 136 honors colleges that we believe are NCHC members; 
see Scott and Smith) were more likely to respond to the 2016 Census: the 105 
NCHC member institutions that responded to the census represent approxi-
mately 75 percent of the known honors colleges among NCHC members, 
and the remaining 303 institutional members reporting for member honors 
programs represent approximately 43 percent of NCHC member honors pro-
grams . These varying response rates mean that any overall summary statistics 
calculated from 2016 Census data would be disproportionately affected by 
the responses from NCHC members and honors colleges . For these reasons, 
it is important to examine these segments of the data separately .
results
Tables 3–8 present results for census items, first by membership status, 
then by broad Carnegie classification (distinguishing two-year from four-year 
degree institutions), and then, within the four-year group, by honors orga-
nizational structure as a college or program . Aggregate results (regardless of 
membership, Carnegie classification, or honors organization) are presented 
in the far-right column .
Table 3 describes institutional features . Honors education is most often 
delivered through a program with an honors student enrollment of more 
than 5% of the overall student body at a four-year public institution ([466 .9 
/ 8,034 .6] × 100 = 5 .8%) . Comparing NCHC members to non-members 
reveals that the latter have smaller programs (in terms of student num-
bers), are located within smaller schools, and are more likely to be at private 
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institutions . NCHC members are more likely to be doctoral and masters’ 
universities while non-members are more likely to be baccalaureate and asso-
ciate’s colleges . For NCHC members, total undergraduate enrollments from 
four-year institutions are twice that for schools with honors colleges com-
pared to programs, and the number of honors students is nearly three times 
as large (1,023 to 385) . In addition, many more honors colleges are at public 
institutions (89%) whereas a majority of four-year institutions with hon-
ors programs are private (53%) . Two-year institutions have smaller honors 
enrollments among NCHC members, but honors enrollments for non-mem-
ber two-year institutions are on a par with those for non-member four-year 
institutions . Not surprisingly, all the two-year schools with honors are at pub-
lic institutions .
Table 4 shows characteristics of the honors chief academic officer . Typi-
cally, honors programs have directors and colleges have deans; however, a 
significant minority of two-year institutions instead have a coordinator or 
chair of honors regardless of NCHC member status . Honors college deans 
typically have twelve-month contracts, and nearly three-fourths have full-
time assignments . Programs rarely have full-time directors, but just over half 
of these directors have twelve-month appointments . Time assigned to hon-
ors is less for heads of honors at two-year schools, and the honors heads at 
non-NCHC members are much more likely to have less than 50% of full-time 
equivalency devoted to administering honors . Half of those running honors 
have been on the job three years or less while over a third have 4–10 years 
of experience, and 15% have been in charge of honors for 11 or more years . 
These results do not vary much by institution type, honors organization, or 
NCHC membership status .
Honors heads at four-year institutions nearly all have doctoral degrees 
compared to just over half at two-year institutions . Almost half of all honors 
heads come from the humanities, followed by the social sciences (more than 
one fourth) and STEM (one sixth); little variation is evident in the fields of 
highest degree by type of honors program/college . While nearly half (48%) 
of honors heads are women, among NCHC member institutions women 
honors heads are more concentrated at two-year institutions (73%) and less 
at four-year institutions (42%) . Nine in ten of those running honors academic 
units are white . Almost six in ten honors heads teach honors courses as part 
of the duties of their position, an assignment that occurs in fewer honors col-
leges (44%) than programs (70%) among NCHC members .
For honors heads in full-time positions in honors, the 2016 Census 
added to the 2013 survey a question about salary . Wording for this item as 
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well as analytic detail about transformation of the categorical 2016 Census 
response options can be found in the Appendix . In order to calculate aver-
ages for various groupings of honors heads, we used the midpoint of each 
$5,000 income range as the single-point estimate of salary . Further estima-
tion fitting the Pareto distribution (see Hout; Ligon) to the upper end of the 
census income distribution was required for 11 respondents who indicated a 
salary in the top category of $200,000+ (all of these were at doctoral/research 
universities and were deans at honors colleges) . It is possible that this estima-
tion could result in over- or under-stating salaries by some unknown degree 
of error; however, the average of $147,293 (not presented in tables) calcu-
lated from these data for doctoral/research universities is within 1% of the 
$145,707 average salary reported in 2013–14 by the College and University 
Professional Association in Higher Education (CUPA) for honors deans at 
doctorate-granting institutions . Thus, it would seem that the census item and 
the resulting data estimates represent a reasonably good approximation of the 
salaries for the population of honors heads .
While we have previously had salary data for honors deans at doctorate-
granting institutions that provide us a source of external validation for the 
census salary item, we have not had those same kinds of data more broadly for 
honors program directors at either four- or two-year institutions, and results 
in Table 4 allow us to discuss these for the first time . While too few respon-
dents among the non-member segment of the census sample provided salary 
data to report on the right panel of the table, we do have sufficient salary data 
for the member segment to estimate average salaries . Consistent with the 
previous CUPA salary figures for honors deans at doctorate-granting institu-
tions, 2016 Census data reveal that honors college heads earned an average 
of almost $152,000 in 2016–17 . Not surprisingly, honors heads at four-year 
institution programs earn considerably less, on average ( = $106,607), and 
heads at two-year institution programs earn less than that ( = $92,208) .
Findings in Table 5 answer questions about honors staff and faculty . 
Presence of honors staff is common, but those institutions without honors 
staff are less likely to be members of NCHC . Staffing is ubiquitous at NCHC 
member honors colleges (96%) and prevalent at NCHC member programs 
at two- (59%) and four-year (75%) institutions . The most commonly found 
staff members are honors advisors (at nearly two in three institutions among 
both NCHC members and non-members) while the next most prevalent 
are advisors for national fellowships (about a fourth) and recruiting officers 
(about a fifth) . Compared to honors programs, honors colleges have more 
full-time staff members, on average, and they are also more likely to have staff 
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members who have been hired to help with development/fundraising and 
information technology .
To supplement staff, student workers are widely tapped at institutions 
for clerical or other help (over two-thirds) . Student workers are found at 
nearly all honors colleges (94%) and at over two-thirds of four-year programs 
among NCHC members . Almost four in ten NCHC members at two-year 
institutions also have student workers . However, the data suggest that fewer 
non-member than NCHC member institutions have the support of student 
workers: only one-fifth of non-members have student workers .
Unlike staff, faculty rarely report to the honors head (14%), but that 
occurrence is twice as likely among NCHC members as it is for non-members 
(a difference that is not statistically significant) . Having direct-report faculty 
occurs most at honors colleges (two in five), where the average is about six 
full-time and four part-time faculty members . About one in twelve honors 
colleges have tenure for honors faculty .
It is far more common to have faculty members who are not on direct-
report to the honors head but are assigned to teach honors courses (over 
two-thirds of institutions), and most of these are full-time instructors . This 
arrangement is most common at two-year institutions (four in five) and 
honors colleges at four-year institutions (nearly four in five) among NCHC 
members: overall, NCHC members are more likely to have borrowed faculty 
designated to teach honors courses (seven in ten) than are non-members (one 
in two) . Honors colleges with these arrangements average 35 full-time and 7 
part-time honors faculty members, about three times more than programs 
at two-year or four-year institutions among NCHC members . Non-NCHC 
members have far fewer honors instructional resources by any measure . Fac-
ulty advisory committees are quite prevalent (87%) and similarly distributed 
across honors types among NCHC members . They are less prevalent among 
non-NCHC members (63%), especially at two-year schools (50%) .
Table 6 shows that scholarships for honors students used to cover tuition 
and fees are widely available (more than two in three institutions) . They 
are more common among NCHC members than non-members (70% to 
54%), and among members they are more common at colleges (86%) than 
programs at four-year institutions (60%) . Scholarships to cover costs of hon-
ors housing, while not as widespread, are nonetheless offered by 44% of all 
institutions; among NCHC member institutions with honors-designated 
housing, nearly two-thirds of honors colleges award housing scholarships 
compared to less than a third of four-year programs . The same pattern of 
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differences for honors scholarships covering costs of honors housing holds 
for honors-specific scholarships that cover expenses for on-campus housing 
regardless of whether it is honors-designated housing, except that the propor-
tion of schools offering the latter scholarships is smaller for each category .
A majority (56%) of institutions have honors housing although fewer 
non-NCHC members have it (16%) compared to members (60%) . Among 
NCHC member institutions, colleges are more likely to have honors hous-
ing than four-year programs (88% to 67%), with honors housing being rare 
at two-year institutions (7%) . Not surprisingly, availability of living/learning 
community (LLC) programming reflects the same distributional pattern: 
honors LLCs are available at nearly 40% of institutions but rarely (11%) at 
non-NCHC member institutions, and among members they are more often 
available at colleges (70%) than four-year programs (46%) . They are virtually 
nonexistent at two-year institutions (1%) .
Honors academic space exists at about seven in ten institutions, but 
academic space is less often present at non-member institutions (cf . 76% to 
15%) . Among NCHC members, academic space can be found at nearly all 
institutions with honors colleges (94%) and most with programs (70%) . 
One in six NCHC member institutions has a free-standing honors building; 
among NCHC members honors buildings are more common for colleges 
(40%) than programs at four-year institutions (14%) . There are virtually no 
two-year institutions with an honors-designated building .
Honors students’ participation fees are not common overall (7%), but 
they are more often found at NCHC member colleges (17%) compared to 
programs (5%) . Those with a participation fee assess an average of nearly 
$375 a year . Colleges average $550 a year, compared to $75 per year for four-
year institution honors programs .
Table 7 presents typical curricular practices in the honors community . 
Nearly all institutions with honors education have honors courses that carry 
general education credit (95%) and honors courses that are available for 
honors students only (91%) . Strong tendencies are also evident for inter-
disciplinary and research-intensive courses (over 80% each), with the latter 
more pervasive in colleges (93%) compared to four-year programs (78%) or 
two-year programs (70%) . While the distribution varies, it does not differ 
much, indicating that honors course delivery follows modes of learning fea-
turing breadth and depth (see National Collegiate Honors Council, “Modes 
of Honors Learning”) . Other typical honors curricular features (in over half 
of all institutions) are honors contracts (64%), departmental courses (55%), 
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and study abroad courses (55%) . Practices that are quite common (40–49%) 
include thesis requirements, capstone courses, service learning, experiential 
education, and courses that combine class meetings with an online or course-
ware component . Internships expressly for honors students are less frequently 
available (20%) as are honors distance education courses (13%) . Overall, 
honors courses average about 20% of the degree credits students need for 
graduation, and this percentage varies little among NCHC member institu-
tions regardless of institutional mission or honors organizational structure .
In a comparison of NCHC members to non-members in their distribu-
tion of curricular honors practices, the former are more likely to have the full 
range of practices except for service learning (both are 49%) and research-
intensive courses (80% to 85%), for which the small differences are too small 
to distinguish statistically . Among four-year member institutions, programs 
and colleges have similar curricular practices for honors contracts, separate 
honors courses, interdisciplinary courses, general education courses, and 
thesis requirements, but honors colleges are more likely to have courses in 
departments (73% to 54%), service learning (61% to 41%), study abroad 
(80% to 56%) and experiential education (62% to 50%: a difference only sig-
nificant at the  .10 level); research-intensive courses (93% to 78%); internships 
for honors students (44% to 15%); and courses with an online component 
or courseware (51% to 32%) or held completely online (18% to 7%) . Hon-
ors colleges also have a higher average proportion of undergraduate credit 
hours earned through honors, but the difference is not significant . Slightly 
fewer honors colleges compared to four-year honors programs have a cap-
stone course (45% to 51%) or a service requirement (32% to 39%), but these 
differences are fairly small and not statistically significant . For the most part, 
fewer two-year institutions feature all of these curricular offerings with the 
exception of service learning courses (54%), a service requirement (42%), 
and the infusion of educational technology (hybrid courses, 60%; distance 
education courses, 26%) . These differences are not very significant and line 
up with prior research (Cognard-Black and Savage) .
Table 8 presents findings about administrative expectations for honors 
academic units and the degree to which they participate in advancement 
efforts . Assessment, annual reports, strategic plans, and financial audits are 
found at more than half of all institutions, and more than a third of institu-
tions invite external site visitors for a periodic review of honors . All such 
practices appear far less often at non-member institutions . Among member 
institutions, these administrative expectations generally are more prevalent 
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for colleges than four-year programs and are more common for four-year than 
two-year programs . Approximately three-fourths of colleges have a strategic 
plan, produce an annual report, implement assessment, and undergo financial 
audit; nearly 45% have periodic reviews by external site visitors .
Advancement activities are less common: over one-third of all institu-
tions are expected to raise funds; under one-fifth have an advancement 
advisory council; one-fifth have an honors alumni organization; and nearly 
one-third hold periodic honors alumni programming . NCHC members are 
far more likely than non-members to do or have all of these . Among mem-
bers, the comparative percentages for colleges, four-year programs, and 
two-year programs are as follows: alumni organization (43% to 15% to 13%), 
alumni programming (63% to 29% to 12%), advisory council for fundraising 
and development (47% to 11% to 11%), and expectations to raise funds from 
external sources (75% to 26% to 23%) .
discussion
From the first-ever census of institutions with honors education in the 
United States, findings bring into sharp relief a clear pattern, one that depicts 
an honors landscape similar to that found in our previous research on demog-
raphy of honors but with a wider frame that includes curricular practices and 
more characteristics of honors heads . We begin with those institutions having 
no access to NCHC’s advocacy for honors education, professional develop-
ment, and research findings to better situate honors practices . The data make 
plain that in general these programs are struggling . We found previously that 
throughout all facets of the delivery of honors education, institutions not 
aligned with NCHC on average have fewer resources and are more isolated 
from the honors community (Smith and Scott, “Demography”) . The 2016 
Census extends our knowledge, showing that in a comparison of non-NCHC 
members to members, the former offer their students fewer benefits in both 
curricular and co-curricular portions of the program . Curricular variety in 
honors modes of learning is far more constricted at non-member institu-
tions, and students have few opportunities to engage in LLC programming . 
Coordinators have less time to run these programs given their other non-
honors duties . An argument could be made that non-member institutions 
experiencing these conditions could benefit from NCHC’s information and 
best practices—e .g ., Definition of Honors Education, including Basic Char-
acteristics documents; Modes of Learning documents; and publications—as 
well as the professional community that NCHC provides to its member 
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institutions . Most likely, however, the vast majority of non-members do not 
have the wherewithal to sustain a membership (Scott and Smith); 30% of 
non-member institutions cited cost as the primary reason for not having an 
institutional membership (not presented in tables) . Further research by the 
NCHC is warranted to discover how best to advocate for non-member pro-
grams and train their faculty and administrators .
A few non-member institutions are doctoral universities with large honors 
programs, a profile different from typical non-members . A new association, 
Honors Education at Research Universities (HERU), has been formed to 
address features of honors education unique to these institutions . The extent 
to which doctoral universities have unique features in their approach to hon-
ors education is an empirical question that remains to be answered and that 
the analysis in the present paper is not designed to address . Data from the 
NCHC 2016 Census of U .S . Honors Programs and Colleges could, however, 
be used in a future study to examine differences among doctoral, master’s, 
baccalaureate, and associate’s institutions . Findings would presumably help 
HERU and NCHC understand whether differences exist and how to target 
advocacy and professional development for honors education across these 
institutional types .
While the present study shows that NCHC members in general have 
more human, infrastructural, and financial resources and offer a wider range of 
courses, co-curricular programming, honors LLCs, and honors scholarships, 
the pattern of tendencies and variation that has been reported in previous 
demographic studies of honors holds in these census results as well (Scott; 
Smith and Scott, “Growth”; Scott and Smith; Smith and Scott, “Demog-
raphy”) . Consider the central tendencies . Honors courses are frequently 
offered for general education credit as a component of a stand-alone (non-
departmental) program, where the courses tend to be interdisciplinary and 
research-intensive, with borrowed faculty and an advisory council that work 
with an honors head who has been on the job three years or less . Addition-
ally, the honors head and staff are located in an honors center, advise honors 
students, and carry out other administrative duties for the institution . These 
features are most commonly found in honors education regardless of the type 
of program or college or institution in which it is housed . The fact that these 
findings appear once again in this study suggests that the basic features of 
honors education are stable rather than an artifact of sampling bias and that 
many of NCHC’s Basic Characteristics are rooted in empirical realities .
Differences are also important, however . As we have seen before, char-
acteristics and practices differ between honors colleges and programs and, 
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among programs, between four- and two-year institutions . Honors colleges 
are larger, located at bigger institutions, especially at doctorate-granting 
universities, and they are more highly staffed by instructors and support per-
sonnel; are more likely to offer courses with high-impact pedagogies such as 
research and experiential learning; have a larger footprint on campus with 
academic and residential spaces; and function more like other academic units 
with a full range of administrative and advancement expectations . Institu-
tions that consider joining the recent trend of transitioning from a program to 
a college (Cognard-Black) should understand the infusion of resources nec-
essary to carry out the change (Smith and Scott, “Demography”) .
As with central tendencies, systemic variation in honors education by 
type of honors delivery (colleges, four-year programs, and two-year pro-
grams) can now be considered a stable finding and not likely an artifact of 
sampling bias . While a more thorough study is still to be done that compares 
changes over time from the 2012–13 survey to the 2016 census, the basic 
cross-sectional description of the landscape of honors education emerging 
from each appears to be largely the same .
conclusion
The demography of honors has introduced an analysis protocol affording 
a macrosocial perspective on how honors education functions at the inter-
organizational level . Akin to a helicopter shot in filmmaking, this perspective 
flies away from the limited vantage of close-ups on students or faculty or 
courses or administrative practices and instead depicts the scene as a whole . 
Important features emerge in such a depiction, namely the institutional ten-
dencies and variation across the landscape of honors education .
The prior demography of honors studies (Scott; Smith and Scott, 
“Growth”; Scott and Smith, 2016; Smith and Scott, “Demography”) helped 
lead to the census conducted for this article, and the dataset assembled 
through the census is arguably as important as the findings thus far published . 
We know the size of the honors community and its presence in undergradu-
ate higher education in the United States, and we know how its delivery 
varies across institutional control and Carnegie classification, honors type, 
and NCHC member status, but there is much more to learn from these data .
The Appendix lists information fields available in NCHC files, and unit-
level data are now available for scholars to access via the NCHC Data Use 
Policy, which can be found on the NCHC Surveys and Summary Tables page 
of the National Collegiate Honors Council’s Research website . The following 
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is a brief and certainly not comprehensive list of research questions that these 
data can answer: (1) What significant changes have occurred in the delivery 
of honors education and in the institutional features of those offering it dur-
ing the past half-decade among NCHC member institutions (comparing any 
set of information fields from the 2012–13 survey with the 2016 Census)? 
(2) How do institutions vary by Carnegie classification in the delivery of hon-
ors education and the institutional features of those offering it (comparing 
doctoral universities to master’s universities to baccalaureate colleges to asso-
ciate’s colleges)? (3) What critical differences distinguish university-wide 
honors from departmental honors? (4) How do operations and resources 
vary by length of service of the head honors administrator? (5) What struc-
tural and operational variables correlate with persistence and graduation rates 
(tapping data from the Admissions, Retention and Completion Survey Sum-
mary Table on the National Collegiate Honors Council’s website)?
Using the IPEDS “Use the Data” page available online at the National 
Center for Education Statistics, every institutional member of NCHC should 
also be able to access its own profile and compare its features, e .g ., Carnegie 
classification and institutional control, to the larger honors community or 
a sub-category of which it is a part in order to better understand and gauge 
location in the institutional landscape . We hope that such knowledge can 
aid honors administrators in their requests for sufficient support from their 
institutions .
As NCHC intensifies its mission-centric goals of advocacy and profes-
sional development, it will need a solid base of empirical knowledge . Honors 
scholarship on the practice of teaching and learning at the course level and 
student learning outcomes at the program level are critical to advance honors 
education and frame it more fully as what could arguably be called a profes-
sion of higher education in its own right . That scholarship, in turn, can and 
should be contextualized by studies of the field’s breadth across place and its 
evolution over time . We hope that data such as ours will help meet precisely 
this need .
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Beginning in Honors: A Handbook by Samuel Schuman (Fourth Edition, 2006, 80pp). Advice on starting a 
new honors program. Covers budgets, recruiting students and faculty, physical plant, administrative concerns, 
curriculum design, and descriptions of some model programs.
Fundrai$ing for Honor$: A Handbook by Larry R. Andrews (2009, 160pp). Offers information and advice on 
raising money for honors, beginning with easy first steps and progressing to more sophisticated and ambitious 
fundraising activities.
A Handbook for Honors Administrators by Ada Long (1995, 117pp). Everything an honors administrator 
needs to know, including a description of some models of honors administration.
A Handbook for Honors Programs at Two-Year Colleges by Theresa James (2006, 136pp). A useful 
handbook for two-year schools contemplating beginning or redesigning their honors program and for four-year 
schools doing likewise or wanting to increase awareness about two-year programs and articulation agreements. 
Contains extensive appendices about honors contracts and a comprehensive bibliography on honors education.
The Honors College Phenomenon edited by Peter C. Sederberg (2008, 172pp). This monograph examines the 
growth of honors colleges since 1990: historical and descriptive characterizations of the trend, alternative models 
that include determining whether becoming a college is appropriate, and stories of creation and recreation. 
Leaders whose institutions are contemplating or taking this step as well as those directing established colleges 
should find these essays valuable.
Honors Composition: Historical Perspectives and Contemporary Practices by Annmarie Guzy (2003, 
182pp). Parallel historical developments in honors and composition studies; contemporary honors writing 
projects ranging from admission essays to theses as reported by over 300 NCHC members.
Honors Programs at Smaller Colleges by Samuel Schuman (Third Edition, 2011, 80pp). Practical and 
comprehensive advice on creating and managing honors programs with particular emphasis on colleges with 
fewer than 4,000 students.
The Honors Thesis: A Handbook for Honors Directors, Deans, and Faculty Advisors by Mark Anderson, 
Karen Lyons, and Norman Weiner (2014, 176pp). To all those who design, administer, and implement an honors 
thesis program, this handbook offers a range of options, models, best practices, and philosophies that illustrate 
how to evaluate an honors thesis program, solve pressing problems, select effective requirements and proce-
dures, or introduce a new honors thesis program.
Housing Honors edited by Linda Frost, Lisa W. Kay, and Rachael Poe (2015, 352pp). This collection of 
essays addresses the issues of where honors lives and how honors space influences educators and students. 
This volume includes the results of a survey of over 400 institutions; essays on the acquisition, construction, 
renovation, development, and even the loss of honors space; a forum offering a range of perspectives on 
residential space for honors students; and a section featuring student perspectives.
If Honors Students Were People: Holistic Honors Education by Samuel Schuman (2013, 256pp). What if 
honors students were people? What if they were not disembodied intellects but whole persons with physical 
bodies and questing spirits? Of course . . . they are. This monograph examines the spiritual yearnings of college 
students and the relationship between exercise and learning.
Inspiring Exemplary Teaching and Learning: Perspectives on Teaching Academically Talented College 
Students edited by Larry Clark and John Zubizarreta (2008, 216pp). This rich collection of essays offers 
valuable insights into innovative teaching and significant learning in the context of academically challenging 
classrooms and programs. The volume provides theoretical, descriptive, and practical resources, including 
models of effective instructional practices, examples of successful courses designed for enhanced learning, and 
a list of online links to teaching and learning centers and educational databases worldwide.
NCHC Monographs & Journals
The Other Culture: Science and Mathematics Education in Honors edited by Ellen B. Buckner and Keith 
Garbutt (2012, 296pp). A collection of essays about teaching science and math in an honors context: topics 
include science in society, strategies for science and non-science majors, the threat of pseudoscience, chemistry, 
interdisciplinary science, scientific literacy, philosophy of science, thesis development, calculus, and statistics.
Partners in the Parks: Field Guide to an Experiential Program in the National Parks by Joan Digby with 
reflective essays on theory and practice by student and faculty participants and National Park Service personnel 
(First Edition, 2010, 272pp). This monograph explores an experiential-learning program that fosters immersion 
in and stewardship of the national parks. The topics include program designs, group dynamics, philosophical and 
political issues, photography, wilderness exploration, and assessment.
Partners in the Parks: Field Guide to an Experiential Program in the National Parks edited by Heather 
Thiessen-Reily and Joan Digby (Second Edition, 2016, 268pp). This collection of recent photographs and essays 
by students, faculty, and National Park Service rangers reflects upon PITP experiential-learning projects in new 
NPS locations, offers significant refinements in programming and curriculum for revisited projects, and provides 
strategies and tools for assessing PITP adventures.
Place as Text: Approaches to Active Learning edited by Bernice Braid and Ada Long (Second Edition, 2010, 
128pp). Updated theory, information, and advice on experiential pedagogies developed within NCHC during the 
past 35 years, including Honors Semesters and City as Text™, along with suggested adaptations to multiple 
educational contexts.
Preparing Tomorrow’s Global Leaders: Honors International Education edited by Mary Kay Mulvaney and 
Kim Klein (2013, 400pp). A valuable resource for initiating or expanding honors study abroad programs, these 
essays examine theoretical issues, curricular and faculty development, assessment, funding, and security. The 
monograph also provides models of successful programs that incorporate high-impact educational practices, 
including City as Text™ pedagogy, service learning, and undergraduate research.
Setting the Table for Diversity edited by Lisa L. Coleman and Jonathan D. Kotinek (2010, 288pp). This 
collection of essays provides definitions of diversity in honors, explores the challenges and opportunities diversity 
brings to honors education, and depicts the transformative nature of diversity when coupled with equity and 
inclusion. These essays discuss African American, Latina/o, international, and first-generation students as well 
as students with disabilities. Other issues include experiential and service learning, the politics of diversity, and 
the psychological resistance to it. Appendices relating to NCHC member institutions contain diversity statements 
and a structural diversity survey.
Shatter the Glassy Stare: Implementing Experiential Learning in Higher Education edited by Peter A. 
Machonis (2008, 160pp). A companion piece to Place as Text, focusing on recent, innovative applications of City 
as Text™ teaching strategies. Chapters on campus as text, local neighborhoods, study abroad, science courses, 
writing exercises, and philosophical considerations, with practical materials for instituting this pedagogy.
Teaching and Learning in Honors edited by Cheryl L. Fuiks and Larry Clark (2000, 128pp). Presents a variety 
of perspectives on teaching and learning useful to anyone developing new or renovating established honors 
curricula.
Writing on Your Feet: Reflective Practices in City as Text™ edited by Ada Long (2014, 160pp). A sequel to the 
NCHC monographs Place as Text: Approaches to Active Learning and Shatter the Glassy Stare: Implementing 
Experiential Learning in Higher Education, this volume explores the role of reflective writing in the process of 
active learning while also paying homage to the City as Text™ approach to experiential education that has been 
pioneered by Bernice Braid and sponsored by NCHC during the past four decades.
Journal of the National Collegiate Honors Council (JNCHC) is a semi-annual periodical featuring scholarly 
articles on honors education. Articles may include analyses of trends in teaching methodology, articles on 
interdisciplinary efforts, discussions of problems common to honors programs, items on the national higher 
education agenda, and presentations of emergent issues relevant to honors education.
Honors in Practice (HIP) is an annual journal that accommodates the need and desire for articles about 
nuts-and-bolts practices by featuring practical and descriptive essays on topics such as successful honors 
courses, suggestions for out-of-class experiences, administrative issues, and other topics of interest to honors 
administrators, faculty, and students.
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Honors Programs at Smaller Colleges (3rd Ed.) $25.00 $45.00
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If Honors Students Were People: Holistic Honors Education $25.00 $45.00
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